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Ptl 11:--E BStlFT
PEGASUS
(a PASCAL bsssd data bass system)

For the past ten months , Softalk has been bringing you the faces behind the com·
panies and products. Some of those faces reappear below. But some have never
graced Softalk's pages . Use the pictures and clues to identify these ten people .

PEGASUS-ls a fil ing and retrieval system
usong the PASCAL programming language
providing a general means for storing data
on an orderly fashion PASCAL code runs
three to love times faster than BASIC code
designed for a sim il ar application .

1. Left: Dotogromming is th is software honcho's vi sion for th e fut ure of mi·
crocomputer software, ond he' s got the job to moke it hoppen . 2. Right: If
your vision of the Apple incl udes animatio n ond you'd like ta paint your
micro in bold colors, he' s th e mon to see.

Data stored on the PEGASUS data base may
be mod 1f1ed, retrieved, and formatted Into
convenient reports Three types of data are
supported: character, real, and integer.
Each PEGASUS data base record may con ·
lain up to 20 fields .

i

Data may be entered erther 1ntsract1ve/y
from the console or as a batch from a text
/tie. Records may be mod olled alter they
have been entered or de leted trom the data
base entirely PEGASUS may also be used
to select groups of records based on the
values of one or more fields Output may be
to the CAT screen, a p11nter or a text file
Thus, PEGASUS may be used to create
p11nted reports, examine data on·lone, or m·
terlsce with the input or output of other
PASCAL programs Requirements Apple II ,
Plus, or Ill and two 5 '1<'' disk drives. Or an 8"
or Winchester type drove. USCD Pasca l
Language System
5 v.;. Disk. o'n1yi$1'99.95

5. Left: All ods leod to th i s exec when you onswer her company's blurbs.
6 . Right: If your screen i s o machine or a win do w thot's like mogic, t honk
th is man .

INCOME STATEMENT
SYSTEM
INCOME STATEMENT SYSTE M- (Sum·
marozed Report s including Budget Figures
Ba se d on Super Che c kbook Ill
transact1ons.) - An exce llent program com.
plement to SUPER CHECKBOOK 111 The
system provides tor up to too income and
expense codes For each code the system
maintains a total for the current month, cur·
rent budget, current year·IO·dale, and three
prior year·to- dates Income codes may have
up to six correspond ing expense codes A
" sort code" feature allows account codes to
print In a user defined sequence.

.•

3 Left: His lotest software offering will blost you out of the chair, but i t' s ~;;;=
likely thot he won 't move . 4. Right: Improving the Apple o s o g rophics '/
ond music d evice is t he Utopian vision of this celebrity .

'
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7 . Left: Mr. fiddled with Fo rtran, unti l this Ms . got him on line . She' s mi·
crocomputerdom' s b estselli ng autho ress for t he Apple. 8. Right: No pris·
oner to programming , he looks to the networks for inspiration.

9. Left: Mouthpiece for o fru it ... ond on public television, too . 10. Right:
When your programs need editing by the line, you'll want to call on th is...,
tee nager's software.
!I

Using the clues, identify each of the above persons. You do not need back issues
Updates to the accounts include current
of Softalk to succeed at this contest. Proper reading o! the clues should lead you to
month, end·Of ·month , and end·Of·year.
Gross and Net Income Statements may be
their identities.
printed on either accou nt code or sort code
sequence The Acc ount Master Fil e Lost
2. Write their names and current company a!!iliations on the entry !orm .
may be printed by sort code, account c ode,
3. Mail entry to Softalk Faces, 11021 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601,
or alphabetically by account name. De·
tailed transa chons for each code are
prior to August 15, 1981.
p11nted and tota led, one code per page, on
code number order.
4. Scoring : One point for correctly identifying the person; one point !or correctly
identifying each person's current company a!!iliation.
This system 1s designed to run m con1unc ·
lion with the SUPER CHECKBOOK Ill pro
5. Total possible points : 20. Nearest to that score wins . In case o! a tie , the Apple
gram described below Requirements: 48K,
two drsk d11ves, printer card, Apptesot t .
random number generator will select the winner.
Disk Onfy/$49 95
6. First prize is $100 in merchandise from any advertiser in this issue. A second
prize drawing will be held from all entries that score at least one point. Second prize is
SUPER CHECKBOOK Ill
$30 in merchandise from any advertiser in this issue.
JI
SUP ER CHECKBOOK 111-A vssl/y 1mprov·
ed version of our popular selling program
With new features such as: somplotled but
powerf ul transaction entry and mod 1f1ca.
t1on routines, new rec onc1l 1ation ro utines,
add1t 1ona l features such as 30 percent on·
crease on the total number of c hecks han·
died, posting of interest from interest bear·
1ng checking accounts, automatic teller
transa ctions , bullet proot error handling ,
and smart dosk rout ines Plus the program
st il l contains th e options of bar graphs, sor.
tong , act1v1t1es, and account status See IN·
COME STATEMENT SYSTEM descri bed
above
Dosk On ly/Applesott $49.95

Desler Inquiries

ln~lt•d

1.

Fill out and mail to : Softalk Faces, 11021 Mag
nolia Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601.
Affiliation
Name
l. _ __ _ __ _ _

2. _ __ _ _ _ __
3. _ __ _ _ _ __
4, _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ ·-------

6. _ __ _ _ _ __
7, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8, _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Visa and MasterC ard, Check or Money
Order include $2 00 for shopping and
handli ng. C 0 .D. $2.00 addohonal
· Apple II and Applesofl a re the registered
trademarks of APPLE COMPUTER INC

9. _ __ _ _ _ __
10. _ __ _ __ __
If I win, I'd like : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If I'm s e c o n d = - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Name :_________________

PtllVEB§OFT

Address : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

P. 0 . ROX 15 7

City, State , Zip : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PIT \H:\. :\ EW JERSE Y
(609) 589-5500

My autograph : - - - - - - - - - - - My local retailer Is_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Computer Camp. Kids whose essays
didn't win a campership to Computer
Camp can take out some of their disap·
pointment by shooting at appleoids. Al
Remmers of California Pacific, sponsor
of one of the camperships, was so im
pressed by the competing essays that
he's sending a disk o! Tom Luhrs's Ap
pleoids/ Chipout to every entrant.
Todd Kimball of Danville, California,
won the So/talk Campership. Kimball is
twelve . Softalk's sta!f found his essay
best to combine his own purposes at
GOTO 65

fl
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Such a contradictory breed are war
gamers that they're reminiscent of the
old poem about the frog:
•'The froggy, him am a queer
bird/ him ain't got no tail almost hard
ly/him jumps when he runs / and sits
down when he jumps/ the froggy, him am
a queer bird."
For the most part, war gamers
camouflage their interest behind mild de
meanors and thoughtful appearances
hardly as macho and bellicose as might
be expected. A war games tournament
bears great resemblance to a chess tour·
nament, except that the players might
seem a trifle unbalanced.
This penchant for slight dementia is
most notable during heated debates
about the rules-occurrences never
found at a chess tournament.
By their very complex nature, war
games are not susceptible to clear, con
cise rule books. And when war gamers
congregate, there's bound to be discus
sion about whose interpretations are cor
rect. Such discussions are generally un
solvable among the participants, neces·
sitating an umpire with the authority to
make binding arbitration decisions.
Another trait of war gamers, one
more closely akin to their chess-playing
cousins, is infinite patience. Players sit
for hours, surrounded by their maps ,
charts, and playing pieces, merely con
templating a move. One move sequence
having been completed, they cut card
decks, spin spinners, and/ or roll dice to
determine the outcome of their strategy.
As likely as not, the outcome will be a
standoff, necessitating a repeat of the en
tire procedure until one player breaks off
the engagement or a conclusive winner is
deter mined.
·
Not so many years ago, one of the
bright young lights in war gaming cir
cles was Joel Billings, then a student at
Claremont Men's College. Billings was
one of the true talents at the art, some·
times entering as many as three divi
sions of a war gaming tournament si
multa neously. This is roughly akin to

Page 4: Joel Billings,
SS l' s president. Page 5 ,
clockwise from tap left:
SS I founder Jahn Lyon,
operations manager
Susan Bil lings, marketing
manager Jeff
Garaventa, and
programmer Paul
Murray.

playing a couple of dozen simultaneous
chess matches against near masters.
Billings's finest hour came when he
won one division of a tournament, placed
second in another division, and reached
the semifinals in yet a third division.
When Billings graduated from Clare
mont with the bachelor's degree in eco
nomics in the spring of 1979, he had an au
tumn date with the University of Chica
go graduate school of business to be pre
ceded by summer employment with Am
dahl, a computer mainframe manufac
turer in northern California.
He also had his continuing interest in
war gaming and a new curiosity about
the personal computers that were then
just beginning to make their mark.
He perceived that computerizing war
games could add to their enjoyment by
providing an impersonal umpire, in the
form of the computer, who would know
beyond a question of a doubt what the
rules were.
Also, the computer could carry out
both players' moves simultaneously, thus
making unnecessary the bogus simula
tions in which moves are executed in
turns, with no chance for the opposing
player to react until the result of the first
player's move has been determined.
Billings started scouting the possibili
ties for computerized war gaming and
was referred to two programmers at
IBM's San Jose facility who were not
war game fanatics. Their enthusiasm for
the project-initially high-waned con
siderably when they learned that Bill·

ings might have in mind a full-time, full
line software publishing company. They
had no objections to some part-time ef
forts, but they couldn't see the computer
war game industry as having the bright
future of an IBM.
War gamers are nothing if not thor
ough, so by that time Billings had devel
oped other avenues of finding program
mers who also were war gamers. He dis·
tributed questionnaires in stores that fea
tured war games, asking for indicatiorui
of interest in computerized war gaming
and searching for programming talent.
One of the respondents to that ques
tionnaire was John Lyon, who W8.8 to be
come a partner with Billings at the for
mation of Strategic Simulations.
Lyon's background was as checkered
as Billings's was pristine. He had
dropped out of graduate school--0oinci
dentally, it was the University of Chica
go's graduate school of business-sev
eral years before.
In the course of doing a friend a fa·
vor, he got involved in computer pro
gramming. He had given his friend a ride
to an employment agency in Chicago
and, while his friend applied for a job,
Lyon filled out an application form him
self. He was sent on an interview for a
novice programming position and W8.8
hired.
He subsequently went to work for
Control Data Corporation, where he
spent nearly ten years working at tele
communicatiorui systems applicatiorui.
At the end of that stint, Lyon wu pro
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grammed out. His disencha nt m ent was
so great he swore he 'd never pr ogra m
again. He studied gems , but found that
jewelry stores were only looking for
salespersons.
The result was a r eturn to program·
ming in a totally different environ
m ent-he began providing software for
Ata ri pinball machines . Later he went to
National Cash Register as an a pplica 
tions progra mmer.
After leaving Control Data, Lyon had
become interested in painting ancient
miniatures. As a war gamer , he chose
ancient over other period m iniatures be·
cause there was a consistent set of rules
followed nationally for the use of a ncient
miniatures in gaming and no such con
sistent set of rules existed fo r use of m in
iatures of ot her periods.
It was during a search for new m inia
tures at the Game Table in Ca mpbell,
California, that he saw a mimeogra phed
flyer soliciting interest in computer war
games. At t he bottom was a request for
interested programmers to call a phone
number.
In Lyon's words , "I thought to m y
self, 'This is what opportunit y looks like
when it comes knocking.• •• He called the
number and reached Billings.
Also responding to tha t questionnaire
wa s Ed Williger. Lyon became a uthor of
SSI's first product, Com puter B ismarck .
Williger authored the second product ,
Com puter A m bu,s h.

But it wasn't all t hat simple. In t he be
ginning, Billings and Lyon hadn 't even

determ ined which computer might be
best for the type of product they were in
terested in producing. So, while addition
al market studies wer e being made, de
velopment of Bismarck started on a bor
rowed North St ar computer.
At the West Coast war gamers con
vention , Pacificon, Billings conducted a
s urvey-with a fifty-dollar door prize
drawing as an incentive for participa
tion-to d etermine h ow many war
ga m ers already had computers and
which kind they had .
That survey was followed by tele
phone interviews with a representative
sampling of t he initial respondents.
Apple and TRS-80 were approxim ate
ly even in ownership by war gamers,
with all other pers onal computers to
gether having only a minuscule share of
t hat segment of the marketplace .
Meanwhile, sum m er was coming to
an end and Billings had to bite the bullet.
He had to decide whether to cast his lot
with SSI or proceed with his plans for
graduate school.
SSI won the nod. By that time Lyon
ha d programm ed a r elatively simple fox
a nd hounds game on the borrowed North
Star ; t hat achieve m ent convinced Bill·
ings that if they formed SSI, the compa
ny would be able to deliver product. The
decision was made to convert the North
Sta r code for the Apple, a nd business was
set up in Billings's a partm ent.
While Lyon set about the code con
version and the continuing program
ming effort, Billings bent his ta lents to

:\'::....

marketing. One of the results was a
breakthrough in computer software
packaging.
Bismar ck was the first software mar
keted in a bookshelf size box, emulating
its board game predecessors. Although
the box is now s limmer, SSI has contin·
ued its policy of bright, four-color boxes
as its means of packaging.
B is marck also broke new ground in
providing plastic movement charts ,
maps , grease pencils, and other manual
game accoutrements.
These innovations stemmed less from
a conscious effort to distinguish the prod·
uct from other software games than from
Billings's familiarity with board war
games, which usually contain maps and
charts and are boxed.
As with other embryonic companies
in the microcomputer software industr y,
SSI's genesis gives lie to the old term cot
tag e i ndu.s try. It 's been an ap artment in·
dustry. Like t he other soft ware publish
ers with similar roots , pa ckaging mate
rials, documentation, a nd disks soon
overran all a vailable living spa ce .
In addition , an Apple and a TRS-80
were set up in Billings's bedroom. When
Lyon would finish his r egula r job a t NCR,
he'd go to the apartment and program
well into t he night- the beeps and whirrs
and clicks of the computer providing a
lullaby for Billings.
Lyon went full-time with SSI in No
vember 1979, as he a nd Billings strove to
wrap up their first product.
The original management tea m was

r~. S 0 ~ I AL~
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omplcted with the December addition of
Susan Billings , formerly a hospital ad
mini strator in Santa Barbara.
Bi s111c11"ck was introduced in late Jan
uary 1980 and, by early March, it was
clear that either Billings or SSI would
have to vacate the premises. Naturally, it
was SSI that did the moving- the first of
two moves to larger quarters within a
year's time.
For a company that originally set out
to do war games for the Apple , SSI has
developed a remarkably diverse soft
ware portfolio. Computer Quarterback
was the first of what may become a full
line of sports simulation games for the
computer. A second product in that line,

a computerized baseball simulation, was
being play tested as this article was be
ing written and should be on the market
by the time you're reading it.
Cnrtels cind Cutthroats marked SSI's
first venture into business simulation
games . It was written by Dan Bunten,
also the author of Computer Quarter
/Ju ck.

The company's product flow stut
tered at the beginning but now has fallen
into a pattern that calls for a new prod
uct each month .
A m/Jush didn't follow B ismarck until
June 1980 and it was September before
Quarterback and Computer N apoleonics
reached the market.

·::·L.pptesott is a reg1 st.ered t.rademark of Apple Computers, Inc
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Computer Conflict and Computer A ir
Combcit followed in November, but it was
February 1981 before Warp Factor made
its appearance. Apocalypse and Cartels
were released in March and Torpedo
F ire hit the market in April.
·
In the works at the present time is

SSI's first battle game involving ele
ments of fantasy games such as magic
and mythical monsters. Fueled by
Lyon 's interest in ancient miniatures, it's
a simulation with mythical elements
such as Homer might have written.
Computer B ismarck remains the all
time bestseller of the company, but a war
game with a twist- Warp Factor-is bid
ding for that honor. Written by Paul Mur
ray, it's a war game of the future, not of
the past, and it's currently one of the hot
test pieces of software on the market.
The company is constantly working
to upgrade the product line from a
programming standpoint . There are
plans for some of the older products to be
converted to assembly language to en
able the programs to run faster , al
though Ambush has so far defeated the
best efforts of three programmers who
attempted it. SSI has also developed its
own disk operating system, which speeds
access to the disk considerably, an im
portant consideration because the games
require constant disk accessing.
Billings is hesitant to draw the paral
lel because of the obvious competitive as
pects, but his goal is essentially to make
SSI the publisher of a complete spec
trum of strategy games for the compu
ter, just as Avalon Hill has been success
ful in publishing a wide line of board
strategy games.
SSI's success was noted in the 1980
game survey conducted by The Space
G amer, the magazine for fantasy
gamers. B ismarck and Ambush rated
first and second as the most popular com
puter war games .
SSI was among the most recogniz
able of the computer game manufac
turers and were rated in the top ten of all
gamemakers in the same survey.
Billings believes that the company's
image as a war game publisher has pre
vented some authors from offering other
types of strategy games to SSL He hopes
that the sports and business simulations
will convince authors to give SSI a shot at
their efforts.
Still dedicated war gamers, Billings
and Lyon are looking forward to this
year's Pacificon in San Mateo; it will be
doubling as the national Origins conven
tion of war gaming. They'll be exhibiting
instead of playing, but it's the first time
the national convention has been held on
the West Coast and there's a certain re
gional pride in the recognition that gives
to western war gamers.
If, at that convention, someone has
come up with a board game simulation of
software publishing, bet the mortgage on
Joel Billings to win. He's a proven war
gamer who's also a proven publisher. J I

WORD PROCESSQRApp1e11,andApp1e11P1us•,oos3.3., 4o;aoco1umns
EASY TO USE : LETTER PERFECT is a character orientated word processor
with the user in mind. Fast action (machine language) . menu driven. sin gle load
pro gram . 34K Free . Requ ires Paymar LCA . one disk drive . an d 32K mem ory . One
ti me configu ra tion for your system . pri nt er type etc.. can be recon(igu re d at any
tim e. Right hand jus tifica tion. Supports incremen tal spacing , underlining, bo ldface
with NEC or Oume/ Oia blo. Will use any of the special print characters of your speci
fic printer . Key codes make mnemonic sense for easy use. All text packed durin g
saving for greater disk storage capacity. Full type written page of buffer space for
easy manuscrip t editin g. Menu driven printer selection. or use your own special
pr in t dr iver . Works with oo·s 3.3. "Screen format allows you to previe w pr inted
tex t".

MAIN-MENU
CURRENT DRIVE
NUMBER #1
SLOT #6
__,.Editor
..
Change Drive #. Slot
Load
Save
Merge
Screen Format
Printer
lock
Unlock
Delete
Format Disk
Reconfigure
Data Base Merge
Quit

All this and more, for $149.95.

Features:
FUL L CURSOR CONTROL
Home Cursor
Scroll Page Forward
Scroll Page Backw ard
Pause Scroll
Scroll Line at Time
Scrolling Speed Control
Move Cursor Down
Beg inning of Text
MULTl FUNCTION FORMAT LINE
Standard Formats a Default
Formats Easily Changed
Right Justificat ion
Left Marg in
Page Width
Line Spac ing
Li nes Per Page
Fon t Changing
Set Page#
Top Margin
Bottom Margin

Press.- or-+ to move cursor
Press (Return) for selection

40 Column
80 Super-R-Term
Smarterm
Videx
Bit 3

Delele a Character
lnserl a Character
Delete a Li ne

lnse rl a Line
Headers and Footers
Shift Lock and Release
Global and Local Sea rch
and Replacemenl
Underlining and Boldface
Aulomatlc Centering
Horlzontal Tabs
Special Print Characler1
Spill Catalog
Page Numbering up lo 65535
Prints up lo 256 Copies of
Single Te xt Fiie
Non Printing Text Commenting
FUNCTIONS
Delete All Text
Delele All After Cursor
Delete All Before Cursor
Delele Next Block
Delete Buffer
Move Ne xt Block to Buffer
Add Next Block to Buffer
Insert Block From Bulfer
Merge Text Files

SEND FOR FREE CONTROL PAGE
* Data Base Merge
* Screen Format
* Font types changed in body of text
* With RH justification
* Multiple Print Drivers

NEC
Qu me/ Diablo
CENT 737
Epson
Paper Tiger
Write Your Own

Printer - Use any type: Epson NEC. Qume. CEN T 737. All para ll el. serl al printer types.
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CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
THE APPLE SOURCE.
Disbursement Journals. Customized
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMMED
jou:rnals . Allows simulation of manual
ACCOUNTANT FOUR MODULES
special journal entries. Prints Aging
Buy all four now-or add as you
Report to 150 days, vendor list and
e x p a nd $175 each ($250 after 6/1 /81)
labels and even a Cash Requirements
The first programs for your Apple that
Report. Posts to General Ledger.
your accountant will like as much as
you do. Nooody makes it better-or
CPA4PAYROLL
,.
HYPERSPACE WARS
easier to use- thari Continental Soft
Maintains personnel records for as
2 GAMES FOR THE PRICE OF l $29.95
ware . Simple step-by-step instructions.
many as 100 employees. Quarter-to
48K Trek. Stardate 3421.
Excellent error checking. Modules can
date and year-to-date earnings and
The Terra union is ?eing attacked . .
be used individually, or integrated into
deduction records . Employees are
a complete Accounting System.
You comma:id Umted Starship Excah
bur. Your m1ss1on : destroy the deadly
Manuals only: just $15 each.
- - departmentalized and designated
hourly or salaried. Prints complete
Klepton invasion force. Four levels,
Novice to Master.
~ CPAl GENERAL LEDGER.
Payroll Checks, 941 information , W-2s,
State of California DE-3 information.
3·D Space Baille. Use your on-board~ True double entry bookkeepi:1g with
Prints Payroll Journal and posts to
scanners to search for alien ships in hi
complete, accurate audit trails showGeneral Ledger.
res three-dimensional space. Destroy
mg the source of eac~ entry m the
as many aliens as you can before you
general ledger. Co_nc1se, meamngful
These are just some of the fea
run out of fuel or your ship is destroyed .
reports ge~erated mclude Balan~e
tures of each CPA module. All require
Hi-res graphics. Req. 48K, Applesoft in
~hf et, Proh~ ~ LosslSutmJmary,lTAnatl. ·t
48K, Applesoft in Rom, Dos. 3.3, 2 disk
Rom+ 1 disk drive. Dos. 3.2 or 3 _3 _
a ance an
omp e e ourna c iv1 y
drives + printer.
Report. Reports show monthly, year-to
Al your local dealer or fill out and
L.A. LAND MONOPOLY
$29.95
date and last year monthly + YTD for
mail today. Phone for immediate
Bankrupt your opponents while becom
comparison. Custom charting feature
delivery.
ing the richest player in the game . Buy,
includes hi-res plotting of one or more
l~!li'IE
• •
sell, rent and trade to accumulate the
accounts.
, . p~~r::·~
most cash and properly. Two to six may
CPA2 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
play. Computer is banker. Create your
.
.
.
.
I
own special version using streets in~ Prmts mvmces on available custom
Send me these revolutionary
I
forms or on plain paper. Back orders
your own town.
Ill programs :
I
.
h.
R
48K A l
ft
and extensions computed. Issues stateH
t for a 11 customers, one or more
D Hyperspace Wars ... $
I
· i-res
R grap
+ 1 d. ics d. ·eq . D , pp eso
mens
II.I D L.A. Land Monopoly.
isc nve . os . 3 ·2 or 3 ·3 ·
customers, or only those with current,
m om
!Iii D Home Money Minder
I
HOME MONEY MINDER
$34.95
30-, 60-, 90- or 150-day balances.
f.i D The Mailroom . . . . . .
I
Complete home financial system c om
Maintain up to 300 customers. Custom
m\ D CPA 1 General
bines an excellent Home Checkbook
ized journals. Allows simulation of
Ledger...........
I
Program with Budgeting . Transactions
manual special journal entries . Posts to
ll D CPA2 Accts. Rec. . . _ _ _ I
by month by budget category. Bank
General Ledger. Prints aging report to
I D CPA3 Accts . Pay. . .
reconciliation. Budget for year. Total
150 days. Also prints customer lists
D CPA4 Payroll . . . . . .
I
and labels.

e x penses compa red monthly and year
No. C .0.D.s
Subtotal
I
to-date. Plus much more.
CPA3 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Cal. res. add 6% _ _ _ _
Re q. 48K '. Applesoft in Rom, 1 disk
Prints checks to vendors and nonTOTAL
dn ve + pnnter. Avail. m Dos . 3.3.
vendors on available pre-printed
I
TH E MAILROOM
$34.95
checks or plain paper. Each check stub
Stores up to 750 names per disk. Prints
shows invoice(s) paid, discounts taken,
_ _ _ _ State. _ Zip_ _ I
master lists and labels 1, 2 or 3 across.
net paid, Prints Purchases and Cash
_ _ __ Exp. _ _
I
Sorts in 5 seconds . Sort on any of 12
items, se a rch any sorted item in 10-20
seconds maximum . Easy editing, cus
tomized inputs .
~
Re q . 4 8 K'. Applesoft in Rom, 1 disk .. ~
12101 Jefferson Blvd.,
1m1 (213) 371-5612
I
d n ve + p nnter (132 c olumn capability
Culver City, CA 90230
need ed to print Ma ster List.) in Dos. 3.3.

For Apple owners only. Thor
oughly tested, well documented
programs for business and pleas
ure. All written by professionals.
Each checked out carefully by
experts in its field.

~
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Apple on Drugs
We have five Apple computers here at
Salem Hospital. The one in the phar
macy is being used extensively as we de
velop our own software. We showed some
of these programs at the New England
Council of Hospital Pharmacists spring
seminar at Nashua, New Hampshire , in
May.
Two of our pharmacists have also
purchased Apple computers for use at
home .
We're interested in talking with any
other pharmacists who have developed
programs for hospital pharmacy.
F . Michael Lyons, Director of Phar
macy, Salem Hospital, Salem , Massa
chusetts
One-Key Printing
I read "Homespun Hopes" in Open Dis
cussion (So/talk, May 1981 ) , and I have
found one of those little hidden functions
that Doug Chang m entioned . To the best
of my knowledge, it is not in the Apple
soft manual.
It was actually a programming error
that I intentionally made. I typed in a
program tha t would , theoretically , never
end. So, just for the heck of it, I entered
END as the last line of my program. I
thought I would be funny, so I put a ques
tion mark after the END statement, that
is , END?. I didn't think anything of it un
til I listed the program . Instead of being
END?, it was END PRINT. I then sub
situted a question m a rk for PRINT whlle
programming, and, after hitting re
turn and running the program , it
worked! To make a long story short , in
Applesoft, you may substitute a question
mark for PRINT while programming. It
is a lot faster ! Please try it .
Charles M . Haire , Las Vegas, NV

Mr. Haire's method of discovery is ci
far more delightful one, but the use of the
question mark as an abbreviation f or
PRINT can also be discovered on page 70
of the Applesoft Ba sic Programming
R eference Manual.
Enough To Turn My Green Eyes Blue ·
When I bought Apple Post software
twenty months ago, I had long golden
hair to my waist. I now have straight
gray hair and am almost bald from fight
ing "error encountered" problems with
the program .
I called Apple, CA, a dozen times .
Then I called Apple , TX. I hired two soft
ware experts. I parked on the local Apple
Computer rep's doorstep . All this was in
addition to bugging the local dealers .
No one ... a nd I mean no one could

DI

\ (

u

tell me what caused the "error encoun
tered" or how to get around it. I spent
more time retyping clobbered disks than
running programs.
I finally went to CAA for a malling
progra m and redid my ten thousand plus
nam es.
Most purchasers of A pple Post are
probably dumb bunnies like me . We get
no help from t he experts .
The solution ls simple :
CATALOG
DELETE ZIP
DELETE SOUNDEX
Go back into Apple Post and these two
modules (where t he error has occurred)
will set up new files without errors.
It also works faster starting from
scratch. I would advise deleting those
two files before any update.
I don't know a RAM from a ROM or a
Control-D from a GOTO, but I know when
I have problems .
Claudine Moffatt, Manchester, MD

I 0

N

separate disk rather than de lete them en
tire ly.
tslugniL eht htlw tnemugrA nA
If you look at page 69 of the May 1981

issue , you will see an ad from Synergis
tic Software for their Linguist package.
Line three of the screen is supposed to
be Hebrew, Well, folks, someone really
goofed! The letters are Hebrew , all right ,
but you've (or they 've ) got them going
the wrong way .
In Hebrew, we read from right to left
(just like APL , hmmm ) . But in the ad ,
the screen shows them backward. Not a
ver y good ad for a package which sup
posedly teaches linguistics.
Also, the proper translation is "Who
speaks Hebrew? " not "Do you speak He
brew?"
Perhaps you should tell your adver
tiser (or better- proofread the ads you
accept ).
I don't think I'll buy that pac kage .
L . P. Lewis, White Plains, NY

Softalk has not encountered this pro b
The program itself does indeed print
lem cind has not tes ted M s. Moffatt's
rather radical fix. If you recognize these Hebrew to the screen and on the printer
pro blems and wish to attempt thef'l:X, it's from right to left, thanks to the facility of
scifest to save these programs on a the Apple. T ypesetters lire often not so

In bri ll ianlly colored array. the Aliens swoop
sides in dazzlingly swift attacks to
do battl e upon the lone defender. America's #1
Bestsel ler! (Form erly sold under a different
name) . Apple II Integer or Plus. 48K Disk . $24 .95 .

REDOUBT • down from all
The cruel Emperor Tawala has been fo rced from
his throne on lhe world of Galac ti ca and has fled
for his life 10 the planet of Farside. where he and
a small bank of adheren ts prepare to make their
las t stand . Exlreme solar co ndition s have
isolaied Farside from the rest of the galaxy . and
so it rema ins to Benthi. leader of the local insur
rectionists . to press the fi nal assault on Tawala
and his mini ons.
TAWALA'S LAST REDOUBT puts you in the
posi tion of rebel leader. You must int erc ept and
decipher Tawa la's secret messages to his sup
porters, fo rm alliances wi l h loca l chiefs, del ect
Tawa1a·s spies in your m idst , separate hard intel
ligence from enemy dis information , avoid Ta
wala's mil itary forays again~t you and, finally,
lead the assault against the Prince's stronghold .
Minimum Con fig uration :
TRS-80 Cassette, 16K, Level II , $19 .95
TRS-80 Di sk, 32K , $24 .95
APPLE Disk. 48K wi th APPLESOFT, $29.95
Apple and App leso fl are tradema rks of App le Computer Co.
RS-80 is a trademark of Rad io Shack

ALIEN TYPHOON .
Twice as many , twice as fast, twice as tricky !
For fana tics on ly . Apple II Integer or Plus , 48K
Di sk . $24.95.

How to order : Ask your dealer or send chec k o r
money order for the exac t retail price to :
~d

;u

Id

Br~derbund

So ftware

Box 3266 , Eug ene , Oregon 97403
Call (503) 343-9024 to order. NO CHARGE
FOR SH IPPING AND HANDLING!
Visa and Mastercard accep ted .
We ' ve got morel Send for our free catalog!
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( See Mark etalk R e

r ie uw.)
In c id e11tally, " Do you sp eak H e
brew . ·· see ms a r easona,ble idiomatic
tra11.~ latio11, ju~ t as On parle francals
("'on e sp eaks F rench") and Se habla es
panol ("Spanish speaks its elf") are prop
er ly tak en to rnean " F renc h spoken
here" and " Spanish spok en here."

Minot To Reason Why ...
I teach computer programming to high
school juniors and seniors here in Minot .
We have twelve Apple II Plus units with
disk drives and language systems. Our
semester course is based on Pascal,
touching on Fortran the last four weeks .

Our advanced class works with Pascal,
Fortran, Pilot, and machine language .
I have enclosed copies of two pro
grams that show how to use special out
put features In Pascal. I hope you can use
these hints.
The first program defines a character
variable T as a blank. It would also have
been declared as a constant. This makes
the T;lO is the Writeln similar in ap·
pearance to the T F:ormat control in For·
tran .
The variable LF is assigned the line
feed character. I get tired of seeing
students' programs, programs in periodi
cals, and books cluttered with Writelns.
Some of them have twenty in a row.
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Using the LF variable is similar to the /
Format control in Fortran.
The VT variable tabs straight down
the screen in the middle of a Writeln . I
would normally use a name like MC in·
stead of Movecursor in my own pro·
grams. This function can easily be added
to the System.Library.
PROGRAM DEMO:
VAR VT,LF,T:CHAR;
PR : INTERACTIVE;
BEGIN
RESET (PR,'PRINTER:');
VT := CHR( lO};
LF := CHR( 13);

T

:= ' ' ;

WRITELN (' LINE ONE',T: 1O,'TAB DEMO'
LF ,'LINEFEED DEMO',
VT,'VERTICAL TAB DEMO');
END.
PROGRAM DEMO:
VAR VT,HT: INTEGER;
FUNCTION MOVECURSOR(X,Y:INTEGER): CHAR;
BEGIN
GOTOXY(X,Y};
MOVECURSOR : = ' ' ;
END;
BEGIN
HT : = 20;
VT : = 20;
PAGE(OUTPUT);

Do you like thinking games?
Do you like fast-action
spectator sports?
Want to have fun learning
more about computers
and programming?
Think you can program
better than your friends?
~you answered YES to any of these questions.
RobotWor is for you, A game of the future you
can play today , , ,
Create a robot by writing a special Battle
Language program,This program g ives your
robot its unique fighting perscnali ty
Debug your rob ot on the Test Bench.
a cybernetic window into your Robot"s
mind, Is it really checking its
damage level to consider evasive
action? Does it increment its radar
and lasorcannon aim while search
ing for enemies? If all checks out.
it"sonto ,, ,
The Battlefield , , , Challenge up to fou r competitors from the Robot Ready Room on your disk,
Your robot will meet them in the arena where you ha ve a bird"seye view of the mechanical
carnage, Robots scurry about. radars flash. lasor shots fly and explode ,,, and only one sur
vives, You're the witness to a futuristic Glad iator spectacle,
Ava ilable on d isk for the Apple computer with 48K and Applesctt ROM at computer stores
everywhere,

from the leader in quality software
~~-s______.
o~w.~RE'"----------------------.....
330 N, CHARLES STREET
't
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _BALTIMORE
(301)659-7212
. MD 21201
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GOTOXY( 10, 1O);
WRITELN ('HERE WE ARE',MOVECURSOR (HT,VT),' NOW
HERE WE ARE');
END .
PROGRAM DEMO;
BEGIN
WRITELN('THIS IS A BUNCH OF');
WRITELN('WRITELN STA TEMENTS ');
WRITELN('USED TO WRITE ON THE');
WRITELN('SCREEN');
END .
PROGRAM DEMO;
VAR LF:CHAR :
BEGIN
LF : = CHR( 13);
WRITELN('THIS IS A BUNCH OF',
LF, 'WRITELN STATEMENTS',
LF,'USED TO WRITE ON THE',
LF, 'SC REEN');
END .

Could you tell me why the T Format
control was left out of the Apple For
tran?
Craig Nansen, Magic City Campus,
Minot High School, Minot, ND
Adventuresome Youth
I am a fifteen year old who's in the pro·
cess of learning machine language and
dabbling in Pascal. I have known Apple·
soft and Basic for quite a while now and
enjoy programming very much . I am
also a software nut ; I especially like ad·
ventures, and your magazine has helped
me greatly. This leads up to my prob·
!em. I have played almost every adven·
ture on the market today, from Zor k and
Adventure to P risoner and Mystery
House, and not one has kept me busy for
more than four days. So please, if you or
your readers have information on new,
hard!! adventures, please let me know.
Thank you.
Gary Auerbach, Hartsdale, NY
J•
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0 What a robin redbreast is to spring, such ls Organizing (the

capital oh intended) to an industry's coming of age. So it was
no small thing when a few software publishers and a few pro
grammers got together, separately, at the West Coast Com
puter Faire to Jay the foundation for professional interest or
ganizations . The former, temporarily dubbed the Software
Publishers' Association, dedicated itself to establishing indus
try standards for hardware and software. Just since the Faire,
it has expanded its scope to include software authors, and it's
considering organizing under the modified name of Associa
tion of Software Producers. In June, about fifty participants
and observers representing software interests throughout the
United States met at Boston's Applefest '81 to exchange ideas
and concerns important to producers . The purpose of the or
ganization is twofold, according to steering committee chair
man Mitch Kapor (Micro Finance Systems, Cambridge, MA):
it will serve an advocacy function, addressing itself to issues
such as tax treatment of software royalties and legal protec
tion of software rights ; and it will serve as a forum for discus
sion and coordination among producers . The committee will
also propose membership requirements and dues structures,
Kapor said. He stresses that the term producer subsumes
authors as well as publishers and invites both to send sugges
tions, solutions, and questions to him at Micro Finance, 180
Franklin Street, Cambridge, MA 02139. other members of the
new organization's steering committee are : Jennifer Bodine,
Riverbank Software (Denton, MD ); Alan Boyd, Microsoft
(Bellevue , WA); Stan Goldberg, Micro Lab (Highland Park,
IL) ; David Lindbergh, Lindbergh Systems (Boston, MA) ; A.
Richard Miller, Miller Micro Systems (Natick, MA) ; Evan
Scharf, Information Unlimited Software (Berkeley, CA); Bar
ney Stone, Stoneware (San Rafael, CA) ; and Ken Williams,
'
On-Line Systems (Coarsegold, CA).
0 Vernon Publishing Services (Vernon CT), a company spe
cializing in sales support items for the life insurance industry ,
has branched into software publlshing by acquiring 50 percent
ownership of the L.P.A. Tech C.Orporatlon (Springtown, PA).
L.P.A. adapted the Capi tal N eed A nalysis and F i nancial N eed
A nalysis computer programs, Vernon created them in noncomputer form.
·
0 Through a cooperative advertising and promotional pro
gram from Automated Simulations (Mountain View, CA),
dealers and distributors can receive credit toward purchase of
promotional goods- T-shirts , catalogs, and newsletters , for ex
ample- based on retail value of each order they submit. Cre
dits may be used at time of purchase or accumulated .
0 Steve Peterson has taken the reins as president of Edu-Ware
Services (Canoga Park, CA ), following his graduation from
UCLA. Peterson will continue to serve as chief financial offi
cer. Sherwin Stefftn becomes chairman of the board and di
rector of research and development for all products.
0 Information Unlimited Software (Berkeley, CA) announces
Chris Hegarty as chairman of the board. Lecturer and consul
tant to more than four hundred Fortune 500 corporations,
Hegarty is also author of How To M anage Your Boss (Raw
son, Wade : 1980) . !US has expanded its facilities with a new
products development office.
0 Peachtree Software (Atlanta, GA) has acquired Small Busi
ness Applications (Houston, TX), maker of M agic Wand word
processor for CP /M Apples . Peachtree's modified, more
powerful M agic Wand will be distributed through its three-hun
dred-plus dealers worldwide .
0 John Williams has returned to the helm as general manager
of On-Line Systems (Coarsegold, CA) . He 's .also In charge of

11

advertising. John Harris, forme r ly of Gamma Scientific, has
come onboard as On-Line 's first Atari 800 programmer. Inci
dentally, Ken Williams reports that several hundred people re
sponded to his So/talk ad for programmers to program in the
wilds of Coarsegold. What does it all mean?
0 Apple C.Omputer (Cupertino, CA) heard the cry of dealers
and customers who 've had to look all the way to Cupertino for
technical help. Apple has moved its technical support Into the
field, creating technical centers in Sunnyvale and Irvine, Cali
fornia; Boston, Massachusetts; Charlotte, North Carolina ;
Carrollton, Texas ; and Toronto, Ontario, Canada. . . . New Ap
ples are certified by the Federal Communications Commis
sion as complying with commission standards for electromag
netic interference . As a result , Apples cost more and weigh
more, and the disk drive interface cord Is short and battleship
gray instead of conveniently long and bright with Apple's rain
bow colors- but your neighbors can presumably glut them
selves on " As the World Turns " without static. Rebels may
note that rainbow-colored interface cords (not a product of Ap
ple ) , in various lengths , are available separately in many com
puter and electronic stores .
0 Someone , maybe you, will win a 32K Apple system with two
disk drives and a twelve-inch Sanyo monitor In Inmac's sum
mer sweepstakes, designed to Introduce the micro community
to Inmac's new lifetime-guaranteed diskettes. Entry blanks
are available in the summer Inmac catalog, which you can get
by writing to Inmac, 2465 Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95051. Contest ends August 10.
JI
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MYTOPIA QAMEWARE
INSTITUTE

PRESENTS ASTRONOMICAL EXCITEMENT!
Two unique and exciting games by the producers of

BATTLE CRUISER ACTION.

'

k ·'. .·

STELLAR· · ~

• .. ., :ff CTIOH ••

? } ~~~

Command a powerful stellar battleship against the vessel
of an opposing gallactic empire..
Two programs. Two different alien opponents. Play
against a friend or play against the computer. Five levels
of play against the computer.

A GALAXY OF FUN AWAITS YOU!
STELLAR ACTION DIS K VERSION req uir es 48K Appt esoft' in ROM ano o ne
Chec k on e
13 Sec tor
16 Sector
STEL LAR ACTION CASSETTE VERSION requires 32K Applesof t • in ROM
DIS K VERSION - $1 9.95
(I o wa res10en ts add
Tw o·in ·one packet
CASSETTE VERS ION  $1 5 95.
3% sa les tax)

PLEASE PR INT:
AD DRESS _ _ __
CITY, STATE , ZIP

- - - - -- - -- -

Please make Check o r Money Order o u t to
MYTOPIA OAMEWARE INSTITUTE P.O. Box 625, Si ou x City, lo w• 51 102
Use rs
VISA
M as tercharg e/Mas tercard
Expirati on Date
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THE BAS C
So ution

By Wm.V R.Smith

This month the Basic Solution uses
two of the subroutines in your library to
create a stand-alone program titled
Video Tape Calculation (VTC) .
VTC uses the dollar formatter and the
screen read subroutines. The dollar for
matter is the heart of a numeral input
routine introduced in this program.
The screen read routine is used to pro
vide a video "paper" tape of the past cal
culation. You may wish to delete this sub
routine to speed up the execution time .
VTC uses the Reverse Polish Nota** ************ ********* **********

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

80
90
100

REM
HOME : POKE 35 ,21
VTAB 22: PRINT " VIDEO TAPE CALCULATOR
COMMANDS :"
VTAB 23: PRINT " + - * / = C:CLEAR
RETURN :+"
VTAB 1: HOME
DIM C$( 12}
HOME
x l
DP = 35: VTAB 20: HTAB DP - 1 + DX
GET CS(X}

110
120
130
140
150
160
170

**
**
**
**

SOFTALK
VIDEO TAPE CALCULATOR

**

************ ***** ****************

=

tion implemented in most programma
ble calculations. A value is entered and
the return key is pressed, the second
value is entered and then the function to
be performed is pressed, +,-,*,/.The •
and I functions provide immediate an
swers. The equal sign, =, must be pres
sed to show the result of + or -. The C
key will clear VTC at anytime.
Your comments are always appreci
ated. Send your suggestions to So/talk
Basic Solutions, 11021 Magnolia Boule
vard, North Hollywood, CA 91601.
l BO C = ASC (C$(X} }
190
IF C > AND C < 5B THEN 700
200
IF C = 3 THEN TEXT : END
210
IF C < > B THEN 250
IF DX > 0 THEN DX = DX - 1
220
230 X = X - 1: IF X = 0 THEN X =
240 .C$(X} = "": GOTO 710
IF C < > 46 THEN 2BO
250
260 DX = DX+ 1: IF DX> 1 THEN DX= 1: GOTO
710
270
GOTO 700
2BO
REM *** RETURN OR " + "
IF C = 13 THEN 310
290
300
IF C < > 43 THEN 370
310
REM
320
IF X = 1 THEN 350
330 SY = SY + VAL (C$}
340
HTAB DP + 2: PRINT " + ";: GOSUB 760
350
GOSUB 920

6809 SUPERCHARGED!
CAUTION- Not for Su nday Drivers!
The MILL gives yo u t he effic ien t and
flex ible instruction set you've always
wanted.
This board slips into any 1/ 0 slot and g ives
yo u a co mputing power increase of 1.5 to
4 ti mes th rough true mu ltiprocessing !

Send today to STELLATION TWO :
for documentat ion $25
THE MILL $2 7 5
A11 S •

•c· "'' •:-rmg

CA

·•·s1ae nl '> .add

6<l.

~ THE M/l l

ta.

STELLATION TWO. Box 2342, Santa Barbara, CA 93120 - phone (805) 966 -1140
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360
370
3BO
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470

4BO
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
5BO
590
600
6 1o
620
630
640
650
660
670
6BO
690
700
710

720
730
740
750
760
770
7BO
790
BOO
BlO
B20
B30
B40
B50
B60
B70
BBO
B90
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
9BO
91J
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
lOBO
1090
1100
1110
1120

GOTO 750
REM * ** " - " * * *
IF C < > 45 THEN 450
IF X = l THEN 170
HTAB DP + 2: PRINT" - ";
SY= SY - VAL (C$}
GOSUB 760
GOSUB 920
GOTO 750
REM • ** " = " • ••
IF C < > 61 THEN 520
GOSUB 760:V = SY: VTAB 19: HTAB 30:
PRINT " - - - - - - - - - ": VTAB 20:
GOSUB 960
PRINT " T";
GOSUB 760
GOSUB 920
GOTO 750
IF C < > 67 THEN 550
REM +++ " C " •++
SY = 0: GOTO 470
REM • • • " • "
IF C < > 42 THEN 610
SY = SY * VAL (C$)
HTAB DP + 2: PRINT" *";
GOSUB 760
GOTO 470
REM * * * " I " • ••
IF C < > 47 THEN 670
SY = SY / VAL (C$ }
HTAB DP + 2: PRINT "/";
GOSUB 760
GOTO 470
REM
REM ADD IN YOUR OWN FUNCTIONS
GOTO 170
x= x+ 1
C$ =' C$( 1} + C$(2} + C$(3} +C$(4} + C$(5) +
C$(6) + C$(7} + C$(B} + C$ (9} + C$( 10) +
C$( 11 } + C$( 12}
V = VAL (C$)
HTAB 20: VT AB 20: CALL - B6B
GOSUB 960
GOTO 160
REM
HTAB 20: VTAB 1
PRINT " ";
GOSUB B30
CALL - 912
HTAB 1: VTAB 20: PRINT T$
RETURN
REM **** SCREEN READ ROUTINE ++ +•
T$ = ""
BA = PEEK (40) + PEEK {41 ) * 256
FOR X = PEEK (36) TO 39
C = PEEK (BA + X)
T$ = T$ + CHR $ (C)
NEXT X
RETURN
GET A$ : PRINT ASC (A$}: END
FOR X = 1 TO 12:C$(X} = "" : NEXT X
DX = O:C$ = ""
x= 1
RETURN
REM ** ** ****** * ********* * ******** **
REM **
DOLLAR FORMATTER
**
Vl$ = "":NF = 0
IF V < 0 THEN V = ABS (V}:NF =
Vl = INT (V):V$ = STR$ (Vl }
V = ((V - Vl ) + l.001 ) * 100
L = LEN (VS)
IF L < 4 THEN 1070
Vl$ = "," + RIGHT$ (V$,3} + Vl $
V$ = LEFT $ (V$,L - 3)
GOTO 1020
V$ = V$ + Vl$ + " ." + MID$ ( STR$ (V}, 2,2:
IF NF = 1 THEN V$ = "-" + V$
L = LEN (VS}
HTAB (DP - L + 2)
PRINT V$;
RETURN
JI
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Micro-Telegram1., lets your Apple II 1., computer access Western Union™services,
worldwide. You can send Mailgrams ~ Send and receive TWX ~ Telex~ and international
cables. Receive Infomaster®up-to-the-minute news, stock, foreign exchange, gold,
futures, sports, and ski reports. Use your Apple™to wire money. To send flowers. To
check the snow at Sun Valley. To see what the Yen is selling for. To contact over 900,000
TWX and Telex subscribers around the world.
And because it's more intelligent than a Teletype™machine, Micro-Telegram lets you
edit messages right on the screen, sends them automatically without you in attendance,
keeps subscriber directories and distribution r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
~sts, :prints ~hen you want it to, and as~ you :
m plam English for your commands. Besides, 1
.f .N
1
it doesn't clatter and churn out reams of paper. : We make little computers talk big. :
Call our toll-free number today. And
1
1
make your little Apple heard 'round the world. 1 Call 800-5:47-5995,ext. 188, toll-free, 1
: for the Micro-Telegram-Apple dealer :
1 nearest you.
1

M1CD'OCOM:

L------------------------~

Microcom, Inc., 89 State Street, Boston, MA 02109. (617) 367-6362
Apple and Apple II are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Western Union, lnf.,ma,ter, TWX, Telex and Teletype are trad•marks of W.,,_1.em Union, Inc.
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QY CRAIG \TIN\ON
If you're an ardent Vi.~iCalc user, you've probably heard by
now : there are some fancy new kids on the block. Personal
Software has finally upgraded its celebrated number crunch
er to DOS 3.3, and, more or less at the same time, the compa
ny has also released a small armada of related business soft
ware . The new line-up includes Vi..~iPlot, VisiTrend, VisiD ex,
and VisiTerm , as well as the venerable VisiCalc itself.
VisiPlot takes data from VisiCalc-or any other source
and converts it to graphic display; Vi..~iTrend manipulates the
data in various ways and performs statistical analysis upon it.
VisiDeJ· is a cross-referencing electronic index card program,
and Vi-~i Te rm is a communications package.
In this month's column we will review the first four new
products. A review of VisiTerm will follow next month.
Besides compatibility with DOS 3.3, there are two other ma
jor areas of improvement in the new VisiCalc. First, there's a
new storage format that eases the transfer of data from Visi
Calc to other programs (or from other sources to VisiCalc);
second, VisiCalc now includes a number of conditional and
logical operations that were missing before.
What's the DIF? The new filing option is called Data Inter·
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HAVE YOU EVER WORKED ON A PROGRAM LATE INTO THE NIGHT?
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Now with the Program Line Editor (PLE), pro
gram d eve lopm ent and modification take only a
fraction of the time previously req ui red . PLE is the
most sophi sticated program development tool ever
made for the Appl e 11 * computer, letting you d evote
your e nergies to d esign, analysis, and testing instead
of the drudgery of repetitive keying of program lines
requiring slight changes.

FEATURES INCLUDE :
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change Format (DIF) . Here's how it works . When you save
via DIF you set your cursor at the upper left corner and speci
fy the lower right corner of the area you want filed. You don't
have to save the whole work sheet.
The program sends your data to disk either row by row or
column by column, according to your choice. Which you
choose will depend on what you want to do with your data later
on. Each column or row, depending on which way you save,
will be treated as a separate series of data points for the pur
pose of plotting or analysis by VisiPlot or VisiTrend.
The DIF procedure stores only sequences of numbers and
labels. Formulas, formats, and the original VisiCalc coordi
nates all get left behind. Numbers are filed in full precision, al·
though, if you don't want all those decimal places, you can
round off before filing.
DIF is intended to facilitate transfer of data from one ap
plication to another. For temporary storage of a VisiCalc work
sheet in progress, you probably wouldn't want to use this op
tion, because reloading the DIF file would require re-creating
all those formulas and formats.
There are some situations, however, in which it might be
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SOPHISTICATED PROGRAM EDITING FEATURES- More than eleven ed1t1ng commands , such as INSERT , DELETE ,
PACK , and FIND allow you to chang e a program li ne w ith a minimum of keystrok es.
VERSATILE ESCAPE FUNCTIONS- Us er definabl e com m and seq uences can b e assign ed to any key, th en in vo ked when
ever d esir ed by pressing ESC and that key . Twenty -seven predef ined functions come w i th PLE ( ROM version
functions cannot be mod 1f1 ed).
LISTING CONTROL - This f eat ure al lows you to control program l istings, CATALOGs , etc ., w i th the to uch o f a k ey 
stopp ing and starting th em at will, or t erm inatin g t hem ent irely .
LOWER CASE - Lower case characters can now b e entered dire ctl y fro m th e ke yboard w it hout any cumbersom e softwa1e
patch es.
PROGRAMMABLE CURSOR CONTROL - Fancy scr ee n d isplays are made possibl e with t he Programmabl e cursor
feat u re. Four characters control cursor movem ent in all four directions from with in PR INT statem ents .
INVISIBLE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE - Wh en boot ed, PLE act ually m akes itself a par t of th e Di sk Operating System,
and thus i s un aff ect ed by I NT , FP , and MAXF I LES commands.
NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK OR ROM!
ROM version w ill operate on Mount ain Compu ter. Inc 's
ROMP LU S board or th e new Andromeda , Inc . ROM b oard
D is k & ROM vers io ns can operati, on any configuration
App le 11 or App le II PLUS with DOS 3.2 or DOS 3.3
Appl e II is a trad em ar k of App le Compu t er , Inc .

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
DISK , $40.00 I ROM $60 .00
Availabl e at y our local d eal er or send ch eck or money order
to SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE , 5221 120th Ave. S.E., Bell evu e,
Washington 98006 .
or call 206-226-3216.
Wash . residents add 5.4% sal es tax .
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useful to reload a DIF file onto a Vi.siGalc work sheet. For one
thing, when you load , you get the same column-versus-row
choice. So, if you have any reason to, you can reorganize data
from columns into rows, or vice versa, using DIF.
More importantly, DIF data can be brought back to any
part of the Vi.siGalc work sheet. So, for example, if you had sev
eral people in the field gathering and storing data via Vi.si
Galc, you could consolidate their Input on a master work sheet,
and the master could both summate the individual input and
display it separately.
Until now, Apple Vi.siGalc work sheets could be overlaid,
but any data you wanted to juxtapose in the overlay had to
come from distinct coordinates to begin with- which required
hassle upfront.
The DIF feature permits the integration not only of one
function with another- Vi.siGalculating with Vi.siPlotting, for
example- but also of one Vi.siCalc application with another .
New Conditions. The other major improvement in the up
dated Vi.siCalc is the inclusion of conditional operators . There's
now a function called (ii CHOOSE that works like an On ...
Goto statement in Applesoft. (ii CHOOSE (E7 ,10,-8.98,F2) first
looks at coordinate E7; if that location holds the number 1, the
function returns the value 10; lf E7 holds a 4, the function yields
the value held by F2, and so on. The function only works, of
course , if the possible values at E7 are consecutive positive in
tegers.
Other kinds of conditional branching can be brought about
through the use of Boolean operators. Now you can plug in a
formula like Al/ A2 < A3 at a given coordinate, say A4. The for
mula will yield true, f alse, error, or NA (the last case if you're
holding Al, A2, or A3 open for data to come ). Then, at another
coordinate, you can apply an if ... then ... else type of
branch . The function (ii IF (A4, 100,200) looks for a Boolean
value at A4; if that value is true, the function returns 100; if
false, 200. The first field has to be a coordinate location holding
either true or false; the second and third fields can be any
thing.
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So now you can put extensive alternate scenarios into
distant, unrelated sections of a Vi.s,i Galc work sheet a nd sum
mon results from different corners using the conditional op
erators. VisiCalc's range of uses have taken on new dimen
sions of complexity.
Two other changes are important. First, the new Vi.siCalc
will run on either 3.2 or 3.3 systems. If you don't want to Muffin
over your old 3.2 data files, you just throw in the Basics disk be
fore booting Vi.siGalc. Second, the program now takes advan
tage of the extra memory provided by the language system .
The Vi.siGalc is larger than the old one, so if you don't have the
language system , you'll find yourself with a little less avail
able workspace in RAM. If you do have the language s ystem,
you'll come out slightly ahead .
Plotting against VlslCalc. Of the other new products from
Personal Software, the most natural companion to and exten
sion of Vi.siCalc is the Vi.siPlot/ Vi.siTrend package. Vi.siPlot is
available as either a stand-alone or as part of the Trend com
posite, so we'll consider it first.
The first thing one is apt to notice when booting up Vi.siPlot
(or Vi.siTrend) is a comfortably familiar style . Wherever pos
sible, the outward appearance and manner of Vi.siGalc have
been preserved. Communication with the user is via a status
area, commands are preceded with the slash key, and the pro
gram is menu-driven throughout.
Although it will process any numerical data you care to
feed it, VisiPlot has be'en designed to use DIF files created by
VisiGalc. When you transfer a full or partial work sheet from
VisiGalc to VisiPlot by way of DIF , each row or column de
pending on how you saved the work sheet, becomes a single
plottable set of data points. The entire DIF file goes on disk as
one unit, with each row or column a subunit. The program uses
the term file to designate the overall structure and series for
the subunits. Up to sixteen series, or a maximum of 645 data
points, may be loaded into memory at one time; if the Vi.si
Galc sheet you're saving exceeds those limits , you'll need to
break it up .

THE MOST
EXCITING MATH PROGRAM
EVER DEVELOPED.
A bold claim, yes.
But we believe so strongly in this system we'll send it to you without your
risking a thing. Try it, check it out, convince yourself it works.
If you like it, we'll bill you. If you don't then just send it back. You're not
obligated at all.
It's exciting because it works. It actually teaches mathematics. It w1ll even
introduce new concepts.
Fancy graphics and sound? No. Mathware works through carefully
constructed questions that produce conceptual understanding. It works
through immediate, accurate feedback. And it works because the computer is
asking the right question at the right time at the right level for each student
MATHWARE is the result of thousands of student hours of use and
research. Most important it is developed by MATH CnY, a leading educational
service specializing in math instruction.

MATHWARE™
Where Numbers Come Alive

SYSTEM H · Designed for use at home.
• Teaches kids to use the computer
• Stores all records
• Controls correct difficulty level
• Five distinct disks to choose from:
I Addition & Subtraction
2 Multiplication & Division
3 Fractions Concepts & Applications
4 Decimal Concepts & Applications
5 Percents, Ratios, and Negatives
SYSTEM S · Designed for use by schools
• Contains all System H features
• Complete record storage for 50 students
• Diagnostic tests
• Automatic concept selection based on test results
• Covers all concepts Isl· 8th grade
Both systems require 48K Apple with Applesoft ROM and I disk drive.
SYSTEM H · $59 per disk
SYSTEM S • $350 for entire 8-disk system
Please see your dealer or call or write: MATHWARE/ MATH CnY
4040 Palos Verdes Drive North, Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274 (213) 541 -3377
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Applied to DIF data or not , VisiPlot's file and series ap
proach makes sense, because it allows you to load or save a lot
of related information all at once . With eight or ten or sixteen
data series in memory at the same time , you can overlay sev
eral graphs-up to a maximum lW data points-for quick and
easy comparison.
The kinds of graphs VisiPlot offers include line charts, area
charts, bar graphs, pies, high-low plots, and scatter plots.
The line chart option draws simple graphs with points con
nected by straight lines . Up to three can be displayed simul
taneously, with the data points of each series marked by dif
ferent symbols and a legend provided below. The program will
actually display as many line plots as you want, up to the maxi
mum 150 data points, but it has distinct symbols for only three
series.
Bars to the Left, Bars to the Right. The area chart is sim
ply a line graph with the area between the line and the x axis
shaded in .
Bar graph bars come in three styles : normal, left, and
right; the left and right afford side-by-side comparison of two
data series. Bars can be open, shaded, or hatched, allowing
easy distinction in side-by-side overlays . You can also com
bine two bar graphs in an over-and-under fashion, to illus
trate , for example, growth in various categories from one year
to the next.
The high-low and scatter charts require two data series
over a common range. The high-low is useful for something
like tracking high and low stock prices per day for a given
stock; on this graph, you could also overlay a line chart of the
closing prices. The scatter plot puts one series on they axis and
the other on the x axis and marks all points of coincidence; it's
useful for demonstrating the presence and manner of correla
tion between two series of data.
The different kinds of graphs can be combined in various
ways- such as a line over a bar graph or a line over an area
chart. Using the window option , the hi-res screen can also be
split in half- vertically or horizontally- to display two entire
ly separate minigraphs at the same time.

NO NONSENSE BOOKS
A GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM
FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER
•
•
•
•
•
•

WE'VE KEPT IT SIMPLE FOR YOU
EASY TO LEARN AND USE
SETUP AND RUN IN 10 MINUTES
50 SUGGESTED ACCOUNTS
5 PROFIT CENTERS
2 CHECKBOOK ACCOUNTS
* JOURNAL AND CHECK RECORDS
• BALANCES CHECKBOOKS
• INSTANT PROFIT AND LOSS
STATEMENTS
• 1- 7 MONTHLY REPORTS

APPLESOFT - 2 DISK DRIVES,
132 COL . PR INTE R, 48K MIN . R EO ..... ... ..... $225 .00
HANDBOOK WITH SAMPLE RE PORTS ... ..... ....... 5.00

MONEY DISK
VI SA & M I C USERS - CALL
P.O. BO X 1531
RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 943-0198
APPLE IS A RI GISl [J-~ED TRA DE MARK
or APPLE CO MPUTER IN C.

VISA '

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Titles come in boldface or regular type. The program pro
vides up to three lines of legend and an unlimited number of la·
bels that you can move around on the graph. These movable ti
tles can be displayed either normally or in inverse video .
Aside from the normal editing functions of changing, add
ing and deleting data, VisiPlot can also interpolate any num
ber of values between two existing points. It can even drop in
any specified number of points in an arithmetic or geometric
series of your own devising.
Additional features include color control of both data dis
play and background and the option to include horizontal
and / or vertical grid lines . You can also restrict the range
along either axis, making it possible to zoom in on a particular
area of your data. If you alter a scale so that some of yoiµ
points are off the screen, the program politely tells you you've
done so and asks for confirmation . Then it displays what it can.
VisiPlot graphs can be printed on the Silentype, Trendcom
200, Paper Tiger 440 and 441>, or the graphics-equipped NEC
Spinwriter 1>1>10, 1>1>11>, 1>1>20, and 1>1>21>. Hi-res images can also be
saved as such on disk and incorporated into your own pro
grams.
Taking Care of Business. VisiPlot is intended for business
use . Ail the various graph formats expect to see dates along
the x axis. That's nifty for most business applications . If your
data is monthly, the program will even drop in initials for the
appropriate months . On the other hand, if you're going to plot
pH against milliliters of titrate, you '11 find VisiPlot . a touch
clumsy.
The only other caveat worth mentioning is the possibility of
overkill. For those who do not require or want all that VisiPlot
provides , the program might be unnecessarily unwieldy . It 's
too large to fit into memory all at once, and going from the
plotting module to the file-handling/ editing module can cause
some vexing delay.
The same comment holds for the composite of VisiTrend
and VisiPlot. In this package, there are three separate, large
modules- the plotter, the trender, and the file-handler/ editor.
For some reason, the program does not allow direct move
ment from plot module to trend module; you have to go by way
of the file handler , an expedition that may leave you with
hands in la p for a minute or more.
That's a trivial annoyance , however , considering the power
of the combined Trend/ Plot package. The Trend menu offers
three major areas of functionality, under the headings Ana
lyze , Function, and Xform .
Analyze displays several series of data in tabular format
up to the limits imposed by Apple's forty-column output. It also
calculates various statistical indices and performs linear mul
tiple regression analyses on as many as five independent vari
ables .
The statistics available include: number of points , mini·
mum and maximum, mean, variance, standard deviation, and
the coefficient of correlation between any two series.
The regression analysis is done by the least squares meth
od . Besides constant and coefficients, the program also calcu
lates the T statistic , R-bar squared statistic, corrected R-bar
squared statistic, the standard error for the regression and for
the coefficients, the sum of the squared residuals, the F statis·
tic, and the Durbin-Watson statistic . The regression analysis
also generates two new series of data that can be displayed by
the plot program: a fitted series, which uses the calculated
constant and coefficients; and a residual series, which shows
the difference between actual and fitted data.
The second main division of the menu, Function, manipu
lates original data to provide more information: options are
moving average, single exponential smoothing, percent
change, lag, lead, and a running total. The moving average is
calculated by the N. + 1 method, although the user can choose
to convert the results to the N or centered methods.
Each manipulation generates its own ancillary data series,
which can be plotted alongside the original data.
In case the choices under Function still don't give you the
angle on your data that you want, Xform allows you to define
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your own transformation formulas, using up to eighty charac
ters. All Applesoft operators and functions are at your dis
posal : arithmetic operators, logical operators, comparative
operators, trigonometric and logarithmic functions, and mis
cellaneous functions like INT, RND, and SQR. Among other
things, Xform lets you do the equivalent of plotting a second or
higher-order function on log paper. Using the EXP function,
you can also make higher-order data available for linear mul
tiple regression analysis.
All Hands on Dex. Turning now from complexity to artful
simplicity, VisiDex is a freeform data storage and retrieval
program. ·T he ba~ic unit of storage is a forty-column by twen
ty-line index card, filed under user-specified keywords or
dates . Within this simple, flexible format, VisiDex offers
myriad search, sort, print, and calendar options for myriad po
tential uses.
Like VisiPlot and VisiTrend, VisiDex employs a code struc
ture and status display that will provide fond remembrance of
VisiCalc. When you've finished creating a data card, for ex
ample, you hit /K for keyword and designate one or many
words, numbers, or phrases that will become index entries for
subsequent retrieval of the card. Up to eighty characters may
be used in keywords for any given card. The current date-or
any other-can also be used as a keyword, a feature that per
mits the use of VisiDex as an appointment book and as a file
cabinet. If you have a clock from Mountain Computer or Cali
fornia Computer Services, VisiDex will handle date functions
automatically. Otherwise, you just tell it the date when you
boot up.
Keywords don 't have"to be part of the screen's contents.
Designating a keyword that doesn't actually appear on the
screen could be handy at print time. You could, for example,
file a bunch of names and telephone numbers, all under the
keyword phone; you could then print all the cards stored un
der that heading, without having to print the keyword itself
with each entry.
Another way to accomplish this would be to put the key
word on the screen in inverse video; the program gives you the
option of ignoring inverted material on the printout.
For that matter, you could put the keywords near the bot
tom of your index cards and tell the program to print only the
top five or ten lines. The print routine defaults to twenty-two
lines per card, which leaves two line spaces between each, if
you fill the cards, and makes for an even three per form on fan
fold paper. But of course, you can override the default value .
Other data entry and editing features include five fixed tab
stops, flashing display, a stack-oriented line delete and insert
that allows you to move whole lines around on the screen, and
word wraparound. The program also supports the Dan Pay
mar lower-case adaptor, but only with the optional shift-key
modification. Without the shift-key mod, the Paymar chip is of
no avail.
Besides the freeform approach to data storage, VisiDex
also offers the option of defining and laying out recurrent data
fields. You can set up a template card with fields for, say,
name, address, phone number, age, income, or whatever.
Then, anytime you want to create a card with those fields, you
just call up the template- by its own keyword, of course . The
predefined fields on the template draw the cursor , saving key
strokes, and if you put them in inverse, they can be included or
excluded at print time.
Data retrieval can be accomplished either by way of key
words or by literal portions of screen text. The keywords , of
course, bring it back a whole lot quicker, since the program
only has to scan a n index; when you hit /KG (get keyword) ,
the disk starts to spin even before you type the keyword . Once
you've typed it, retrieval is practically immediate .
In case you forget how you've spelled a keyword, there are
two kinds of wildcards at your disposal. The asterisk can stand
for single characters , the hyphen for any number of charac
ters .
There's also an option to review the entire index of key
words. The program presents them in alphabetic order and

shows you how many cards you've stored under each key
word.
Since the program knows how to sort alphabetically, you
can, if you like , devote an entire data disk to a single purpose,
such as mail or phone list. If all your keywords are surnames,
you can ask for a sorted print and have VisiDex run off your
entire list-or any segment of it- in alphabetic order.
You can search for numbers in screen text using relational
or comparative symbols like greater than or less than. For ex
ample, an agency that solicits contributions could establish a
list of donors and selectively recall those who had contributed
within a particular range, and so on . The program will ignore
dollar signs , commas, and decimals during a numeric search.
The Dating Game. The calendar fe atures allow you to
make dated reminders to yourself. When you use a date as a
keyword , the system also asks you to specify a warning pe
riod- between zero and fifteen days. Then whenever you boot
VisiDex, the program starts by reminding you of any current
messages . You can also ask VisiDex to display the reminder at
various regular intervals- we ekly , monthly by date, or month
ly by weekd.a y.
The system also displays or prints on command the calen
dar for any month in the twentieth century with brackets
around any date for which there' s a reminder stored on disk.
Or you can get it to display or print a daily , weekly, or month
ly schedule of stored reminders.
Unlike VisiCalc, VisiPlot, and VisiTrend, VisiDex does not
use or create DIF files. It does, however, provide the option of
printing a text file to disk, in the manner of VisiCalc's / PD
command. The text file thus created can, of course, be incor
porated into other programs .
VisiCalc is by Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston ; the price is
$199 .95 . VisiPlot, as a stand-alone , sells for $179.911; the price
with VisiTrend is $2119.911. Both programs are by Mitchell Ka
por. VisiDex, by Peter Jennings, retails for $199.911.
All four programs require 48K and a disk drive . Plot and
T rend need Applesoft as well.
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SUPER FAN II
FOR YOUR APPLE 11 COMPUTER•

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Supe r Ram II Card - $1 60 00 •
Lobo £jl/4 in OT1ve $4 15 00'
Lobo Controller & 0Tlve - $489
•Pius &ttl Californ ia Sales T,1x
a n t.I 1'2 flt) ... hipping charge
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"COOL IT"
• TAN COLOR
f
DURABLE MOTOR
-----I
• U.L. APPROVAL PENDING
-....__ _
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50/ 60HZ
• CLIPS ON - NO HOLES OR SCREWS
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTR A PLUG-IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY -SAVES DOWN TIME AND
REPAIR CH ARG ES
• LOW OISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH
YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR
DES!GN - " QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET"
• SOLD WORLD -WIDE
• U !QUE I YEAR WARRANTY
HOW TO HOOK IT UP : I ) Chp 11 o n you r APPLE 2) Unplug your I 20V cable
(you won't need 1t) 3) Plug short I 20V r~b le fro m Super Fan 11 to th e back of vour
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Mind You•
Business
DY

P~T~R OLIVl~RI

This month, we'll look at the stages a typical business goes
through in implementing its first computer system, and we 'll
consider ways to prepare yourself for that first computer ap
plication.
All businesses, regardless of size , must keep records, man
age operations, and plan for the future. Toward these ends, the
computer can provide very useful service . Improved speed
and accuracy enhance record-keeping and can reduce clerical
costs. Operations may be improved by more effective inven
tory control, reduced product costs, and better scheduling.
Planning can provide better information to managers, en
hancing decision making. Historical data can be used to make
predictions for the future.
Sounds great! But there 's no turnkey business computer
system that arrives on site and manages the business for you .
Before the computer can help, you have to do your homework .
You'll ha ve to do a lot of self-evaluation along with substantial
document and data collection. In addition, you must make a
commitment to spend a significant amount of time planning
each new application. Over the years, this .c olumn will provide
resources to help you in these efforts.
There are , indeed, stages firms go through in applying the
computer. First, the emphasis is on cost-reduction accounting
applic ations. The usual applications include payroll, customer

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
THE small laboratory compu ter sys tem w ith LARGE capab1 ll 11es from Inter active
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put. a 12·b o1 analog voltaga output, 8 digi ta l aense Inputs.a d oljital control out·
puta, a 32·bit real -time clock and two 16-b it tlmers /:oun<ers . " . ALL ON A
SINGLE APPLE INTERFACE CARD•
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Savea time b)1 eli mi nat lng manual ca lcul at ions .
• ls easy -to -use becau se the manuals and software ar e complete and
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INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771 , Dept.SK State College, PA 16601
CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION

billing, a nd a ccounts payable a nd receivable . When comfort
a ble with these a reas , the business often turns to applying the
computer in other functional areas. The computer may be
used for inventory control , forec asting, general ledger, capital
budgeting, and personnel m a nagement.
Typically , there comes a time when there are so many new
applications that the business calls a halt to any new pro
grams and turns instead to an emphasis on control. Initially,
this might just be control over the existing applications .
Eventually, various scheduling and purchasing control appli·
ca tions may be instituted.
The final stage occurs when the business turns toward data
base applications . At this time , you'd find a system with.
financi a l planning models, simula tions models, and , perhaps
in ea ch, the capability of direct inquiry into the data base it
self.
The Impact of the Microcomputer. The microcomputer's
impact on these stages has been rapid, because computer pro
gra ms necessary to accomplish many of these applications are
currently available for microcomputers. (This does not neces
sarily mean that such .programs a re easily implemented in a
business , a common misconception.) Thus , you could actually
sta rt a t any of the sta ges . Despite the temptation to start at an
advanced point in this typica l growth pattern, you are prob
a bly better off starting with the more common and easily man
aged applica tions, growing into the more complex and de
manding ones. Not only does this pattern improve the likeli
hood of ea rly successes, it also provides the groundwork for
you to plan the computer's role in other business areas.
The Most Common Applications. The most common busi
ness applications on the computer are billing and sales
analysis , accounts receivable and payable, payroll and labor
analysis , sales order/ tra nsaction processing, general account
ing, and inventory control. We'll study these applications in
more detail in a future column.
Regardless of the application you select as the first candi
date for computer processing , you need to take certain pre
liminary steps.
First, m a ke a list of what information you need to run your
business. How many transactions are there? What type of in
formation is needed? What reports are required? What should
these reports look like? What files are needed to produce these
reports? What data is needed in each of these files?
The most important point made here is the need for organ
ization . Being careful and thorough will pay off later. Each
area you 're considering for computerization must be
thoroughly analyzed . You'll need to look at current forms,
study existing procedures, interview personnel involved, and
gather lots of data. This will be true whether you're com
puterizing an existing application or designing an entirely new
one a nd whether you 're writing the programs yourself or buy
ing software.
It 's useful to put together a notebook containing the fruits of
your labor. The notebook should contain the following sec
tions :
Sec tion 1: A Narrative. This section briefly describes the
application . At the least , it should include the objectives of the
proposed application.
Sec tion 2: Interviews. Unless you're truly a one-person
business, you'll have to talk with others about their current and
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future information needs. Record the Information gathered
through these Interviews for reference.
Sec tion J: Th e Inputs. During the familiarization process,
try to gather all the Information you can about the Input re
quirements .
What volumes are involved?
What form does the input take?
When is the input received?
How is the input recorded?
From whom Is the input received?
Is the input modified or manipulated In any way?
Where is the input filed?
Is there a retention time for the document?
Where do copies go?
If available, samples of any Input forms should be col
lected.
Sec tion 4: The Outputs. Determining the output require
ments is one of the more critical steps. Once you know what
output is required, it 's rather easy to ensure that you have the
necessary inputs to produce those outputs . In addition, you'll
be more aware of what processing must take place. Questions
you should answer Include:
What does the output (or report) look like?
Where does the output go?
What is the purpose of each report?
How long does it take to produce the output?
How long Is the report kept?
How are errors corrected?
Once again, samples of any existing reports should be col
lected. If none exist, rough drawings of the proposals should be
provided.
Section 5: The Operations. The Input and output documents
are linked by the processing that transforms one Into the other.
You'll need to find out as much as you can about these
processes.
What is done?
Who does It?

LISP
for the Apple 11
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When is it done?
How is it done?
Are there any special formulas?
How much time does It take?
What rules are followed?
What are other people's perceptions of the system?
Section 6: Nature of Files. Every business maintains rec·
ords. Your investigation of file requirements will help deter
mine your computer system's storage needs. Collect this da
ta:
What is the name of the file?
Where is it located?
How is it stored-in a filing cabinet? On cards?
How old is the oldest record in the file?
How old is the youngest record In the file?
How is the file organized?
Is it alphabetical? By part number?
How many records are there in the file?
How many fields are contained in each record?
How many characters are contained in a record?
How will data be deleted from the file?
Section i : R esources. What resources will be needed to im
plement effectively the proposed application?
Will additional people be needed?
What equipment will be required?
Are there any forms that will be needed?
Will the new system impact available space?
What supplies will be required?
What will the financial commitment be?
As you can see, lists can be a great help In preventing you
from forgetting to gather a particular piece of data or ask a
certain question. These lists aren't exhaustive, but they pro
vide a beginning point from which to organize your computer
planning efforts. We 'll continue with such check lists In future
issues.
Now, if you've been thorough In gathering background in
formation, you can determine whether your Apple system Is
complete enough to handle the application that Interests you.
One key factor is the volume of data that must be stored. A
diskette or cassette tape can only hold so much. (The fact Is, a
tape system is inappropriate for any serious business applica
tion and should not be considered an option.) If your applica
tion has a large amount of data, you may need more than one
disk drive. Indeed, your data storage needs may be so great
that the application is presently impractical.
In addition, your review of the output needs for your appli
cation will have pointed out the requirements for a printer.
Should the printer be able to handle special forms? Must It pro
duce multiple copies of a document? What size paper will be
required?
It is critical that you have the right hardware for the job.
The best software doesn't work quite as well with inadequate
hardware, and great hardware can't improve poor software .
Don't consider the minimum system for your needs : rather,
choose the most appropriate system. Remember that there
are other applications you'll be considering. What will their
hardware requirements be? Plan for growth.
Let's assume you have the hardware to implement the ap
plication you've selected. Your next step should be to check the
market for software packages that meet the needs you 've de·
scribed. Do this even if you are a crackerjack programmer
and are considering writing all your own software. There'll be
plenty for you to do, and there's no sense in reinventing the
wheel. See what's available. Find out the costs. Evaluate . Then
make your decision .
Unfortunately, this Isn't any easy task. There's such a pro
liferation of microcomputer software that it's very difficult to
find out what's available and determine what's right for you.
Softalk is an excellent source of information. You might also
consult catalogs such as Vanlove's 1981 Apple Software Direc
tory "Master Catalog, " published by Vital Information (Kan
sas City, MO) and Th e Book ofApple Computer Software 1981,
published by The Book 1981 (Marina Del Rey, CA) . There are,
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however, very few sources for software evaluation, such as
user ratings . While this situation will eventually change (we'll
be reviewing and comparing packages in this column ), the
change will be slow. For now, decisions must be made with in
complete information.
A good beginning is to rely on the reputation of the vendors.
Call them. The cost of the call is apt to be small compared to
the value of the information you'll receive. You'll be surprised
at how much information you can get this way . The vendor
won't build your system for you; but, if you've done your
homework, you're likely to get direct answers to most of your
questions. By the way, have your questions ready before you
dial that number.
After reviewing what's available, you may decide that it's
better to write your own programs or have someone else write
them for you. The packages that interested you might be too
expensive, or perhaps your needs are very specific and would
require too much customizing. In any event, because of your
earlier efforts, you'll be prepared to make an infornred deci
sion.
There are a few packages that a business should have be
cause they provide such a variety of applications. One of these
packages is a data base management system (hereafter called
a DBMS) . This is a powerful package that talks the user
through an application. The DBMS can create your data base,
make modifications, and print a variety of useful reports . The
specific application for the DBMS Is up to the user.
A second package recommended for any business software
library is VisiCalc or a VisiCalc-llke program . This type of
package is designed to serve a variety of needs; It is quite a
valuable resource.
In our next tutorial , we'll look closely: at data base manage
ment systems and how they can be applied In business . Our
software review section will then describe and evaluate some
currently popular DBMS packages.
Review Preview. Mind Your Business is receiving for re
view many of the business application packages available to
day. We spend a good deal of time with each, reading all the
supporting material, familiarizing ourselves with the particu
lar package, and thoroughly testing It. A13 the number of appli
cation packages increases, we'll provide the basis for making
product comparisons. This way, buyers can refer to a table
comparing all the packages In an area on a variety of charac
teristics. You can weight the different characteristics as you
see fit to reflect what's Important to you.
You can participate in the review process by sending So/
talk your reactions to systems with which you've had experi
ence . This will build a file of user ratings to share with read
ers.
Product reviews appearing In Mind Your Business will
comment on each of the following : What application area is the
product best suited for? What equipment is needed to use this
product? What is the q uallty of the documentation? Is It pro
fessionally done? Is It easy to read? Comprehensive? Com
plete? What Is the cost of the product? What documentation Is
provided with the package? Is the product currently avail
able? Can the applications be customized by buyers for their
particular businesses? Can the package be expanded or en
hanced as the business grows? What support t. provided? la
the vendor accessible? Are backups provided? What about up
dates to the package? Are there companion products that
make this package more powerful? What do other users say
about this product?
And, of course, we'll add personal comments when appro
priate.
The Readers Speak. "I have an Apple II Plus and I also
have a business. I originally got the Apple for home use, pri
marily for entertainment. It would seem, however, that I
should be using it In my business. My problem Is not knowing
where to start. Do business owners usually write their own pro
grams, purchase a set of programs trom a vendor, or hire a
consultant?"
R . L., Baltimore, MD
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Whether or not you should be using your Apple in your busi
ness is a question only you can answer-considering, of course ,
the potential problems that might follow when you remove the
entertainment from your home. The question is a common one ,
yet there's no common answer. Each of the methods you sug
gest has been used as the start-up step of a business. In each
case, the desired application was successfully developed. The
outcome depends a great deal on the people Involved . Some
Apple owners would rather do anything than write a computer
program. Others would not even consider the alternatives.
Our recommendation is to purchase a generalized package
(for example VisiCalc) and experiment with it. This will give
you some experience with a vendor-supplied package, some
experience with customizing an application, and practice
using a business-oriented tool.
We assume you know how your business works and are par
ticularly competent in the area you're considering for comput
erization. If you have no knowledge of accounting, it wouldn't
be wise to begin with an accounting package or application. If
it's your first business application on a computer, start small.
Create a mailing list, record expenses, or generate a monthly
income report.
Once ·you're familiar with what's involved, you'll be In a
better position to select from the alternatives that you men
tioned. My personal ranking would be (1) purchase from a ven
dor , (2) write it yourself, and (3) hire a consultant. Some of the
material discussed in this month's tutorial should help you
plan future computer applications.
For Your Bookshelf. From time to time, we'll suggest
books that could be valuable additions to your business book
shelf. We 'll include busi.ness books, computer books, and books
of general interest. A13 a start, we recommend a glossary to
help you deal with some common computer jargon: The Illus
trated Computer Dictionary, by Donald Spencer, published by
the Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company . A paperback, the
book retails for $6 . 9~ . We think you'll find it quite helpful. JI
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly
Language, Part 10
COMMANDS COVERED SO FAR:
JMP
JSR
RTS
NOP
BEQ

LDA
STA
INC
DEC
CMP
BNE

LDX
STX
INX
DEX
CPX
BCC

LDY
STY
!NY
DEY
CPY
BCS

TAX
TAY
TXA
TYA
PHA
PLA

Plus these addressing modes:
lmmed iote
Zero Pog e
Relo tive

Abso lute
Implicit
Ind exed

Indirect Indexed
Indexed Ind irect

This month's topic is the basic math operations of addition
and subtraction in machine language. To an extent, we've
already done some of this. The increment and decrement com
mands (INC/DEC, and so on) add and subtract for us. Unfor
tunately, they only do so by one each time (VALUE + 1 or
VALUE - 1).
If you 're really ambitious, you could, with the commands
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graphic call command or automatic footnote formattin g Formats and Chap
ters text fi les generated by the Apple Writer.
• The o nly softwa re package that lets your Apple II output graphics to ALL
the fol lowing printers: ANA DEX 9000/ 9001/ 9500/9501, EPSON MX-70/ MX
80/ MX- 100, IDS 440G/445G/460G/ 560G, CENTRONI CS 739 , MP I BBG,
SIL ENTYP E

ASK YOUR APPLE DEALER FOR .. .

you have already, add or subtract any number by using a loop
of repetitive operations, but this would be a bit tedious, not to
mention slow. Fortunately, a better method exists . But, first , a
quick review of some binary math facts.
Earlier in the series, we discussed the idea behind binary
numbers and why they're so important in computers. In case
you missed it, or your memory has faded, here's a fresh look.
By now you 're certainly comfortable with the idea of a byte
bP.ing an individual memory location which can hold a value
from $00 to $FF (0 to 255) . This number comes about as a di
rect result of the way the computer is constructed and the way
in which you count in base two .
Each byte can be thought of as being physically made up of
eight individual switches that can be in either an on or of/posi
tion . We can count by assigning each possible combination of
ons and offs a unique number value .
In the following diagrams , if a switch is off, it will be repre
sented by a 0 in its particular position. If it's on, a 1 will be
shown. When all the switches are off, we 'll call that 0.
In base two, each position of the byte is called a bit, and the
positions are numbered from right to left, from 0 to 7.
The pattern for counting is similar to normal decimal or
hex notation . The value is increased by adding 1 each time to
the digit on the far right , carrying as necessary . In base 10,
you'd have to carry every tenth count, in hex, every sixteenth.
In base two, the carry will be done every other ti m e !
So . . . the first few numbers look like this :
Hu

Decimal

SOI

0
1

soo
S~2

S03
S04

0
0
0
0
0

2
3
4

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Binary
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
1
0

Notice that in going from 1 to 2 , we would add 1 to the 1 al
ready at the first position (bit 0 ) . This generates the carry to in
crement the second position (bit 1) . Here is the end of the
series:
$FD
$FE

$FF

253
254
255

0
1
1

1
0
1

Now the most important part. Observe what happens when
the upper limit of the counter is finally reached. .i\t $FF (205~ ,
all positions are full . When the next increment is done , we
should carry a 1 to the next position to the left; unfortunately,
that next position doesn't exist!
This is where the carry bit of the status register is used
again. Before, it was used in the compare operations (CMP,
for instance), but, as it happens, it is also conditioned by the
next command, ADC. This stands tor add with carry. When
the next step is done using an ADC command, things will look
like this:
Carry
$100

FROM DATA TRANSFORMS INC. THE GRAPH IC LEADE R
GRAPHTR IX is a trademark ol Oala Transforms Inc a d1v1s1on of Solarstalics Inc
Apple II •nd Apple Wr11er are Trademarks of Apple Computer Inc
c Copyr1gtit 1981 Data Transforms Inc 906 E F1f1h Ave Denver Co 802 18 (303)-722-8774

256

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

The byte has returned to a value of 0 and the carry bit is set
to a 1.
We discussed the wrap-around to zero earlier, with the in
crement/ decrement commands, but we didn't mention the
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carry. That's because the INC/DEC commands don't affect
the carry flag.
However, the ADC command does set the carry flag . The
carry will be set whenever the result of the addition is greater
than $FF. With the ADC, you canmake your counters incre
ment by values other than one-rather like the F OR I = 1 to 10
STEP 5 statement in Basic. But ADC is used more often for
general math operations, such as calculating new a ddresses or
screen positions, among a wide variety of other applications.
Whenever ADC is used, the value indicated is added to the
contents of the accumulator. The value can be stated either di
rectly by use of a immediate value or with an indirect value as
you've done previously with commands such as LDA.
Important Note: ADC only sets the carry if there is an
overflow past $FF. It does not clear it (set it to zero) if the re
sult is $FF or less. Also, you'll notice thaf ADC did stand for
add with carry. This means that if the carry bit is set before
the addition, an extra unit will be added along with the value
you wanted . This is to accommodate two-byte numbers such as
addresses, which will be discussed shortly.
Example:
Accumulator
$80
$80

Value

Carry Set?

Result

$05
$05

no (0)

$85
$86

yes (1)

What all this means is that the carry bit must be cleared be
fore the ADC operation. The command for this is CLC, for
clear carry.
Here are some sample programs for using the ADC. Note
the use of the CLC before each ADC .
1
2
3
4
5
6

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
* SAMPLE PROGRAM 1 *
••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

7
8

*

N l EQU $06
N2 EQU $08
RSLT EQU $0A

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2
3

4

•

START LOA N l
CLC
ADC N2
STA RSLT
END RTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••
* SAMPLE PROGRAM 2 •
•••••••••••••••••••••••
*

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2
3
4
5/
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

OBJ $300
ORG $300

OBJ $300
ORG $300

•
Nl EQU $06
RSLT EQU SOA
•
•
START LOA Nl
CLC
ADC # $80
STA RSLT
END RTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••
PROGRAM 3 *
•••••••••••••••••••••••

* SAMPLE

•

OBJ $300
ORG $300

*

Nl EQU $06
INDX EQU $08
RSLT EQU $0A
TBL EQU $300

•

START LOA Nl

l/) \OttALK
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table starting at $300. In program 3, an index value ls passed to
location $08. That is used as an offset via the X register. In pro
gram 4, the low-order and high-order bytes for the address $300
are first put in a pair of pointer bytes ($1E,$1F) and the offset
is put in the Y register.
The main disadvantage to all these programs ls that we'r-e
limited to one-byte values for both the original values and the
result of the addition.
The solution is to use the carry flag to create a two-byte ad·
dition routine. Here's an example:

14
LOX INDX
15
CLC
16
ADC TBL,X
17 ,
STA RSLT
lB
END RTS

1
2

•••• ••• •••• • • ••••••••••

* SAMPLE

PROGRAM 4

*

3

•••••• •••••••••••••••••

4

*

5
6

7
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OBJ S300
ORG S300

*

1 ····· ·····~······ ··· ·· ···· ····
2 .* SAMPLE PROGRAM 5A *

B Nl EQU S06
9 INDX EQU SOB
10 RSLT EQU SOA
11 PTR EQU SlE
12 *
13 START LOA #SOO
14
STA PTR
15
LOA llS03
16
STA PTR+l
17
LOA Nl
lB
LOY INDX
CLC
19
20
ADC (PTR), Y
21
STA RSLT
22 END RTS

3
4

•••• •••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
•

5
6

7

In the first two programs the value ln Nl ls added to the
contents of Nl and the immediate value $80. Note the CLC be·
fore the ADC to ensure an accurate result. This result ls then
returned in location $0A. This routine could be used as a sub·
routine for another machine language prograr.i, or it could
called from Basic after passing the values to locations 6 and 8.
The latter two programs are a more elaborate example
where the indirect modes are used to find the value from a

OBJ S300
ORG S300

*

B Nl EQU S06
9 N2 EQU SOB
10 RSLT EQU SOA
11 •
12 START CLC
13
LOA Nl
14
ADC N2
15
STA RSLT
16
LOA Nl+l
17
ADC N2+1
lB
STA RSLT+l
19 END RTS

* 300L
0300·
0301·
0303
0305
0307
0309
030B
0300

lB
A5
65
B5
A5
65
B5
60

06
OB
OA
07
09
OB

CLC
LOA
STA
LOA
ADC
STA
RTS

S06
SOB
SOA
S07
S09
SOB

Notice that Nl, N2, and RSLT are all two-byte numbers,·
with the second byte of each pair being used for the high-order
byte. This allows us to use values and results from $00 to
$FFFF (0 to 65535). This ls sufficient for any address ln the
Apple II, although, by using three or more bytes, we could ac·
commodate numbers much larger than $FFFF.
A few words of explanation about this program. First, the
CLC has been moved to the beginning of the routine. Although
it need only precede the ADC command, it has no effect on the
LOA, so it ls put at the beginning of the routine for aesthetic
purposes. It also helps identify the overall unit as a math
routine. Once the two low-order bytes of Nl and N2 are added
and the partial result stored, the high-order bytes are added. If
an overflow was generated ln the first addition, the carry will
be set and an extra unit added ln the second addition. Note that
the carry remains unaffected during the LOA Nl +1 operation.
The monitor listing ls given for this one so that you can.
enter it and then call it from this Basic program:
list

FOR INNER STELLAR OELIVERY
!BARRING KLINGONSI AOO $2.00 US/
$10.00 FOREIGN FOR SHIPPING AND
6% TAX IN CALIFORNIA

tfaappla·c:iornputxu inc.
OPEN TUES ·SUN.
'llSA IMASTE RCHAl!GEWELCOME

~TiTIU

0
10
20
30
40

'"

GARDEN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
9719 RESEDA BOULEVARD DEPT. 1ST
NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91324
PHONE: 12131 349·5560

50

REM MACHINE ADDITION ROUTINE
HOME
INPUT " Nl, N2?"; Nl, N2
Nl = ABS (N2)
POKE 6, Nl - INT (Nl / 256) * 256: POKE 7, INT (Nl I 256)
• 256: POKE 9, INT (N2 / 256)
POKE B, N2 -:- INT (N2/256) * 256: POKE 9, INT (N2/ 256)

60
70
BO

CALL 76B
PRINT: PRINT "RESULT IS: "; PEEK (10) + 256 • PEEK (11)
PRINT1 GOTO 20

The ABS() statements on llne 30 eliminate values l~ss than

SO~IALll ~·
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zero. Although there are conventions for handling negative
numbers, this routine is not that sophisticated.
Many times, the number being added to a base address is
known always to be $FF or less, so only one byte for N2 is
needed. A two/one addition routine looks like this:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

************************

************************

* SAMPLE

*

PROGRAM 58

************************

*

•

OBJ $300
ORG $300

Nl EQU $06
N2 EQU $08
RSLT EQU $0A

*

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

START CLC
LDA Nl
ADC N2
STA RSLT
sec END
LDA Nl+l
ADC #$00
STA RSLT+l
END RTS

)7
18
19
20

* SAMPLE

PROGRAM SC

*

************************

•
•

OBJ $300
ORG $300

Nl EQU $06
N2 EQU $08
RSLT EQU $0A

•

START CLC
LDA Nl
ADC N2
STA RSLT
sec END
LDA Nl+l
STA RSLT+l
INC RSLT+l
END RTS

For speed, if a carry isn't generated on line 14, the pro
gram skips directly to the end. If, however, the carry is set, the
value in Nl+l gets incremented by one, even though the ADC
says an immediate $00. The $00 acts as a dummy value to allow
the carry to do its job. If speed is not a concern, the BCC can
even be left out with no ill effect. Program llC shows an alter
nate method using the INC command. In this case, the BCC is
required for proper operation.
Subtraction. Subtraction is done like addition except that a bor
row is required. Rather than using a separate flag for this
operation, the computer recognizes the carry as sort of a re
verse borrow.
That is, a set carry flag will be treated by the subtract com
mand as a clear borrow (no borrow taken) ; a clear carry as a
set borrow (borrow unit taken).
·
The command for subtraction is SBC, for subtract with
carry. The borrow is cleared with the command SEC, for set
carry. (Remember, things are backward here). A subtraction
equivalent of program llA looks like this:

***********************
2

*

3

***********************

4

•

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SAMPLE PROGRAM 6

*

OBJ $300
ORG $300

•
Nl EQU $06
N2 EQU $08
RSLT EQU $0A
•
START SEC
LDA Nl
SBC N2
STA RSLT
LDA Nl+l
SBC N2+1
STA RSLT+l
END RTS

The program can be called with the same Basic program
we used for the addition routine (program llA).
These two simple ideas will prove very valuable and are
well worth the time to master. With these, you have enough
commands to write a great many programs. In fact, some
popular commercial programs can be assembled using just
the commands you've learned so far. To show the power of
what's been learned, next month I'll concentrate on a specific
application (disk access via RWTS) to provide some solid ex
amples of what can be done with these commands.
JI

Computer Station
11610 Page Service Dr.
St. Louis, MO. 63141
(314) 432-7019
COMPUTER STATION proudly offers a high-speed binary
video digitizer for the Apple II ·called the DITHERTIZER II.
The peripheral board uses a video camera with external sync
to load the hi-res page of the Apple with any image the camera
can capture. The DITHERTIZER II is a frame grabber, DMA
type digitizer requiring only '/ 60 th of a second to capture a
binary image. Software supplied with the board enables
building dithered images and capturing image intensity con
tours. Intensity and contrast are user controllable via the game
paddles. Matrix size for dithering changable with one
keystroke. Requires video camera. With external sync; recom
mended model, Sanyo VC1610X .
DITHERTIZER II, $300; B/W SANYO
VIDEO CAMERA, $410; PACKAGE OF
DITHERTIZER II AND CAMERA, $650.

GRAPHIC DUMPS: COMPUTER STATION offers the
highest degree of human engineering on the market for hard
copy graphics from the hi-res pages of the Apple. The follow
ing machine language dump routines are available for BASIC:
IDS440G I 445G •
$44.95
IDS460G •
44.95
ANADEX 9501
44.95
NEC SPINWRITER 5510
44.95
NEC SPINWRITER 5520
44.95
• Also availabe for use with Pascal, $44.95.
GRAPHICWRITER: Hard copy of character sets found in
DOS Tool Kit for use with Applewriter or print statements in
your own programs. Requires DOS 3.3, DOS Tool Kit, .one of
graphic printers below:
Silentype
.
$34.95
IDS440G / 445G
34.95
IDS460G
34.95
VISILIST: Get hard copy of the FORMULAS used in
VISICALC models. Prints grid location, contents (formulas or
labels). and global parameters. Handy utility for all VISICALC
users.
$24.95
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO THE APPLE 11: Thick
reference card (40 page booklet).
$4.95
PROGRAMMERS HANDBOOK TO THE APPLE 11:
$29.95
Send or ui.ll for free catalog.

Apple II Is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc VISICALC 1s a
registered trademark of Personal Software, Inc. DITHERTIZER U is a registered
trademark of Computer Stations, Inc.
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Computer T Party!
It's a hot summer day and you are drivin1 down California
Interstate ~ counting the sheeplike power-line towers and try
ing not to doze off. A scruffy looking, tattooed biker zooms by
wea ring a T-1h1rt with Blff Bludgeon and the Ice Cru.eher1
printed on it. Your tires screeching, you barely m1111 hitting the
car in front of you. On the bumper of that car ls a thin rec
tangular sticker that asks you to "Honk If You Love Parsley."
Later in the week, you are walking through Manhattan's
Central Park on your way to the Plaza Hotel. You run head
long into a brown-haired godde1111 wearing a T-shirt that de
clares: " Our Computers Put Out." You aak her if she'd like an
lee cream cone, but she's heard that line before.
Walking away broken-hearted, you realize that people are
trying to communicate something to you.
The Voice of the Chest. Entirely visual form1 of commu·
nlcatlon abound in our aoclety. By looking at a pel'llOl1 11 houae,
1

car, attire, and place of employment, you can glean a certain
amount of information. Looking, it muat be noted, . ls a poor
substitute for the real thing : a one-on-one dialogue.
Nonetheless, one highly specialized form of visual com·
munication, like the bumper sticker and the tattoo , 111 the T
11hirt.
Webster's New Collegtate Dictionary defines a T-shirt aa a
"collarle1111 short-sleeved or 11leevele1111 cotton undershirt for
men" or "a cotton or wool jersey outer shirt of similar de
sign.
This story concerna T-shirts that have ironed, printed, or
scrawled on them something to do with computers. In other
words, computer T-shirts.
But first, a little history.
A Backward Glance. It ls well documented in Turkey Mc
Nugget'11 Cotton Comes to Town: A ]Jrief History of T-Shtrt8
II
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that, in 2700 B.C., King Sargon of the Sumerian Akkadian Em·
plre had painted on hie battle ehield in the Semitic alphabet:
"Mediterranean Sea or BU8t." Thie le the tlret major example
ot a slogan being communicated visually with the U8e ot eome·
one 's dally accouterments.
In 521 B.C., King Darius tailed to vanquish the Scythians be·
tore exhausting hie supplies and army. One night , without in·
forming the victime, he took hie army and left the sick and
wounded in the camp to tool the Scythians, making good hie ee
cape. Broken-bodied, but not broken in spirit, those left behind
wore shirts with "I Survived the Great Fink Out" em·
broidered on them. This ls one ot the moat dramatic early ex·
amples of commemorating an event on apparel.
Mc Nugget le full of examples of early T·ehirt hietory.
In 751 A.D. , Pepin Martel got the go-ahead nod from the
Pope and emblazoned on his armor , "Try Pepin, the Real
King." Moving from kingly advertlelng to eimple declarative
statements, we can find Cardinal Mazarin touting hie philoe
phy during oft houre in a black tanktop with " Machiavelllane
Rule " stitched in white on it.
McNugget also makes clear that eeoteric meeeagee have
found their ways onto people's backs. A serioU8 John Milton
boasted, "I Fried the Internal Serpent" on his.
In the 17608, people were confused by James Watt, father of
the steam engine, eporting on the back of his waistcoat the
phrase, " I'd Rather Be Sa111ng." He was prophetic in many
ways.
Facetious and deliberate confusing of messages in a clever
and humoroU8 taehion ls evident in. Charlee Darwln'e claHic
rib, "Never Give an Ape an Even Break. "
A rare item from the early yeare of this century ls a shirt

9Y DAVID UUNT~R
meant to glorify what turned out to be the Wright Brothere'
biggest failure. The blue cotton shirt hae a two-color lllustra
tion and the catchy line, 'You'll Believe an Elephant Can Ride
a Bike. "
Finally, we come to Immanuel Velikovsky. In eupport of hie
incredible theoriee concerning Mars and Venus being ehot
from the Red Spot ot Jupiter into their preeent orbite, he had
" You've Come a Long Way, Venus" printed on hie T-elµrt.
So much tor a little hietory.
Seriously, tolke. As king and cardinal of old declared their
viewpoints on their cheete, eo do millione of people today. Th~
variety of meeeagee found on human tronte and backe le etag
gerlng. T-shirt8 glorify just about everything.
For the Aficionado. To get back on the track, the beet place
to look tor computer T-ehirte le at a computer convention.
Theee gatheringe otter a gluttonous concentration ot even the
moat esoteric devile-T-shirte unavailable in any etore or from
any company. Prospective T-ehirt wearers can get good ideas
tor custom deelgne by merely walking around with their eyee
open.
Getting a custom deelgn pre88ed or ellk-ecreened on a eln
gle T-ehirt coats anywhere from $7 to $11S , depending on how
fancy you want to get. You can cut down the coat by eupplying
your own unadorned T·ehirt.
.
For those too lazy to make their own, here are brief de
ecriptione ot shirts available from eome of your favorite eoft·
ware companies.
T·Shlr't Shopper. Creative Computing, 39 East Hanover
Avenue , Morris Plains, NJ 0791SO, otfere eight different com·
puter T·ehlrte , decorated with everything from the company
name over a computer portrait of Albert Einstein to the Pro·
gram Bug from the book Katte and the Computer. Specify S,
M, L, XL, or children's sizes. Shirte are $8 plus $.71S handling.
Two or more shirts can be charged to VISA, MasterCard, and
American Expre1111.
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High
Technology
We make our
competition
obsolete

with Information Master,TM
Data Master, TM and Transit.™

Information Master is clearly the
best information management
software avai lable for your Apple II.*
and it's the easiest to use .
Here are two very useful
companions that add even more
power to Information Master.
• Data Master - Alter the file
layout of existing Information
Master fi les without re-entering
data. Add . om it. change fi elds ,
subdivide and append fil es
selectively.
• Transit - Convert VisiCalc* files
(and almost any other fil es yo u
may have ) into Information
Master files .
See your compu ter dealer today
for all the details .

..

High
Technology
Software Products, Inc.
P.O. Box S- 14665
8001 N . Cl assen B lvd .
Okla homa City. Okla . 73113
405 840-9900
• V1s1Ca 'c is a traderrark o! Perso al Sol ware Inc .
Apple II ;s a trademar of Apple Computer. Inc .
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Powerful~ Efficient

Apple Software
SDS Guarantees It.

~ You depend on gOOd sottwore to save you time and to nave your com
puter help you do a JOb mo<e eff1c1ently Our software 1s designed to do
1ust that We ore one of the aides companies supplying sottwore for the
Apple II". and one of the very few that offers on unconditional guarantee of
so 1sfoc ion or your money bock' Here ore a few tha t you'll wont to odd to
your library

THE CORRESPONDENT
The Correspondent 1s o n extremely versatile program designed primarily
for writing letters and other documents but comes with so many supporting
ut1lllies and features that it will be one of your most frequently used
d iskettes The screen becomes a window onto a 40 to 80column p age with.
4 d irectional scrolling to see any port of the page 1ust as 1t will be printed A
spec ial "reading mode" compresses text into a 40 column forma t for easy
proof-reading Editor functions include full upper/ lower case & control
choroctersuppo<I. character or 11ne insert/ delete. paragraph move/copy/
delete. forward and reverse tabbing. text centering. file 11 nk1ng and even
moth functions ' Also featu red ore spl it screen copob1llt1es. access/ edit text
files. single disk copy program. and a g lobal find routine for use as a free
form database You con use 1t for letters. forms. memos. phone lists. etc
The Correspondent 1s easily the best value of performance a nd pnce of
any s1m1lar program

Pt1ce S44 95 on d isk

APPLE-DOC
Apple-Doc 1s one of the most powerful programming utilities you con own
From the novice to the profess1onol. Appl&-Ooc more than pays for itself in
time savings a lone' You con c hange any element throughout the lls 1ng
a lmost as easily as changing a single line Appl&-Doc includes Variable
Xref which creates a table of every variable used 1n a program. every line
occurence of the variab le. and lets you crea te your own vonob le descrip
tors which con be stored in a separate d isk file. Line Number Xref creates a
table of every line 1n the program called by a GOTO. GOSUB. etc . and a ll
lines each 1s ca lled from. Any reference to a line no present 1s spec1f1 c o lly
flogged for your attention Conllant Xref 1s sim ilar but documents a ll
nu meric constants - g 1eot for sc1ent1f1c and business uses With Replace
you con easily rename any or a ll occurrences of any variable making it
1ndispens1b le for custom programming. Finally. lister c reo es a professional
program listing with top. bottom. & left margins quickly defined Our o ll
t1me best seller '
Price· $34 95 on disk

LIST MASTER
Liii Maater, on excellent companion to Apple-Doc, provides a number of
utilit ies for performing large scale ch a nges to your program listing in a h1gh
speed and automatic way. Liii Master includes Applespeed which con
remove REMorks. shorten variable names. combine li nes. and ren umbers
by 1·s 1n any Applesofl" program. Smart Renumber not only renumbers bu t
also gives you the option of preserving logical blocks of line numbers you
hove estab lished for various rout ines thereby reto1n1ng the or1g1nol log ic
and IM'.lrkob11ity 1n the renumbered p rogra m. Also contains merge routines
that allow you to quote blocks of lines from one p ort of the program to
another and auto matically renumber appropriate line references. Comp
1111 compares any two Applesofl or integer programs and lists any lines
added. deleted or changed.
Price $34 95 on d isk

All p rograms require 48K and Applesofl in ROM or language cord Specify
DOS 3 2 or 3 3. California residents o dd 6% to a ll prices
See these and other S.D S products at your local dea ler. or for more 1nfor
mat1on. write or coll.
"Apple 11 and App!esott are registered trademarks of Apple Compufer Co

Leh to right , top : Robot Rabb it o nd Computer Bum from Creative Computing ; the
orig inal Apple shirt. Botto m: Broderbund moscot shirt; custom -po inted Tempt ing Ap
ples shirt; Sirius's Spoce Eggs iron -on ironed on .

Rainbow Computing, 9719 Reseda Boulevard, Northridge,
CA 91324, offers a shirt with the curious "Our Computers Put
Out" on the front and the company 's colorful rainbow logo on
the back. Shirts come in S, M, L, XL , and children's sizes, at $l5
plus $2 handling.
Shirts in myriad colors from Broderbund, Box 3266, Eu
gene, OR 97403, show the company 's mascot in a karate pose
with "Always Wear Software " positioned underneath. Broder
bund's shirts are $6.9/S plus $1 handling and come in S, M, L,
and XL; VISA or MasterCard okay.
"I Survived the Night at Mystery House ," announce the
shirts from On-Line Systems, 3671S7 Mudge Ranch Road,
Coarsegold, CA 93614, embellished by a reproduction of the
eerie old mansion you've seen in their ads . "Hi-Res Adventure
by On-Line" is the message for those walking behind you. Same
sizes , several colors, all for $6, nada for handling.
Sirius Software suggests you celebrate victories, but they
don't actually sell a T-shirt. Instead, they give each purchaser
of Space Eggs a decal that you can iron onto your own shirt
and thereafter put the world on notice with, "I Fried the Space
Eggs," surrounded by some of that game 's nasty little crit
ters.
C.A.S.H. (Computer Assisted Shirt Hucksters) , llSIS Yale
Road, Menlo Park, CA 9402/S , offers a handsome shirt com
memorating the sixth annual West Coast Computer Faire.
Standard sizes, $8.
From Apple Computer Inc . come two styles of T-shirt for
adults or children without a written word on them. Base shirts
come in several colors. In the old style, each shirt is adorned
simply with a large rainbow-colored bitten Apple apple. Prices
range from $1S.91S to $7.91S depending on size. The new style
shows a smaller apple to one side of the front on an Apple rain
bow of stripes that gird the chest. Women's sizes are $9 ; chil
dren's and men's , $7. Many Apple dealers carry these or can
order them for you .
There are dozens-maybe hundreds-of computer-related
T-shirts to be found if you keep your eyes open.
Users Speak. Why wear a computer T-shirt? George
Snoozeoff of Slipshod Software commented, "I want people to
know exactly where I'm coming from ."
Beer B. Ash of Moonshine Computing offers that "it's a
great way to meet women programmers in the local bars."
Figby Leaf boasts, "It's the only thing I'll wear."
Patsy Coder claims it's terrific for breaking the ice at a
party or in the library, but she advises , " Don't ever wear them
in local bars."
Whatever one's reasons, it cannot be denied that T-shirts go
hand-in-hand with summer. The weather's warm, the trees are
in bloom, school's out, and vacation time is in the air.
Summer's here and the time is right for wearing computer
T-shirts.
J•

The difference lies with the so tware.
The difference between one com
puter's performance and another's lies
with the software.
We think we have the best Apple™
software there is for business. A com
plete line of packages for data base
management. mailing lists. order en
try. inventory. accounts payable.
payroll. billing and apartment
management.
So what makes us so different? For
one thing. STC programs are proven.
accepted and in operation throughout
the world. Secondly. we offer an ex
tremely unusual 90-day guarantee.
Third. you can learn to run STC pro
grams in about half an hour. com
pared to 5 or 6 days with other
packages. And last. STC programmers

have many years of experience
developing business systems for much
larger computers. As a result. we
design packages that exploit every
ounce of power the Apple has to give.
Take our inventory program . for ex
ample. It provides for all kinds of in
ventory information.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Company

You can generate numerous reports.
calculate inventory value. and accu 
mulate inventory over a 13-month
period. All for only $140.
All STC packages are designed for DOS
3.3 and will run on the Apple III in the
emulated mode.
So check out STC business packages
with your local Apple dealer today. For
dealer information or inquiries. write
or call Software Technology for Com 
puters: (617)923-4334. In Europe :
Great Northern Ltd .. Horsforth. Leeds.
England .

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
FOR COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 428
Belmont, Ma. 02178
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STATIST ICS PROBLEMS?

•

APPLE SOLUTIONS!

..:.
.:•••
•

HSO STATS
This is a menu driven statistics pac k age whic h
acc ept s 7 samples of 2 00 points.

Th e p ack age o ff ers :
- data entr y from key board or d i sk
- data review/ edi t
- descriptive statistics, mean , s.d .
- data transformations
constant -f. - , x, ~

z scores
new mean , s.d .
squ are root
reciprocal , log
frequency distribution
percentile ranks
percentile point ~
h i res bargraph
Ch i Square
I or 2 var i ables
hi res scatterg ra m

-

-

-

correlation matri x
up to 7 variables
- t -tests
against a mean
independent samples
correlated samples
- file c reation
I sample
combined samples
append sample to e x isting fi le
- inter-sample manipulations
+, - . x , -:
- print raw data
- herd copy o f a ll results
$99.95

HSD ANOVA
This is a powerfu l, flexible analysis o f variance
program .
This single program o ffer s:
-

analysis of ba lanced designs
analysis of I to 8 factors
between and /or within subj ects
simple design specif icat ion
simple data entry
fu lly formaned ANOV A table
p values for F r atios

- treatment mean s and s.d .
-
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output on CRT , 40 or 80 column printer
data review / edit
pr i nt raw data
hard copy o f al l results
disk file 110 o f data
$74 .9 5

Apple II , 48K with disk, Applesoft
Both programs have been ext ensivel y tested
and are f ully documented . They are already i n

use in academ ic and bu si ness settings.
Program s wrinen by :
Stephen Madigan , Ph . D .
Virginia Lawrence, Ph . D .

STATISTICS PROGRAMS
BY PROFESSIONALS FOR PROFESSIONALS
Ask at y our local c ompute• store or order from :
Human Systems Dynamics
9249 Rese da Bouleva r d , Su ite 107b
N or~hridge , CA 91324
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0 lnmac (Santa Clara, CA) has an
O Second edition of CP/ M Softwar e I n
nounced the Inmac Plus premium brand dex, from Small Systems Group, (Santa
floppy disk, The news is the guarantee: Monica, CA) , lists 740 CP / M programs
Inmac promises to replace at no charge for the Apple offered by 248 vendors.
any Inmac Plus diskette that crashes
Lists more than twice as many pro
ever. The industry's first lifetime guar
grams and vendors as last year's edi
anteed flexible diskettes are made possi
tion. $6.
ble through a new annealing process 0 On-Line Systems (Coursegold, CA)
that controls dimensional changes announces The E x pediter 11, an Apple
within the substrate due to variations in soft compiler. By converting Applesoft
temperature and humidity. In addition, programs to machine-language object
the diskettes are treated with a flexible code, E xp editer 11 Increases execution
coating to combat oxide flaking. In eight
speed by a factor of three or more. 48K,
inch and five-and-one-quarter formats, disk . $99.95.
$6.95 and $5.25 respectively per disk. Dis
0 For Vi siCa lc users, independent
counts available for bulk orders.
newsletter emphasizes developments In
0 A full general ledger, payroll, job cost business - and professional applications.
accounting, and subcontractor system Write to VisiNews, Box 341, Kings Park,
constitutes the Charles Mann & Asso
NY 11754 for a sample Issue; subscrip·
ciates (Yucca Valley, CA) package for tions are $15 per year.
the construction industry. The Construc
0 A home finance system, Money
tion A ccounting System also Includes a Ma es tro, is the first microcomputer
report preparation system for job bids, product of lnnosys Incorporated (Berke
proposals , and annual reports. Pro
ley, CA ) . Program offers the sole
gram ' s special subcontract features proprietor, property owner, or two-In
locate jobs under contract, change order come family finance planner a sophisti
amounts, determine payment to date by cated single-entry accounting proce
job, an:l figure costs remaining. 48K, dure . Written in Forth. 48K, CP/M. $200.
DOS 3.2 and 3.3, 130-column printer. O Gibson Laboratories (Irvine, CA) has
developed a hi-res light pen compatible
$549.95.
0 Peripherals Plus (Morris Plains, NJ ) with all available language11 for the Ap·
ple II. Use 1'or menu selection, business
presents Super P addles. Each of two.pad
dles consists of a high precision linear graphics, drafting and architecture, cir
potentiometer and a half-Inch diameter, cuit analysis, word processing, and game
industrial quality pushbutton mounted In playing. The LPS 11 promises speed and
versatility for animators and artists be
a sturdy metal case. Set includes a five
foot cable . $39.95. The same company's cause of Its unique high-speed, video
synchronized search technique. Installs
Super Joy Stick Is suitable for high preci
sion professional applications as well as on Apple motherboard. $285.
O SSM Microcomputer Products (San
game playing. $59.95.
0 Computer Station (St. Louis, MO) of
Jose, CA) offers the ASIO, a plug-in
fers Boot Button, which enables Apples board for connecting serial-driven
with 3.3 DOS to be switched to 3.2 by the peripherals to the Apple. Board has con
push of a button. Add-on board fits onto nectors, one for a DTE devices, such as a
printer, and one for a DCE devices, such
the Disk II controller card. $34.95.
O A rapid retrieval data base for Apple as a modem . It also pro·Jides an RS-232
literature (through 1980) has been serial Interface and basic jumper-select
developed by Connecticut Information able communications baud rates from
110 to 9,600. Features Include automatic
Systems Company (Bridgeport, CT). Ap
ple D ata Base scans five years of ac· line feed on carriage return; automatic
carriage return whenever a selected line
cumulated references and locates Apple
related articles . Each data base entry length Is exceeded ; and variable delay
after transmission of carriage return (for
provides article name, author, period
slow printers ) . Assembled and tested.
ical, Issue date, and page number. Ap
$139; kit: $109.
plesoft ROM, 48K. $60.
O Automated Simulations (Mountain
O G. S. Computer Enterprises ( Ann Ar
bor, Ml) offers a 32K expansion board View, CA) presents Dragon's Eye, an ·
featuring two 16K banks of buffered .EPYX game that challenges the player
to a search for the magic jewel held by an
RAM on a single plug-in board. Compat
evil magician who derives his power
ible with Integer Basic, Applesoft, Pas
cal, Fortran, and SoftCard. DOS 3.2 and from the gem. Object of the game is to re
3.3 16K version can be expanded to 32K. cover the jewel, which Is hidden some
where within one of seven provinces, and
32K: $189; 16K : $159.
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return it to Fe! City, where the journey traduces ASCOMP 2.5, an Applesoft create, erase , change , store, and re
begins. The player assumes the Identity Basic compiler, which works in true ma trieve graphics using either or both dra w
of one of sixteen magical characters who chine code , but uses some functions of ings and text . The hi-res Coloring B oard
are gifted with abilities such as flying, Applesoft ROM for a run-time package of offers six colors and can generate arcs,
about lK byte. All Applesoft code (except angles , circles, squares, and other geo
healing, and traveling in time. 48K, Ap
plesoft, disk. $24.95. The worm has turned Resume ) is compiled. Intermediate use metric shapes. TK. $60.
in another release from Automated of the disk maximizes compiled pro D Ome ga Peripherals (Columbia , MD)
Simulations. In Crush, Crum ble and gram size . Options include creation of offers Omega J oy Stick , now generally
machine language subroutines that can a vailable after a year of exclusive a vail
Chom p, you play the role of your fa
be called from a Basic program (multi ability through custom order. The hand
vorite monster in any of more than a hun
dred scenarios. You can choose between ple entry points ) , split compiled code held , all-metal joy stick is cased in hard
six man-eating monsters, but you 'll al
above and below the hi-res screen (s ) , plastic. Stick is made for smooth action
ways have the same basic need : to satis and control-C stop of compiled pro and has a large handle ball for sure grip.
fy an enormous appetite by eating your grams. $85.
Generous metal push buttons are de
opponents. In the meantime , you must D Software Technology for Computers signed for comfort during intense game
battle National Guard tanks , infantry, (Belmont, MA) has announced a new pla ying. Nonself-centering feature al
helicopters, and a team of mad scien color graphics package that lets users lows users to switch between joy stick
tists . You also choose your game objec
tive from among five: to destroy as
many buildings as possible; to destroy
combat units but spare citizens ; to eat
your way to a new high; to destroy ev
erything in your path; or merely to sur
vive the longest time. If you tire of these ,
you can create your own monsters. If this
all sounds totally weird to you, you are
not alone . But If you happen to have a
whole bunch of hostilities stored up this
month, this game may be tailormade to
help you out. 48K, disk . $29 .95.
D Aurora Systems (Madison, WI) pre
sents Ver saCalc , which expands Visi
Cal c' s display screens . Ver saCalc also
shows how to do conditional testing, dis
play error messages, interchange col
umns and rows , and automatically exe
cute a string of up to 255 VisiCalc com
mands with only four keystrokes . 32K.
$100. The E xecutive Secretary , Aurora's
word processor , features professional
speed typing, page numbering, editing,
automatic addressing for envelopes , and
shift key conversion for lower case.
Works with forty-column or eighty-col
umn screen . 48K, ROM Applesoft. $250. A
third Aurora offering, H ebrew II, puts
Hebrew characters on the screen from
right to left, · allows full cursor move
ment and editing, and, with a printer, it
can produce labels, posters, and cor
respondence in Hebrew. 48K. ROM Ap
plesoft. $60 .
D High Technology Software (Okla
homa City , OK) announces J ob Contro l
System , a system for job management
and administration. Program consoli
We play it back . .. Verbatim ! Every bit of every byte of every track of
dates and files labor hours, material
every
disk is pretested. Meets all requ irements for IBM , Shugart
costs, outside service costs, production
ANSI , ECMA, ISO and APPLE.
quantities , and shipped quantities , help
ing managers determine productivity
and up-to-the-minute job status data . Re
quires 132-column printer capable of
form feed. 48K, Pascal. $750.
OVERNIGHT * If order phoned in before l p.m. same day shipment.
D Another aid to management intended
DELIVERY*
for tracking costs and labor hours comes
from Westware, Inc. (Ontario, OR). Job
Costing Modu le can be used on a stand
6901 Canby Avenue, Reseda, CA 91335
alone basis or integrated to work with
Los Angeles Phone (213) 705-4202 ,
Westware's full accounting system,
2680 Bayshore Frontage Road, Suite 1030
.=..
which includes general ledger , accounts
- Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-9275
payable and receivable , inventory, and
payroll. 48K, Applesoft, DOS 3.3. $345.
lARGEST MASTER DISTRIBUTOR FOR VERBATIM REMOVABLE MAGNETIC STORAGE MEDIA
D Phase Zero Software (Tucson, AZ) in

FULL LINE ... ALWAYS IN STOCK
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and buttons without losing desired screen
position. Trim potentiometers for extra
fine tuning optional. $59.95.
0 The jobs of serial interface, parallel
output interface, and real-time clock/ cal
endar have been combined on the CPS
M ultif un ction Card by Mountain Com
pute r (Scotts Valley, CA) . You configure
CPS from disk, setting up function para
meters that may be changed with key
board control commands. Serial and par
allel output can be used simultaneously
from CPS. Separate CPS functions can
be assigned to Apple's various slots, into
which card does not have to be plugged.
Clock/ calendar has time capability of
from one second to ninety-nine years and

is compatible with MCI Apple Clock
time-access programs . . Introductory
price , $239.
D Dual DOS ROMs from Soft CTRL Sys
tems (West Milford, NJ) saves effort of
booting from one DOS to another, Utility
plugs into Romplus or Andromeda
ROMBoard, embedding both ROMS in
memory. CALL command toggles be
tween either DOS a.c cording to your re
quirements. DOS toggling doesn't affect
any programs in memory. Message at
lower right of screen tells you which DOS
is being used. Utility can't be used for
booting 3.2 disks . 48K, DOS 3.3. $49.95.
D According to Apple, you'd have to
have a mini to get the mailing list capa-

SUPER·TEXT'"
SUPER TEXT

~~·~

0 spli screen for editing large
documen s
Math Mode for preparing
slal1slical reports
Optiona l file linking for global
search and pnn l opera ions
Preview Mode formals line
endings and page breaks on
screen before prin t;ng
Form letter generation and
ailing list management
add-on modul es
.. and much ore

~

::::; single key cu rsor control
automa tic word overflow
automatic paragraph
indenta t1on
1
automatic on-sc reen tabbing
block copy, save and delete
J 1u10 1al manua l and handy
refere nce card
" dua l disk copy progra m for
Ille back up
..and much more

0
0

Add the Form Letter
Module and Ad dress Book to
Super-Text is the word
processing answer. A rare ,;:.=======~=::i.... make Super-Text the most
powerful business correspondence
combination of ease of use and
advanced features Super-Text turns an
system . Use Super-Text to crea te a letter,
Apple computer into a powerful word
then print a persona lized copy for everyone
on your ma iling list. Super-Text is $150, the
process ing system with capabilities
unmatched by many dedicated WP sys Form Letter Module $100 and the Add ress
Book $50 at computer stores everywhe re.
terns cos ti ng thousands of dollars more.

From the leader in quality software...

For the Apple II or Apple II Plus (48K)
Aool~

. ._

•Sa tradi:.marl-' of Aoole Comot:ler Cor p

_ _ __

...-1C'V SOFTWARE '"

..-

l' I~---------330 N. Charles St.

ltimore. MD 2 1201
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Ba
·
30 1l 559 ·72 12

bilities you can now find on Apple'a new
Mail List Manager. Now, all you need ia
an Apple III. List stores, sorts, edits, and
prints maillng labels and phone lists in
entirety or selectively by zip, na:n1e, or
any other data. Disk max is 960 labela,
which can be sorted in less than two min
utes. Labels can be defined up to six lines
per entry and may be sorted on ariy t wo
of these fields. Further information, how
ever, can be stored with the disk entry for
each item and omitted in printing. Diska
can be merged to create a single larger
mailing list. For printing labels , user can
specify label size , number of labela
across page, and space between labela.
Backup disk included. Apple ill, 128K,
extra drive . $150.
D AppleGraph , from Business & Profes
sional Software (Cambridge, MA), which
was purchased recently by Apple, is now
available under the Apple logo with a
slightly changed .name and probably
some enhancement as well. The Apple
product is called AppleGraphics II. The
package enables you to design two-and
three-dimensional graphics , then to see
the objects in your designs from any an
gle. It also allows full-screen viewing of
any portion of a drawing. AppleGraphics
II programs can be written in Pascal or
Fortran ; printing can be achieved
through most advanced plotters. 48K,
Language System, disk. $95.
D Qume Corporation (San Jose, CA) has
readied three models of their Sprint 9
daisywheel printing terminal. Direct
drive mechanism meets high standard of
print accuracy. DuPont-designed belt
and pulley drive mechanism lessens
printer chassis tension and increases life
of parts. 985 model is a limited function,
RCV-only terminal that prints thirty-five
characters per second. $1,995. With in
teractive KSR time-sharing capabillty,
985 model is $2 ,095. Faster full control
models, the 945 and .955, can interface
with minis as well as Apples. $2,455 and
$2,555.
D From Advanced Management Strat·
egies (Atlanta, GA), Target calculates
and analyzes past and future business ac·
tivities with ability to print or display all
data entries, report specifications, and
perform calculations for a project. Pack
age is sold through Westlco (Norwalk,
CT) . SoftCard, two disk drives, 48K, DOS
3.3. $195.
D A workshop for eight to eighteen year
olds is being conducted throughout the
summer in North Hollywood, CA. Work
shop features instruction on Apples and
other micros in a relaxed, self-paced
learning environment. Main instruction
.will be in Basic, but the newly developed
language , Logo, introduced by MIT pro·
fessor Seymour Papert in his book Minds torms, will also be taught. Students
meet three hours daily for two weeks.
Sessions
are
fromAugust
July 13
24;
July 27
to scheduled
August 7; and
10 to
to
21. Student-teacher ratio is twelve to one;
GOTO '42

ORBITRON
You are in the center of an orbiting space station protected by a revolving force shield. You must
tight oft-enemy forces which attempt to place killer satellites in orbit around your station. And
look out tor the meteor showers! Orbitron has seven levels of play and many chances to score
bonus points tor successful play. List price is $29.95. uses either 13 or 16 sector controller and an
Apple II or II + with disk drive and 48K.

GAMMA GOBLINS
A "bloody" good game tor the true-blue game freak. A real heart stopper! Your mission is an
exploratory operation. codename BLUE. Your purpose is to deliver whole blood to Hemophilia.
a city in the sky, and return to Anemia base. This beautifully designed arcade game has
unusual depth as swarms of Gamma Goblins attack, wave after wave. This is an arcade game
with great challenge and incredible variety. Written entirely in assembly language by Tony
and Benny Ngo. Uses either 13 or 16 sector controller and an Apple II or II + with one disk drive
and 48K. Suggested retail is $29.95.
· App ·e II end A.pple ll + are registered trade:na ks of Apple Computer. Ir.c. Orbitron and
copyrighted p roducts of inu oltwcre. I c. All righ s re erved .
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Contact Your Local Computer Dealer For More Information
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Sirius Software, Inc.

2011 Arden Way, #225A, Sacramento, CA 95825

Dealer Inquiries Invited (916) 920-1939 We Use maxell

Turn your Apple into the world's
most versatile personal computer.
The SoftCard™ Solution . SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.
AZ-BO and a 6502. By adding a Z-BO
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple, SoftCard turns your Apple into
a CP/ M based mach ine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software 1n exist
ence. Two computers in one. And , the
advantages of both.
Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-BO based circuit card .
Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of
your App le. No modifications required .
SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and, in 6502-mode. your
Apple is still your Apple.
CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's
a pow erful and simple-to-use operating
syst em. It supports more software
than any other microcomputer operat
ing system . And that's the key to the
versatility of the SoftCard/ Apple .

BASIC included . A powerful tool ,
BASIC-BO 1s included 1n the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/ M. ANSI
Standard BASIC -BO is t he most
powerful m icrocomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk 1/ 0
stat ements , error t rapping , integer
variables, 16-digit precision. exten
sive EDIT commands and string func
tions, high and low-res Apple graphics,
PRINT USING , CHAIN and COM 
MON , plus many additional com 
mands . And , it's a BASIC you can
comp ile w it h M ic r osof t's BASIC
Compiler.
More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M. you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN . or

Basic Comp iler and Assemb ly Lan 
guage Development System. All. more
powerful tools for your Apple.
Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We t hink you 'll agree that the
Soft Card t urns your Apple in t o t he
world 's mos t versa t ile personal
compu t er.
Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or, we'll send '1t to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call
us.
SoftCard 1s a trademark of Microsoft. Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Z-80 1s a registered trademark of Z1log.
Inc . CP/M 1s a registered trad emark o f D1g1tal
Research. Inc.

Microsoft Consumer Prod ucts, 400 108th Ave. N.E..
Bellevue. WA 98004. (206) 454-1315

SOFTALK INTERVIEW:

WADE and NANCY HARRIS

a candid conversation 'With a couple about their much maligned occupation
and the impact of computer technology on their business and family.
•

News travels fast in this competitive industry. Author Jim
Salmons had just left his position in marketing management
with a major software publisher in Baltimore to start his own
business. We understood his desire to explore innovative mi
crocomputer marketing strategies; but wouldn't he have to
pay the bills until his own business became profitable? So,
when the Softalk data base of interesting people doing unusual
things with their Apples turned up Wade and Nancy Harris, a
couple in the chimney sweeping business in Ellicott City,
Maryland, we called Salmons. After feigning, "Let me see if I
can work this into my busy schedule," he jumped at the chance
to make some spare change. Here is Salmons's report:
"Somewhere between chimes and chimpanzees I found
them: chimney sweeps. An even dozen sources were cited in
the subject index at the Eisenhower Library of Johns Hopkins
University. A good investigative reporter does homework be
! ore raking muck or, in my case, soot.
"Sure, Softalk wants a cutesy Us-and-Our-Apple profile of
this couple using their computer in an unusual business. But
what about those saltpeter-scabbed knees and elbows of the
consumptive innocent climbing boys whose flue-scraping la
bors are repaid by abuse and neglect at the hands of their sa
distic masters. Was Dickens's Oliver Twist to be the last ex
pose on these occupational abuses? Or would we have to wait
till the evening news brings us live coverage of the indelicate
recovery of the suffocated body of a child forced up a too-nar
row flue?
"My resurrected bleeding heart surged with the adrena
line of moral outrage. The sudden flow of blood to my head re
freshed memories of my early investigative interview train
ing in journalism school-not my professors' lectures on pyra
mid writing style, but the subliminal training from obligatory
scans of Playboy interviews before copiously studying details
of the photographic art.
" These interviews cut below the surface, providing psy
chosocial insights into the souls of the interviewees. The good
apples show as good; the bad, rotten . .. all in their own words.
This would be the gauntlet to which I would subject Wade and
Nancy Harris. And this is how I found myself in the bowels of
Hopkins Library on a glorious Baltimore Memorial Day week
end.

"A quick scan of the scant literature confirmed my worst
fears. Only one contemporary author had seen/it to follow up
on this significant social disgrace of the early nineteenth cen
tury. The abuses of the English and European sweeps had been
well chronicled a century earlier but none since until, in 1951,
George L ewis Phillips published his scathing historical ex
pose, American Chimney Sweeps (The Past Times Press,
Trenton, NJ). For more than a century we had hidden this ugly
thread under our colonial round-braid carpets until Phillips
had the courage to weave it back into the fabric of our A meri
can collective consciousness. Unfortunately, his book didn't
make it to paperback; consequently, we didn't see these tid
bits on television's 'Bicentennial Minutes.'
"Fire was a major environmental hazard in most colonial
towns. The log and thatch houses huddled together to afford
protection from Indian attack were volatile prey to any blaze
started by a careless neighbor's chimney fire. The cure, hud
dled houses, was worse than the disease, Indian attack.
"So combustible a hazard were these unplanned communi
ties that the local governing councils took-it upon themselves to
create subsidized positions called town master sweeps. It was
as if the councils thought giving an official title to the job would
erase the social stigma chimney sweeping carried in the minds
of the early settlers who had witnessed scandal and degrada
tion within the trade before coming to the New World. In a land
where there were so few people for too many jobs, would you
expect anyone to v olunteer for a job for which your neighbors
hated you and in which a major occupational health hazard
was cancer of the scrotum ?
"So it was in 1662 when the town fathers of Salem, Massa
chusetts, appointed John Milke the first American town mas
ter sweep. ile and others in similar positions in other colonial
towns were empowered to obtain fees for services rendered as
well as to fine neighbors whp harbored dirty flues. This en
viable catch-22 of inspector/ contractor was not enough to ov er
come the degrading work and social rejection, so many mas
ter sweep positions went unfilled.
"For nearly a century, the houses burned while most towns
constantly advertised/or sweeps in the help-wanted sections of
the early colonial press. So me towns even foreshadowed the
draft and jury duty by passing legislation appointing sweeps

Sotta lk pkotot

" If one of the little beggars balks,
I just give him a shot to the buM
with this. That gets them up the
chimney."

"This is the soot the boys coughed
up onto the keyboard when we
invited them in from the shed to
play Space Egp. "

"When the boys are too sick to
work, I tie a rope around the neck
of a goose and drop it down the
chimney, like this. "

"The boys seem to last longer if
we hose them down once a month
or so, unless it's below freezing in
the shed. ... "
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by lottery. 011/y tir e 1cenlthi,e st citizens could afford the pro
Ir ibitirc fine fo1· ref11si11g the appointment.

''Oth e r towns enco urag ed pri1,ate sector sweep monopolies
in 11'11 ich th e sweep rentures split f ees and f ines with the town
treasury. Th e 11101wp0Ues were allowed to establish their own
collec tion age11des; the collectors were as large as the climb
ing boys teem small.
"111 som e lucky towns, there were some unlucky souls who
co11ld11 't make it at any other trade, so they took up chimney
weeping. While working conditions were poor, the pay was
icorse. Many made ends m eet by moonlighting as carpet beat
e rs. 1vhi.te washers, wood choppers, even cesspool emptiers.
"I n rnral towns too small to attract their own sweeps, a
rather foul method of chimney cleaning developed. One sim
ply tied a rope around the neck of a large goose, dropped the
bird down the chimney, pulled it back up, and repeated the op
eration sev eral times. The distressed bird's flapping wings
loosened the soot. The blacker the bird, the cleaner the flue.
This method gav e new meaning in colonial times to the age-old
expression, 'Wanna get goosed ?'
" Other sweeping methods were less flamboyant. In the ear
liest times, colonial houses were one story high with large
diameter chimneys. For these, a sweep had only to stand on a
ladder and use a long handled broom. At these homes, master
sweeps were notorious for saying such things as, 'Hey, I 'll bet
TB really takes it out of you. Why don 't you take a breather. I 'll
get this one and you can do the next.'
"Of course, the nex t was invariably a newer, multistoried
residence w here unschooled builders constructed the most con
voluted flues imaginable. For these, the master would suggest
that the climbing boy, with scraper and broom in hand, crawl
up the flue to clean it. These suggestions took the form of swift
kicks or pin pricks to the boy's bottom. If a boy became stuck
in a flue, masters found that a small straw fire in the hearth
had a persuasiv e effect in coaxing the boy up and out.
" If a chimney was particularly narrow, the boys got a rest.
A canv as bag of bricks or a bundle of sticks was forced through
the flue. This urban variation on the goose method was more
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humane but less effective. In this and all cleaning methods, the
master pinned a blanket across the hearth so as not to soil the
homeowner's rooms and furnishings.
"At the end of a job, the climbing boys gathered all the de
bris in the blanket to take back to their shed. There they sifted
cinders from the soot to sell as fertilizer. They were then al
lowed to sleep, unwashed, in the shed, using the hearth blan
ket to protect against the cold
"If this sounds scandalous, it actually became worse.
Ame rica's most heinous management solution to the needfor
rapid national growth was the unconscionable acceptance and
exploitation of slavery as a labor source. All manner of work
considered too disgusting for 'humans' was relegated to black
slaves.
"And so it was that, for almost a century, white America's
chimneys were cleaned by black climbing boys. With the in
vestment they had in the developing society, it was little won
der that the blacks were notoriously ineffective sweeps. Un
fortunately, it also explains the blind spot A merica had to the
growing social consciousness that rose against the abuses of
the trade in England and Europe.
"In the late eighteenth century, Jonas Hanway was instru
mental informing a society to lobby against labor abuses and
lobby for support of technological developments to replace
climbing boys. There was no comparable organized group in
America, though isolated humanitarians did show some con
cern.
"An example of 'reform ' in American trade comes from
my hometown of B altimore. In the 1"/90s, a white master
sweep, John Conrad Zollikoffer, advertised in the Baltimore
Daily Re pository that parents consider indenturing their sons
as sweeps for a period of five to seven years. In return, at the
end of their servitude, Zollikoffer would finance the boys' train
ing to enter more elevated professions. Come on, John, after
kicking these kids' butts up and down the flues of Baltimore's
rowhouses for sev en years, did you really expect any of them
to hav e the vigor to enter vocational school?
"So it was until mid nineteenth century, when the first era
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of American chimney sweeping technology was ushered in. By WADE1 Sure . Can I get you anything? Iced tea, soda, beer? You
1830, at least six patent applications f or sweep devices were must be tired after your ride .. . .
pending. Some were original devices, others were variations SOnALIC1 !So it was. I got inside and w hat I thoug ht was going
on the Smart and Glass devices invented in England in the late to be a huge scandnl turned out to be a fascinating discussion
1700s. Master sweeps w ho incorporated these devices into their with what, in many ways, was a typical suburban American
work were called fluonomists, technological sweepers. The family. Wh at wasn't so typiccil was the sideline they chose for
transition between old and new was rocky, in-fighting and pro
making ex tra money cind the fact that they are ex periencing
the ex citement of becoming microcomputer literate together.]
fessional jealousy abounded.
"And here is where the literature breaks down. Phillips's SOFTALIC1 Thanks, Wade, for holding up those props and read
book was a recent addition, but it was purely an historical ing the little quotes for the photo teasers . I'm sure they will at
retrospective. What's needed is an investigative report. What's tract a lot of readers . ~ow, could you introduce your family?
WADE1 My son, Mark, is fourteen and he 's been helping me
happening out thereinAmerica's chimneys? Have the techno
logical innovations been incorporated into the sweep trade'! Or ever since I started this part-time business three years ago . He
helps me carry equipment, hands me brushes, helps me in and
is America still harboring wasted, abused children in the hid
den sheds of alleged good citizen master sweeps'! Are Apple
out of the air respirator and long gloves , sets up the vacuum,
using Wade and N ancy Harris cy berjluonomists or debased and now he even cleans some of the easier chimneys and fire
climbing boy molesters'!
places.
Nancy holds down the operation back home , answering the
" With these questions burning, I arrived in Ellicott City, a
phone, setting schedules, keeping the business r ecords. In a
quaint town frozen in time, nestled between the thro bbing me
tropolis of Baltimore and the pristine crispness of Columbia, service business like this, your customer contact is critical.
urban developer James Rouse's vision of the city of the future. She does a great job in a professional and pleasant manner.
As I walked the streets, the sense of beauty and history almost SOFTALIC1 I can attest to that . Nancy, you were most helpful in
distracted me from my purpose: I was a bout to rip the lid off arranging this interview.
IAICY1 We're really excited about being in the magazine.
this lazy burg and expose the maniacs in its midst. . .. "
WADE1 Hey, what the . .. You down by the shed, may I help SOFTALIC1 You mentioned that this is a part-time business, but
it sounds like full-family involvement.
you?
SOFTALK: Oh .. . a .. . Hi! Jim Salmons, Softalk magazine . You
WADE1 Yes. It's part-time work for all three of us. And during
our main season from about Labor Day till Christmas, I guar
must be Wade Harris.
antee we collectively put in a hundred hours a week or more .
WADE1 Right.
Nancy has even gone part-time with her office job in an insur
SOFTALIC1 We talked earlier about doing an interview , remem
ber? I know this looks funny, me breaking in your shed and all. ance company.
But I dropped a penny when I got out of the car and it rolled IAICY1 Right. Sometimes it gets to be a hectic home around
down here, so ....
here . Come Labor Day, the phone starts ringing. We have to
WADE1 It rolled through the grass?
turn work away . Some people get frustrated when we put them
SOFTALIC1 . . . Yeah, ah, well it was only .a penny.... Say, how on a seven-week waiting list, but there's a limit to how many
about we go on in the house; I'd like to talk and meet the rest of chimneys we can clean. So I only schedule so many a week.
the Harris clan. [I'll get photos of the wasted little climbing WADE1 It's about fifteen tops on weeks when I work my regu
beggars later.)
lar job. In the fall , when I take most of my vacation time to
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sweep , we do many more . It's still less than the demand. I
could probably hire and train some helpers and make it a full
time fa mily-run business. But that's not our goal.
I work for the government in the procurement of main
fra me computer systems for health care agencies. It's satisfy
ing head-type work . . . and I've built up about twenty years of
go\·crnment service and benefits, which are tough to give up.
Sweeping is different. I really enjoy the physical aspects.
There's something very satisfying about the activity and the
sense of accomplishment when I see the difference an hour and
a half of my work can make. The funny thing is, while it looks
like one of the dirtiest jobs around, it's more appearance than
reality . Those climbing boys you mentioned could have been
clean as a whistle every night, it was just that the sanitary con
ditions provided them were so poor. I shower and it just melts
away down the drain . My clothes clean easily too .
IAICY1 So it's no big messy problem around the house . I find
the contact with the customers and the administrative work
challenging, yet I have time for some of my own interests ...
especially cooking, my biggest hobby.
The name of our business is Top Hat Chimney Sweeping, so
many of our first-time customers call and want to know if we
wear the hats and tails or if it's just a name . When I tell them
it's for real, they schedule right away, especially if they have
children.
MAIK1 People seem to have a real curiosity about us . The hats
probably increase the attention we attract.
WADE1 I believe if you're going to be a chimney sweep you
should wear the hat. It's tradition and a trade superstition to
bring good luck . So when I started the business I decided I was
going to wear the hat and, in cooler weather, tails, regardless
of what people might think. And you know, it's the cheapest
and most effective form of advertising I've found .
SOFTALK1 How much of a factor have the energy crisis and in
creased awareness of alternative energy sources been to your
business?
WADE1 It 's not only significant to the amount of business , it's
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the reason I got into it. When the cost of heating this house went
up so much, I bought a wood stove inset for the family room
fireplace almost five years ago. Wood stoves are much more
efficient in heating the home, but they make the chimney
much dirtier. Heat stays in the house rather than going up the
flue where it would burn off the condensed chemicals resulting
from wood combustion. So it's much more important to clean
your chimney regularly if you have a wood-burning stove .
Research shows the heat of a chimney fire can exceed three
thousand degrees , which can easily set the rest of your house
on fire. And sure enough, after the first year of using the stove,
my chimney was extremely dirty . The closest sweep I found
was in Baltimore City, and he had a backlog of several months.

"Apple ... offered far more than any of its
competition."

So, I figured there would be more and more folks in my situa
tion and that sweeping might be an up and coming business.
While looking into the subject, I learned of Black Magic
Chimney Sweeping School in Stowe, Vermont. They have an in
tensive training program and they sell the equipment you
need. They also help you set up a business . People from all
over the country go there to learn the trade. There was even a
sweep working out of Alabama in my class of eighteen. You get
to know each other after a week of walking on steep New En
gland roofs . I still keep in touch with some of them. We even
have our own trade journal, The Chimney Sweep Times. And
there's a National Chimney Sweep Guild that I belong to.
We're a kind of subculture.
IAICY1 When Wade went down to place a newspaper ad, the
editors were very interested since they had never run an ad for
a local chimney sweep.
WADE1 So instead of running the ad, they did a feature story
about us.
MAIK1 And the rest ls history. The phone started ringing and
hasn't stopped yet.
IAICY1 That really got us started. We put in the business
phone, the answering machine, had brochures printed, and all.
WADE1 We just didn't realize it was going to grow as quickly as
it did .
SOnALK1 You've mentioned growth, but you haven't told us
how your Apple figures into the business. Can I venture a wild
guess that , like most growing businesses, your need for organ
ization and efficiency created a need for the computer?
WADE1 Right. I've mentioned the heavy seasonal aspect of this
work . In the fall, we often have more than a hundred cus
tomers on the waiting list. It was very difficult coordinating all
that paperwork . Sure enough, we started messing up-losing
track of customers . I was running all over the county like a
chicken with its head cut off.
So I realized we needed help. Either we needed a time
share computer service four months out of the year or-well,
I'd heard of these new small computers like Apple and the
TRS-80. So I started shopping around. I quickly focused on the
microcomputer alternative because it looked like a wondrous
instrument for keeping track of scheduling and expenses. I
picked the Apple because I felt it offered far more than any of
its competition.
While I knew a lot about what big computers could do in
terms of massive data processing systems, I wasn't too famil
iar with what the small ones could do . So the salesman showed
me the simple data base system, File Cabinet, that you get free
when you buy your computer. It comes in the contributed soft
ware. In fact , that's what I currently use almost exclusively
for keeping records.
IAICY1 It's beautiful for what we do. After Wade shopped
around, he took me to the store and showed me what we would

HOME FINANCE PAK I:

Entire Series $49. 95 ® CD
CHECK REGISTER AND BUDGET: Th is co mprehensive CHECKING ACCDUNT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM not only keeps complete records. 11 also gives you
the analysis and control tool s you need to actively manage your account.
The system provides rou tines for BUDGETING INCDME AND EXPENSE. AUTD
MATIC CHECK SEARCH. and BANK STATEMENT RECDNCILING. CRT or printer
repo1ts are produc ed for ACTUAL EXPENSE vs BUDGET. CHECK SEARCH
DISPLAY RECDNCILIATION REPORT and CHECK REGISTER DISPLAY by month.
Check en try is prompted by user-defined menus of standard purposes and
recipien t codes. speeding data entry and reducing disk storage and
retrieval tim e. Six fields of data are stored for each check · amount. check
no . date. purpose. recip ient and TAX DEDUCTIBLE REMINDER. CHECK SEARCH
routines al low searching on any of these data fields Up to 100 checks/mo.
storage .. . . . . .. . . . .... . .. . .. .. . . ...... . .... . . . . S39 95
SAVINGS: Account management sys tem fo r up to 20 separate Savings
accounts Organizes . files and displays deposits. withdrawals and interest
earned for ea ch account . . .... . . .. . ... ..... .. .. . . . .. S14.95
CREDIT CARD: Get Control of your credi t cards with th is program Organi zes.
stores and displays purchases . paym ents and servicecharges for up to 20
separa te cards or bank loans. .. .. ..... . ...... . ..... . . S14.95

UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE :
$49.95 @
A user programmable computing system structured around a 50 row x 50
column table User defines row and column names and equations forming a
unique computing machine Table elements ca'n be 1~ultiplied. divided .
sub tracted or added to any other element. Hundreds of unique computing
machines can be defined . used , stored . and recall ed, for later use . Excellent
for sales forecasts . budgets. inven tory lists . income statements. production
planning . proiect cos t estimates-in short for any planning . analysis or
reporting probl em that can by solved with a tabl e
COLOR CALENDAR:

$29.95 @
Got a busy calendar? Organize it with Color Ca lendar Whether it's
birthdays. appointments . business meetings or a regular office schedule.
this program 1s the perfect way to schedu le your ac tivities.
The ca lendar display 1s a beautiful HI-AES color graphics calendar of the
selected month with each scheduled day highlighted in color . Using the
daily schedule. you can review any day of th emonth and schedule an event
or act1v1ty in any one of 20 ti me slots from s·oo AM to 5:30 P M

BUSINESS SOFTWARE:

Entire Series

$159.95 ®CD
MICROACCOUNTANT. The id ea l accoun ting system for small businesses.
Bas ed on classic T-accounts and doubl e-entry booking , this efficient
program provides a journal for recording posting and reviewing up to 1.000
transact ions per month to any one of 300 accounts. The program produces
CAT and printer reports covering ·
TRANSACTION JOURNAL
BALANCE SHEET
. ACCOUNT LEDGERS
INCOME AND EXPENSE STATEMENT
Includes a short primer on Financial Accoun ting (48K) . . ..... S49 95
UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: This program 1s designed to SIMPLIFY and
SAVE TIME for the serious businessman who must periodically Analyze .
Plan and Estimate The program was created using our Universal Computing
Machin e and 11 is programmed to provide the following planning and
fo recasting tools
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
SALES FORECASTER
PROFORMA PROFIT & LOSS
SOURCE AND USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET
JDB COST ESTIMATOR
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
IN\.'ENTOAY ANALYSIS
Price. including a copy of the Universal Computing Machine .. .. S89.95
BUSINESS CHECK REGISTER AND BUDGET. Our Check Register and Budg et
prog rams expanded to include up to 50 budgetable it ems and up to 400
checks per month. Includes bank statement reconciling and automatic
check search (48K) .. . .... . .. .. .. ... .... . . .. .... . . . S49 95

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL I & II: Entire Series

$259.95
LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Simulate your d1g1ta l logic
circuits before you build them. CMOS. TTL. or whatever. 1f it's d1g 1tal logic.
this program ca n handle 11 The program 1s an interactive. menu driven ,
full-fledge d logic simu lator capable of simulating the b1t-t1me response of a
logic ne twork to user-spec1f1ed inpu t patterns. It will handle up to 1000
gates. including NANDS. NDAS, INVERTERS. FLIP-FLOPS. SHIFT REGISTERS.
COUNTERS and user-defined MACROS. up to 40 user-defined random . or
binary input pa ttern s Accep ts network descri ptions from keyboard or from
LOGIC DESIGNER for simu lation
..... . .. . . . ... . . $159 95 @ CD

LOGIC OE SIGNER: Interactive HI-AES gra phi cs program for des igning d1g1tal
logic systems Draw directly on the screen up to 10 different ga te typ es.
including NAND. NOA. INVERTER. EX·OA. T-FLDP. JK-FLOP. D-FLOP. RS-FLOP.4BIT
COUNTER and N·BIT SHIFT REGISTER User interconnects gates using line
graphics commands Network descriptions fo r LDGIC SIMULATOR generated
simultaneously with the CAT diagram being drawn . . . . . . . . S159.95@
MANUAL ANC DEMO OISK: Instruction Manual and demo disk Illustrating
capab il ities of both program (s) ..... . ........... 529.95 @CD

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL Ill & IV: Entire Series $259.95
CIRCUIT SIMULATOR: Tired of tri al & error circuit design? Simu late & debug
your designs before you build them' With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a
mod el of your circuit using RESISTORS.CAPACITORS. INDUCTORS.TRANSISTORS,
DIODES. VOLTAGE and CURRENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform response
to inpu ts such as PULSES.SINUSOIDS.SAWTOOTHS.etc...all fully prog rammable
The output is displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE-STYLE PLOT of the selected
waveforms (Appleonly) or as a printed tableof voltage vs time Handles up to
200 notes and up to 20 sources Requi res 48 RAM ..... . . 5159.95 @CD
CIRCUIT DESIGNER: Interactive HI-AES graphics progra mfor de~ 1gning electronic
circuits. Draw directly on the screen up to 10 differen t compJnent types.
including those referenced above Compon ents interconn ect li st for CIRCUIT
SIMULATOR generated automatically. Requ ires .. .. . ... . .. S15995

MATHEMATICS SERIES:
Entire Series $49.95
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I This menu driven program perfo rms LINEAR
REGRESSION analysis , determines the mean . standard deviation and plo ts
the frequency distribution of us er-s uppli ed data sets Printer . Disk . 1/0
routines ... . ..... . ..... . ... .... . ............. . .. S19 95
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-AES 2-Dimensional plot of any function Automatic
scaling At your option . the program will plot the function . plot th e
INTEGRAL. plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS. MAXIMA. MINIMA.
INTEGRAL VALUE .......... . ........... . .. . .. .. . . .. 519 95
MATRIX· A general purpose. menu driven program for determ ining the
INVERSE and OETEAMINANT of any ma trix . as well as the SOLUTION to any set
of SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIDNS..... . ............... S19 95
3-DSURFACE PLOTTER: Exp lore the ELEGANCE and BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS
by creating HI-AES PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable
equation Disk save and recall routines for plots Menu driven to vary
surface parame ters. Hidden line or tran sparent plotting . ..... . S19.95

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES:

Entire Series $29.95 @
RED BAADN : Can you outfly the RED BARON? This fast ac tion game si mu lates
a mach in e- gun DDGFIGHT betwe en your WOR LD WAR I Bl-PLANE and th e
baron 's. You can LOOP. DIVE. BANK or CLIMB-and so can the BARON. In HI-RES
graphics plus sound. ....... . ...... .. ....... ... .. .. . 514.95

BATTLE OF MIDWAY You are in command of the US.S. HORNETS" DIVE·
BOMBER squadron. Your targe ts are the Aircra ft carriers. Akagi . So ry u and
Kaga You mus t fly your way through ZEROS and AA FIRE to make your
DIVE-BOMB run In HI-RES graphics plus sound. . . .. • . . . .... . S14 95
SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943. The enemy convoy 1s headed for th e CONTROL
SEA. Your su b. the MORAY, has 1ust sighted the CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS'
Easy pickings But watcl1 out fo r the DESTROYERS - they're fast and deadly
In HI -RES graphics plus sound .. .... ; .. . . . ... . ......... 514.95
FREE CATALOG-All programs are supplied on disk and run on Apple II w/Disk
& Applesof t AllM Card & TAS-BO Level II and require 32K RAM unless
otherwise no ted Detailed instructions included. Orders shipped within 5
days. Card users includ e card number Add 51 50 postage and handling
with each order California residents add 6'h% sales tax Foreign orders add
SS.OD postage and handling .

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
142 Carlow, P.O . Bo x 2084
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS: (408) 738-4387 ....
vtSAl!lm •
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be g·ctting . The computer was a lot different from what I ex
pe ted . but I could see that it would be a big help, especially
since I was coping with most of the headaches resulting from
fast growth .
WADl1 First, we entere d all our pending customers. I came up
with a record format including standard things like name and
address. Then, we started tracking when folks called, when we
m a de appointments, a nd any helpful notes about the cus
tomers' chimneys .
But the absolutely most helpful thing I did was to go
through m y entire customer base and assign neighborhood
codes. Cleaning the chimney takes a fixed amount of time, but
travel is variable between jobs . So I knew I could do more
chimneys if I could schedule jobs closer together.
Now, if I have a commitment to clean a chimney on a Sat
urday in East Columbia, I just do a search of my computer rec
ords for EC code. I take care of the longest pending ones first ,
then fill m y day out by arranging jobs near these commit
ments .
IAICY1 It sounds simple , but it works . Wade 's averaging about
one more chimney a day since we started with the computer.
No\\'. our travel expenses are down, and I don't have to deal
with frustrated customers because we don't lose them any
more . And happy customers are critical to this business since
so much work comes by word of mouth.
WADl1 That was our first application . Of course, we've ex
panded our uses . We now keep all our records for taxes and ac
counting purposes on the computer. Our family payroll is on
the Apple. That's what we 've done so far with our II Plus, disk
drive, and television.
SOFTALl1 And what does the future hold for the business appli
cations of your system?
WADE1 You noted that we don't have a printer. That's because I
had a tip on the new Epson sheet and form feed printer that is
just now coming out. That 's the one I want . I couldn't see
spending more for one of the superduper printers than I had
spent on the whole system, so I've been waiting. The Epson
will be just right for what we want to do .

$
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As soon as we get that, we 'll do several things . We 'll gen
erate our invoices through the system . In fact, I've started
learning to program in Applesoft, and I'm writing an invoice
program now.
Then I intend to go strictly to direct mail advertising. In the
three years we've been working, we now have a past customer
base of close to a thousand .
IAICY1 Some of those have become regular customers, but a
lot more of them could be if we followed up more effectively.
WADl1 We want to smooth out our season work flow. We get all
the business we can handle in the fall, but at other times of the
year it's slow. By using direct mail, with special pricing and
refer-a-friend coupons , I believe we can build up our regular

"We're liable to have his-and-her computers
before too long."
customer base . This would save the fall for concentrating on
s ervicing new prospects who can then be encouraged to shift to
regular customer status for cleaning during the slower times
of the year.
I can pretty accurately determine when a regular cus
tomer will need a sweep. I'll be using a form letter capability to
remind them it's time to call me . I'll be cranking those letters
out as soon as I get the printer.
IAICY1 Once the printer goes in, it's going to be even harder
for me to get to the Apple. We're liable to have his-and-her
computers before too long!
I told you I really like to cook. Well, I'm working on setting
up a disk file of all my recipes . I want to be able to cross-refer
ence them so I can find things quickly and easily. So many of
my friends ask for copies of my dishes-soon I'll be able ·to zip
a recipe off the Apple when someone asks for it. It 'll be great
a tremendous timesaver for me ... besides wowing my
friends . The computer is still a stranger to almost all of them.
MAiis -except the kids in the neighborhood who love to play
games. You would think my friends figure our ho~e is an ar
cade .. I even had to tell one friend the computer broke to get a
rest from him coming over to play Inv aders.
SOnALl1 Yes, I remember that scenario when our family was
one of the first to get a color television .
IAICYs Right. Between the neighbors' kids and Mark starting
to learn to program at school and using the Apple for his home
work , we have to schedule time for each of us to get a chance to
use it. This business computer has really become a business
and home computer. It's something I never dreamed of. But
the longer it's here , the more uses we find for it. So we're not
kidding when we joke about needing more than one .
MAiis I'd like one totally to myself. In school, we're getting
more time on computers and learning more about them all the
time.
WADEs -I think he still puts golf and girls ahead of computers.
It's amazing how the local school system is bringing compu·
ters into the curriculum. These kids will have grown up on
them. It's very exciting. Here I've worked with the old main
frames for so long, and this stuff is new even to me. I never
dreamed we would have so much computing power at home in
my lifetime.
SOnALls I can see you're all hooked. It's fascinating what
you're doing as a family. An exotic family business and pio
neers of personal computing, right here in Ellicott City.
Thanks for being so cooperative. Any closing comments?
WADEs Well, if folks would like to know more about their chim
neys and fireplaces ,- the bible is The Wood Burner's Encyclo
pedia by Jay Shelton, a Dell paperback. If they want to know
more about computers, they should head down to their local
Apple dealer.
IHCYs We're glad we did.
MAiis For sure .
JI
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THE GRAPPLER™

Apple Interface
and Cable

FROM ORANGE MICRO

The Grappler™ Interface Is the first universal parallel interface card to
provide on-board firmware for Apple high resolution dot graphics. No
longer does the user need to load clumsy software routines to dump
screen graphic - it's all in a chip. Actually, it's our E-PROM, and there are
versions to accommodate the Anadex, Epson MX80 & MX70, IDS Paper
Tigers, Centronics 739, and future graphics printers. The Grappler™
accepts 18 software commands including Hi-Res inverse, 90 ° rotation,
double size, and much more.

GRAPPLER INTERFACE FEATURES
TEXT FEATURES:

Text Screen Dump

Printer Bell 6n/off
High Bit on/off
Left Margin
Right Margin
Var. Line Length
Var. Page Length (skip over pert.)
Video on/off
Alternate Command Chars.

Print Hi-Res Page 1 or 2
Print Inverse
·
Rotate Picture 90 °
Single/Double Size
Variable Left Margin
Chart Recorder Mode

HI-RES GRAPHICS FEATURES:
Includes Cable
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MX80/MX70 FRICTION FEED
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HERE AT LAST! A friction feed kit for your EPSON MX80/70. The.kit
allows the user to convert his Epson printer to a friction feed and pin
feed mechanism.
The friction feed will accept single sheets of your letterhead, or
mul~iple copy forms such as invoices with up to 4 part carbon
."-..
--copies.
The pin feed replaces the adjustable sprocket mechanism. It allows
use of 9%" wide continuous fanfold paper which is an industry
standard size.
No drilling required. Installation takes about 15 minutes. All parts are
""'"'-"""-'- includ~~ with easy to follow instructions.
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sode introduces Benthi, female leader of
the planet Farside, who rebels against
the exiled Tawala. Challenge is to break
secret codes and master military tac
tics. 48K, Applesoft. $24 .90. Broder
bund's also offering an outer space shoot
.,.,,. ' .
'em up: In Space Warrior, player is in a
space ship protected by five orbiting
shields, which enemies can penetrate
only by ramming them . Object is to keep
fr om page 32 - - -- - ---
letes, politicos , and war heroes. Com them at bay with missile fire. 32K, $24 .90
enrollment limited. Tuition is $170; in puter B aseball lets users play with any The company's most recent hi-res action
quire about partial scholarships and re real team or create teams of their own. game , Apple Panic, is something alto
duced rates for sibling enrollment. Write Computer uses stats for each player to gether different. Player tries to tunnel
to Tricia Jordan, director, 5652 Elmer operate game. $39.95. In The President through a five-layer labyrinth while be
Avenue, North Hollywood , CA 91601, or Elect, political climates of national elec ing chased by giant menacing apples.
call (213 ) 769-0978.
tions from 1960 to the present are simu Player must work against the clock to
D Rochester Institute of Technology lated. Histor;ical or fictional candidates trap and bury a succession of clever
(Rochester , NY ) and the National Tech are judged in weekly polls and can be enemy apples. 48K, $29.90 .
nical Institute for the Deaf offer two in pitted in debates. $39.95. The Shattered D R. H. Electronics (Buellton, CA) of
tensive workshops for deaf adults : Intro Alliance with RapidFire, a real-time fers a compact fan to keep summer Ap·
duction to Processing and Advanced game system, lets players maneuver pie activities cool. Sup er Fan II clips over
Data Processing. Both feature hands-on their units simultaneously. Magic spells circulation vents on the left side of the
practice with Apples. Each course is five can also be part of warfare . Battle ends Apple . Fan serves as electrical inter
eight-hour days long, August 3 through 7 when one army loses morale or runs mediary plugging into wall socket and
for the introductory course , August 10 from the battlefield. $59.90 . Each game Apple 's power supply, making start·up
through 14 for the advanced session. has solitaire capacity. 48K, ROM Apple more convenient. Switching on fan auto
matically turns on the Apple . Fan in
Tuition of $215 per course includes room soft, disk .
and board. Write NTID Data Processing D Broderbund Software (Eugene, OR) creases reliability by saving downtime,
Department, Rochester Institute of Tech presents (at last) Tawala 's Last R e extends life of chips by keeping them
nology , One Lomb Memorial Drive , doubt, fourth episode in Doug Carlston's cool, and reduces heat generated by ex
Rochester, NY 14623, or call (716 ) 470· galactic sagas series in which Julian du tra plug-in cards. 120 or 240 volts . $69.
6373-voice or TIY- for information or Buque of Sparta and Tawala Mundo, em D Information Unlimited Software
peror of the planet Galactica, compete to (Berkeley, CA) is publisher and distri
to register.
D Strategic Simulations (Mountain View , conquer the twenty inhabited worlds of butor of Da tadex, an interactive data
CA ) announces games for armchair ath· the central galactic system. New epi· base management system written by
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by Phase Zero Software

o Works simply, quickly, automatically-Protects your algorithms
o Transforms Applesoft BASIC to fast, efficient Machine Code
o Uses any Applesoft command yet runs 2-10 times faster
Introductory price of $85.00
[Requires 48K APPLE II with Applesoft ROM or equivalent]
S.A.S.E. for free copy of ASCOMP Manual
Available from your dealer or send check to

Apple is a trademark of

Phase Zero Software
2509 N. Campbell, Suite 130
Tucson, AZ 85719
Apple Computer Inc.
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Sonoma Software (Occidental, CA) . IUS
·says it 's the first DBMS that lets users re·
format data for various purposes with·
out rekeyboarding . Program has
Soundex routine that finds data-even
misspelled names-via phonetic search.
Report generator makes it possible to en
ter mathematical formulas and calcula·
tions into report format. Hardcopy, such
as columnar ledgers, reports, and mail
ing labels , requires at least eighty-col
umn printer; system works with up to
nine disk drives. 48K, Applesoft. $395. In·
troductory special during July, $295.
D Program Design Inc. (Greenwich, CT)
announces complete revision of Step By
Step, an excellent beginner's course in
Basic for Apples. Included in the thirty·
three-lesson course are two disks, audio
cassette, and workbook. Cassette sup·
plies spoken instruction as computer ii·
lustrates program concepts using sound,
graphtcs, and animation. Workbook con·
tains lesson summaries, practice prob·
!ems, and sample Basic programs.
$79 .95.

D lmagineerlng (Eau Claire, WI) pre·
sents Type-Righter word processor for
Apple III, which uses Apple Ill's eighty
column display to show user exactly how
document will be printed. Features in
clude ability to link files in any order and
automatic envelope addressing. $195.
D Geo-Compu-Graph (Spokane, WA)
adds a geophysical subpackage to its Go
Anywhere system. The Gremlin pack·

age comprises a group of programs that
executes the generalized reciprocal
method of Interpreting seismic refrac·
tion data. Gremlin, like other geoscienti
fic Go-Anywhere programs, Is built
around program modules that perform a
data input or edit function or generate
one of four plots required in using the
GRM. In most cases, programs can be
transmitted via telephone link to manu
facturer's computer, minimizing soft
ware transportation and installation time
and cost. Requires digital data plotter.
48K, Applesoft. $2,200.
D Rainbow Computing (Northridge, CA)
announces Super Stellar Trek, a hl·res,
real-time action game featuring one·
stroke display change, improved visuals,
sound effects, and ion storms. 48K, ROM
Applesoft. $39.95.
D Amdek (Arlington Heights , IL) an
nounces Color-I, a thirteen-inch color
monitor with standard composite video
signal. Features include sharp color dis
play for graphics and sixty-four- by·
twenty character display. $449.
D Human Systems Dynamics (North·
ridge, CA) announces HSD ANOVA, a
variance analysis program for scientific
or business applications. Program
analyzes balanced designs , considering
up to eight independent variables and
can handle designs composed of be·
tween-subjects and within-subjects
factors . Program calculates p values for
F ratios, handles treatment means and

Master Disk
" Kings' Testing Ground"

"The Vampyre Caves"

CE Softwa re
80 1 73rd Stree t
Des Moi nes. IA 50312
(5 15) 224 - 1992
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standard deviations, and features versa
tile edit and report modules . 48K. Ap·
plesoft. $74.95.
D The folks at Sirius Software (Sacra·
mento, CA) celebrate the first anniver·
sary of that prolific organization with the
release of a trio of action games. In Gor
gon, player is a fighter pilot caught in a
time warp . Challenge is to conquer in·
vaders whose goal is to steal people from
the surface of Earth. Points are earned
for both killing the confiscatory crea·
tures and rescuing the captured Earth·
lings. Nasir's latest offering is played
with keyboard. 48K, $39.95. Sneakers,
similar to the arcade game Astro Blas·
ters, challenges player to successfully
maneuver around a succession of crea
tures including mean little men in tennis
shoes who try to stomp the player to
death and an assortment of other beas
ties bent on eradicating their enemy.
Many heart palpitations later, player
gets promoted to a second level of chal
lenges. Played with either keyboard or
paddles. Author is Michigan college stu
dent Mark Turmel!. 48K, $29.95. The com
pany 's third offering is an untitled pro
gram- which may be named Time
Warp- that marks the latest entry in the
Star Raiders derby. This fast-paced,
head-on action game benefits from the
use of a joystick and features three-di·
mensional graphics. Games available
only on disk. 48K. Price has not yet been
determined.
JI

SwordThrust '", by Donald Brown . is the first rea l
role playing adventure game . Each character ga ins
new skills , power and experience as he journeys
from disk to disk .
Complex and entertaining , SwordThrust is the
overall title to a ·series of adventure games begin·
ning with "The Kings' Test ing Ground", whe re you
create your character and prepare hi111 for 'The
Vampyre Caves", "The Kidnappers Cove" and more.
SwordThrust wi ll confound, perplex, and anger you ,
but most of all it will entertain you .
Master Disk. "The Kings ' Testing Ground": $29.95
All other SwordThrust Disks: $24.95
SwordThrust is available now at you r local com
puter store, or order direct from : CE'" Software,
801 73rd Street , Des Moines , Iowa 50312 . Phone:
(515) 224-1992 . (Orders may be VISA. Master·
Card , C.O.D. or check .)
Requ ires 48K App le II wit h Applesoft 1n RO M or Apple Ill and one
DOS 3.3 drive. (Apple II. Apple Ill and Ap ple soft are trademarks
of Aop le Co mputer Inc )

Apple Writer Extended Features. By
Paul Malachowski and Kevin Cooper.
When a useful software package Is un
protected, creative minds will find ways
to make that package even more useful.
Sometimes they'll share their methods
with the rest of us.
That's what Brillig Systems has done in
the Apple Writer E x tended F ea tures
package . Apple Writer Jacks some of the
power of more recent word processors,
but it's unlocked. Consequently, pro
grams such as Graphtrix by Data Trans·
forms could be developed to increase the
power and value of Apple Writer by en
abling you to format your Apple Writer
files with chapter titles and running
heads and to include graphics in your re
ports , calling graphic figures directly
from Apple Writer to be printed at the
first appropriate place in the text after
their first mention.
Now Brillig's E x tended Features en
ables you to capture just about anything
into an Apple Writer file for easy proces
sing and to do all sorts of things with
those or any other Apple Writer files . In
addition , these utilities make it possible
to produce multiple copies of Apple
Write r files and to insert variables in
those copies; one use of this feature is the
printing of personalized form letters
from Apple Writer.
If you write programs rather than
form letters, this package's utility for
capturing Applesoft programs on the
word processor is worth the price of the
whole package . Once your program is in
Apple Writ er, you can edit single charac
ters instead of full lines, change variable
names, find specific GOTOs and
GOSUBs or all of them in context. When
you're satisfied, a simple procedure con
verts your file back to a program.
One of the features of E x tended F ea
tures is the ease of using them. Some pro
cedures require several programs to
complete; Brillig has provided exec files
that handle all these details . When you
want to convert one kind of file to an
other, you just make sure your choosing
the correct conversion and say EXEC
that procedure; the program takes care
of the manipulations after that.
Specifically, Apple Writer E x tended
F eatures contains programs : to convert
text files to Apple Writer files and Apple
Writer files (bina ry) to text files; to con
vert Applesoft programs to Apple Writer
files and vice versa; to edit a DOS text
file to easily create a nd change exec
file s ; and to print the text file produced
by the print time exit procedure.
In addition, a print time exit provides

the ability to underscore and use a bar in
The program basically provides for
Apple Writer; The generation of hex two modes of play-solitaire or two play
characters for enhanced mode printing; er. In the solitaire mode, you choose your
the ability to send all printed output to own force and the Apple's force. Be ap
disk instead of to the printer; and the prised that Apple is a formidable oppo
ability to override the fill justify mode of nent. In the two-player mode, each
Apple Writer when you like.
player chooses his own fleet.
As a bonus, Brillig has included a pro
At the end of the Starship Op erations
gram to intercept the reset key with auto· Manual that accompanies the game is a
tip on how to convert the game to handle
start ROM.
The convenience of the facilities pro as many as eight players. Eight equally
vided by Apple Writer with the Apple capable players in a free-for-all makes
Writer E x tended F eatures might well for as dynamic and interesting combat as
justify the purchase of Apple Writ er it· has been witnessed on the Apple.
Software reviewers have found to
self, if you haven 't already got it, just to
be able to use these utilities.
M(T their sorrow that it is never appropriate
Apple Writer E x tended F eatures by Paul to proclaim any program as the epitome
Malachowski and Kevin Cooper, Brilllg Sys of the programmers' art for a particular
tems (Burke , VA ). 48K, Apple Writer . $29 .95 . genre. For as certainly as such rash
The Warp Factor. By Paul Murray. Pa proclamations are made, the very next
tience is not only a virtue, it's a require software release will represent a quan
ment for playing a game with the depth tum leap in the art.
But no matter how cleverly some sub
of The Warp Factor.
Already flying high on the Top Thirty sequent programmer makes a space bat
charts because of the inherent interest tle game, it seems unlikely that the chal
Apple owners have in anything dealing lenge and diversity of Warp Factor will
ART
with space and the future, the program soon pale .
appears to have the kind of universal ap Th e Warp F actor by Paul Murray, Strategic
peal and playing depth that could result Simulations, Mountain View, CA . 48K. $39.95.
in it becoming one of the all-time best· The Complete Graphics System. By Mark
Pelczarski. It's hard to write about a pro
sellers.
But patience it does require. This is no gram like this one, because there are so
aim-and-shoot game where all the skill many different things it wiil do. The
and knowledge you 'll ever need can be Comple te Graphics System lets you draw
acquired in the first five minutes with the in two dimensions, assemble two-dimen
program. This is truly a game of strat sional panels into three-dimensional
egy and tactics- in their truest and fin· figures, manipulate your three-dimen
est sense-and it will take multiple play sional figures in all sorts of ways , design
ings to gain rudimentary skill and under· hi-res text fonts and incorporate text into
standing. Clearly that dictates against hi-res pictures, create shape tables, fill
purchase by those who don't have the pa drawings with standard and composite
tience to master a complicated game. hi-res colors-and more . The program
For those who do, Warp Factor prom earns its name, because it brings
ises untold hours of enjoyment as their together at a modest price so many dif
proficiency grows.
ferent graphics tools.
Author Paul Murray has introduced
Two-dimensional drawings are made
sufficient variables into the program that with the game paddles, using a system of
no two encounters will ever be so similar fixed and movable cursors. You set one
as to invite ennui. The program contains cursor at the beginning of a desired line,
information on the space ships of six na move the other to the end of the line, and
tions . Twelve different ships are pro hit the paddle button. Or you can just
vided for, each with their own unique hold the button down while you move the
weaponry, staffing levels, and maneu movable cursor. Besides this point·to
vering ability.
point method, there's an option that al
The genius of Warp Factor is that lows you to draw a lot of lines radiating
each player chooses his nationality and, from a single point . In addition to
within the bounds of the weaponry avail straight lines, you can create circles, el
lipses, or portions of either. The pro
able to that nationality, his fleet.
What this leads to is ever more com- . gram offers the six Apple hi-res colors for
plicated scenarios as the player's skill in lines, but the autofill routine will shade
creases, but the difficulty factor can be enclosed spaces with any of 108 com
controlled by the player himself to suit posite hues. A palette feature shows all
his competency. Will it be one Reman de· the colors at your disposal.
stroyer or five Klargon dreadnoughts?
For more painterly effects, the sys
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tern offers a set of nine paintbrushes.
Just set brush to canvas with a paddle
button and turn the dial. The various
brushes yield different stroke widths and
textures.
As you draw, the program displays
available commands and the x and y
coordinates of your movable cursor in a
text window at the bottom of the screen.
Pressing escape makes the text disap
pear, allowing you to use the full hi-res
screen for your picture.
Unfortunately, the system lacks a
convenient way to erase. If you can find
your way back to the exact end points of
a line, you can try redrawing it in black,
but results are unpredictable because of
the way the Apple plots hi-res colors. You
may just wind up with a dotted line. If
your drawing is complex, the safest ap
proach is to prepare for error by saving
frequently.
The text module comes with two
somewhat antique-looking default fonts,
one large, one small. With these you can
add text to your pictures, in destructive,
nondestructive, or reverse modes. The
large font is available in all 108 colors, al
though the documentation warns that
some colors will not produce acceptable
resolution.
You can edit these fonts or create and
save entirely new ones in either of the
two sizes-a seven-by-eight grid for the
smaller and a fourteen- by-sixteen for the
larger. The fonts also include control and
escape characters, so you can design spe
cial symbols or logos to go with. your
alphabets.
A panel module lets you create threedimensional figures by drawing two-di
mensional faces one at a time and join
ing them. Once you've got a three-di
mensional object assembled, you can
manipulate it with the system's 3-D
graphics module. Here your options in
clude rotation on any of three axes and
about any center you choose; linear
movement of the entire figure, expansion
and contraction from any center point,
and distortion. The last of these choices,
distortion, is in effect a one-dimensional
scaling operation in the direction of
height, width, or depth.
Additional features of the system are
a shape module, which allows you to cre
ate shape tables either with paddles or
with keyboard, and a shrink utility,
which reduces three-dimensional ob
jects by factors of four and puts them into
any of the four quadrants of the screen.
The Complete Graphics System will
take a little time to master. Fortunately,
the author has provided a thorough and
clearly written manual. Besides describ
ing every aspect of the program, the
manual explains how to use pictures,
shape tables, font, and the 108-color rou
tine in your own programs. Another nice
touch in the manual is a complete outline
of the command structure, listing every
menu and submenu in the system.
The Complete Graphics System is
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available either as a single package, or
as two separate items. The smaller units
are the 100-Color Drawing System, con
taining the drawing, text, shape, and
shrink modules of the complete system,
and the 3-D Draw ing System, which con
tains the 3-D and 3-D panel modules . (\
The Complete G mphics System , by Mark

Pelczarski, Co-op Software, West Chicago, IL.
48K, Applesoft. $59.95. 3-D D rawi.ng System
and the 100-Color Drawing Sy tem same re
quirements , each $32 .95.

Beneath Apple DOS. (Book review. ) By
Don Worth and Pieter Lechner. With in
credible hardware and software appear
ing daily, it's hard to get excited about a
new book, even one specifically written
about the Apple. However, Worth and
Lechner unveil so many of the mysteries
of Apple's Disk Operating Systems that
you may find it difficult to put the book
down before finishing it . In fact, so much
information is crammed into this 160
page spiral-bound manual that it could
have been titled E v erything You E ver
Wanted to Know About Dos (But Apple
Didn't Tell You).
Beneath Apple DOS serves two pur

poses . First, it provides a general de
scription of the entire disk system, in
cluding how data is actually stored on the
diskette. This is invaluable if you're try
ing to recover a clobbered disk. Machine
language access to DOS is fully covered
with an entire chapter devoted to de
tailed analyses of Read / Write
Track/ Sector (RWTS) and the File Man
ager. Exactly how much you ingest on
the first reading will depend on your
. prior knowledge about the workings of
DOS.
The book's second function as a com
prehensive reference manual ensures it a
prominent place on many bookshelves.
Beneath Apple DOS includes a tear-out
reference card much like that found in
the Applesoft II and Apple DOS man
uals.
Although this book is by no means
aimed at the neophyte, it is very well
written in clear, easy language aug
mented with numerous charts and fig
ures . There's even a sprinkling of car
toons to illustrate some of the major
points, and there's a complete glossary of
disk-related terms.
A real plus is in Appendix A : five as
sembly language disk utility programs.
The source code is given (a valuable
learning aid itself), but all programs can
be entered from the Apple's monitor.
Another appendix describes some of the
earlier disk protection schemes. In this
area, the book only scratches the sur
face; those with ulterior motives are not
served.
Beneath Apple DOS begins with a
brief history of DOS (3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.3) ,
pointing out most of the changes made at
each phase. Next, diskette formatting is
covered -for both thirteen-sector and six
teen-sector types, describing exactly how
data is nibblized for storage on the disk.
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we solve
problems...
You Can't Work Harder ,
So Work Smarter.
Imagim: be ing able tu br in g the wurld
of data proccssin!! right into your own
office wit hout the need for exte nsive
training or large expe nse. You have the
abi lit y wit h '"The Data Factory" of
orga nizin g your record kee pin g syste m.
Yo u dec ide what yo u want to keep
track of, and ca. il y develop solutio ns
to your own proble ms. o nee d fo r a
course in compute r programming. You
do n't eve n have to kn ow how to
operate a compute r to use Th e Data
Factory. Ou r co mpre hensive step by
step manual is eas il y unders too d and
teaches yo u and yo ur staff how to use
the progra m to set up the syste ms you
nee d - inve ntory, accou nts rece ivable o r
payable, and muc h more. It is not
surpri sin g tha t a leadin g com puter
magazine survey showed that Th e Data
Factory is co n iste n tly the best selling
da ta base syste m on the market fo r the
economica l Apple micro com pu te r.
New Training Tool.
A newly conce ived product th at is
now be in g released is "The Lear ni ng
Syste m." This program enables a nyo ne
to establish a traini ng program that
includ es teaching info rma tio n, instr uc
tio n, an d three types of testing. o
lo nge r must you spend weeks trai nin g a
new employee when the curren t staff is
promoted or lea"'.es. Simpl y give the
new empl oyee thi s training dev ice. and
all ow him to access prev iously entere d
in fo rmation to teach himse lf.
Consumer Orie nted .
Mi cro Lab's produ c ts have been sold
to thousa nds of cor porat ions. It is a
name that you ca n rely o n. Our ~x 
te nded Warrant y a nd customer service
policies are the sta ndard in the small
computer indu stry. When yo u dec ide
to buy a Mi cro Lab product , you can
·be assured that our syste m wi ll wo rk .
For a minimum invest men t in thi s
in expe nsive com puter system, your
entire office will fun ct ion smoot hly
and efficien tly. Large corpo ratio ns
nee d not tic up their mai n co mpute r
with specialized office procedures - you
can place one com pu te r in eac h depart
ment , or tie a branch offi ce int o your
system with a modem . You can't af
for d to be without our products.
Each produ ct described above retails
for $150. For further information
abou t Micro Lab products, con tact us
di rectly or go to you r local Apple
co mpute r dealer fo r a de monstration .

z:micPu lar.7
-----~~zm~~systems that work

3218 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 60035 • 312-433-7550
1981 , Micro Lab. Inc
Apple 1s a trademark ol Apple Computers , Inc
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Although this is one of the most compli
cated and misunderstood concepts about
DOS, the a uthors have done an excellent
job explaining this process in detail. Or
ganization of the diskette is then pre
sented. giving treatment to the VTOC
(volume table of contents), catalog, and
track 1sector lists . The precise formats of
Basic, binary , and text files are also de
picted. With this information, you should
be a ble to repair many of the typical
problems that can make a disk unread
able .
The book continues with a detailed look
at the DOS program itself, including the
booting process and zero page usage .
Here, one will find the real m eat of the
subject, annotated to the DOS on almost

a byte-by-byte basis . Programmers at
tempting to modify DOS for their own
uses will appreciate the mammoth
amount of work that went into this sec
tion. For copyright reasons, a disassem
bled listing of DOS is not included .
B eneath Apple DOS is not for all Ap
ple users . For example, there's nothing
on Basic programming; the Apple DOS
manual covers this. But if you're writing
machine language programs that inter
face with the disk or customizing DOS for
special uses, this book is a must .
JM

warfare, it's perhaps fitting that an issue
featuring the first wargame publisher for
the Apple, Strategic Simulations, should
also mark the debut to these review
pages of what may well be SSI's first ma
jor competitor. Mytopia Gameware In
stitute was also founded by people who
were both avid war gamers and comput
er enthusiasts; there the resemblance
ends . Where SSI strove for immediate
production of large-scale, elaborately
packaged, fully equipped translations of
their favorite games to the Apple, MGI
B cnealll Apple DOS by Don Worth and Pieter chose the long-range approach to create
Lec hner, Quality Softwa r e (Reseda, CA). Pa an original war game for the Apple,
perba ck . $19.95 .
spending three years in meticulous re
Battle Cruiser Action. By Frank Heffner search to ensure historical accuracy and
and Bob Reynolds. In the tradition of in careful program planning to achieve
simplicity of game mechanics.
Says game designer Frank Heffner in
the notes to Battle Cruiser Action, "We
wanted a game that featured naval ma
neuver in its purest form; one that elimi
nated outside paperwork and calcula
tions so that we could spend more time
enjoying the game.''
So this war game has no parapher
nalia, save its manual and disk; it comes
in a modest package, the manual cover
serving as the display. On the screen too,
elaborate graphics have been scorned in
favor
of straightforward tactical space
The Voice gives
and memory room for historical strate
your Apple the
gic detail. Each ship is carefully defined
power of speech !
with the specific characteristics it ac
Use the standard
tually
had in terms of armor thickness
Voice vocabu lary to
and positioning, structural integrity,
speak an endless com
crew qualit y, damage control ability,
b ination of phrases. or
gunnery ranges, shell effectiveness, and
easily record your own
speed. All these are taken into account In
vocabulary and make your
the three characteristics the player must
App le say anyth ing you like.
be concerned with: speed factor, turret
Each data d isk stores up to 80
factor, and defense factor.
words or phrases which can be
Once the ships were defined , Mytopia
sorted for quick reference. What's
concerned itself with the player: re
more. the Voice al lows you to speak
moving the necessity for mechanical aids
from any Basic program by using
such as graph paper, reducing the time
Print Commands. Guaranteed
needed to enter data while retaining the
the best and easiest to use
maximum possible player control of
speech software available .
ships.
For the Apple II or Apple II
Finally, the focus became making the
Plus with 48K. ($39.95)
game challenging to everyone, regard
less of expertise or lack of It. Six levels
were built in to the game; levels are ac
complished primarily through varying
the ability on the part of the German ad
miral and through differing German gun
nery effectiveness and aggressiveness.
The novice will shortly be able to beat
level one; the authors still can beat level
six only 50 percent of the time.
The entire process took Mytopia three
years. Upon first booting Battle Cruiser
~-50•8. .W•~•R•E'.·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. Action, hearing its one-line melodic call
to arms and seeing its utile no-res
Apple II is o rodemorl<
330 N. CHARLES STREET
graphics, the war gamer sated on color
of llDple Computer Coip
BALTIMORE. MD 21201
ful hi-res and animation, on elaborate
---------------(301)659-7212
charts and maps, may wonder where the
three years went. But playing the game
Coll Of WT •te fOf 1n f01mott0n and
trie name of your rieorest MUSE oeoler
tells the tale. Ta ctics are all. You can try
the tactics actually used by the British
with these very ships in World War I,
then try other approaches you invent;

from the leader in qualify software

A QUANTUM JUMP...
in Apple II Business Software!

The

EXECUTIVE SECRET ARYT.M
. WORD PROCESSOR

THE DOCUMENT EDITOR

THEDOCUMENTP~NTER

Keeps up with professional typing speeds .
Allows user·defined abbreviations .
Gives 40 or 80 character modes user·selectable.
Uses the real shift key.
Supports file merge and unrnerge.
Has global search and replace .
Has block opera tons: move , transfer, and delete.
Has character/word/line: insert/replace/delete.
Allows embedded commands to the printer.

lnt.egrates files from The Data Factory . Visicalc ,
and other sources .
Accepts keyboard input at print time.
Supports all major printers, including Centronics 737
and IBM ET series .
Allows conditional and relational commands to control the
printing of information based upon the contents
of a database.
Prints page headers of arbitrary complexity.
Prints page numbers whereever you want them .
Supports file chaining and nesting.
Supports multi-level outline indenting.
Has left· and right -justified tab stops .
Gives full control of all margins. dynamic text reformatting
centering. and justification.
Accesses the CCS clock to time-stamp documents .

THE INTEGRATED CARD FILE
Allows multiple card files per disk .
Allows the user to define size and content of records .
Generates new subset card files based on search or sort
criteria for an existing file .
Incorporates separate high -speed label printer program.
incorporates multiple line report printer for card files .
Allows totals and subtotals during report printing .

Editing , printing , form letters , mail merge , database access
and electronic mail all in one package at one price .
Interfaces with The Data Factory :" and Visicalc '" .
Has user-selectable configuration of printer, slots , drives,
and 40/80 column edit modes .
Is fully menu-driven .

THE ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM
Is menu-driven
Supports multiple document queuing .
Is fully automatic with the D. C. Hayes modern .

The

GENERAL

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY :

PRICE: $250

Everything you always wanted to do" with Visicalc"~ (but thought you couldn't).
"'

VERSACALC!
*

SORT any number o f rows ;
labels , values , formulas .
You select the extent o f
the sort .

*

CONDITIONAL TESTING
to several levels .

* PRINT OUT THE LIST
OF COMMANDS

*

*

AUTO-CATALOG
from within Visica lc .

AUTO BATCH UPDATE
e.g. running year-to-date
forms .

*

*

MENU-DRIVEN MODULES
for your own application
programs.

AUTO SCREEN FORMAT
saves hundreds o f keystrokes

VERSACALC runs within Visicalc.

VERSACALC:

See your Dealer or contact us
Also available from aurora systems :
Hebrew II
Ouick trace
Orn niscan Laser Video Disk Interface
Th e Rent al Man ager
Pa sca l Disk Dump
Th e Execu t ive Secretary is a t rademark of Personal Business Systems, Inc.

~

PRICE: $100

aurora systems, inc.
2040 East Washington Ave.
Madison, WI 53704
(608) 249-5875

Visicalc Is a t radem ark of Personal Software, Inc.

Versacalc is a t rademark of Horizon Compu t ing , Inc.
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you can try the methods of different gen
erals, seeing if they would have done b!O!t
ter. The tactical options involve the as
signing of squadrons, arranging ships in
effective fighting order, deciding
whether to take positions broadside,
head-on, or moving away in respect to
the Germans, anticipating the Germans'
moves . How you direct your ships, indi
vidually or in squadrons, in battle will de
termine the outcome. Chance plays a mi
nor role. The true tactician could not ask
for more .
There is a purity and an honesty to
Battle Cruiser Action that is refreshing
among the razzle-dazzle and gimickry.
For the serious war gamer, it's the real
thing.
MCT
B attle Cruiser A ction by Frank Heffner e.nd
Bob Reynolds , Mytopie. Ge.mewe.re Institute
(Sioux City, IA). 48K. $39 .95 .

Requires 48K Applesoft" in ROM
and one disk drive . Check one:
13 Sector 0 16 Sector
Special introductory price~
$39.95 post paid.
(Iowa res ident s ad d 3% sales tax)

Please print:
ADDRESS _ _
CITY _ __
STATE, ZIP

Pl ease ma ke check or money order out to:
M YTOPIA QAMEWARE INSTITUTE
P.O. Box 625, Sioux City, la. 51102
VISA & Mas terch arge users:
0 VISA C Mastercharge

#-----'---·- - - - - - - 

Six Micro-Stories and His Majesty's Ship
"Impetuous." By Robert Lafore. The
name of the publisher- Interactive Fic
tion- heralds a new fantasy genre for the
Apple . These stories are like adventure
games in that they require you to make
decisions that control your fate. But they
are more literary than gamelike. The
pleasure they offer is akin to that af
forded by an engaging, well-written
novel. Naturally, you're the protagonist.
In "Impetuous," you captain a British
ship of the line in her battles with the
Spanish and the French. In every chap
ter there are tactical and moral dilem
mas to be solved. Do you engage the
enemy or not? Do you dare defy orders
for the sake of chivalry? Are your own
subordinates plotting against you? You
make the fatal decisions by entering your
end of the dialogue . Decisions have con
sequences, of course, some of which you
may not see until you are five chapters or
more down the pike .
The Six M icro-Stories are little
vignettes that suggest, more than fulfill,
the possibilities of the form . In one, you
meet the lady of your dreams in Golden
Gate Park. Can you persuade her to
spend some time with you? In another
story, you are caught trying to return a
piece of jewelry stolen by someone else .
Can you explain your way out of this un
likely predicament?
Part of the appeal of both "Impet
uous" and the Micro-Stories is that they
are nicely written. The language is a
pleasure to read. And while the author
suggests that you keep your dialogue
fairly straight and pithy. the programs
will understand and respond to most of
what you're likely to say.
(\
His Majesty's Ship "lmpetucU3" e.nd Six Mi
cro-Stories by Robert Lafore, Intere.ctive Fic
tion, Inverness, CA. 48K, Applesoft. "Impetu
ous," $19.95 ; Six Micro-Stories, $14.911.

Real Estate Analyzer. By Dr. James
Howard. Howard Software Services
claims to publish software for the se
rious user; in the Real Estate Analyzer
they aren't just whistling Dixie.
The Real Estate Analyzer is so power-
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ful that anyone less than a serious in
vestor in income properties will believe
the program a bomb because the data it
generates oftentimes belies common
sense .
Dr. James Howard has packed so
many esoteric, albeit important, vari
ables into 48K that only the investing
cognoscenti will recognize the worth of
the program and its data.
Analyzer is reminiscent of VisiCalc in
its ability to answer the question "What ·
1f?" The difference is that this is a dedi
cated, special purpose piece of software .
While it's conceivable that a home
buyer might find the program useful, the
strength of the software, for the most
part, is in dealing with relatively conven
tional income property transactions .
The program will definitely not han
dle the kind of transactions so
euphemistically called creative financ
ing that allow would-be home owners to
buy with unconventional loans. And
that's as it should be. Anyone who needs
creative financing instead of a conven
tional mortgage to buy a home is not in
the market for income property in the
first place; and it's income property
transactions to which the program is
dedicated .
To say that Analyzer doesn't handle
creative financing situations is not to in
dicate that it isn't versatile in almost
every facet of conventional financing .
You can conjure up a scenario that
Cfllls for a forty-thousand-dollar first
mortgage at 15 percent being paid on an
amortization basis, a two-hundred-thou
sand-dollar second mortgage at 19 per
cent on which you pay interest only, and
a seventy-thousand-dollar third mort
gage to your brother-in-law at 12 percent
on which you only pay two thousand dol
lars a year.
You then plug in all manner of vari
ables: closing costs of the purchase, sev
eral common operating expenses that
are then totaled, assumptions about in
flation, the rate of increase of property
values, the rate of change of purchasing
power of the dollar, your tax bracket for
income, your tax bracket for capital
gains, the income you expect from the
property, ad infinitum.
Then the program goes to work. It will
do cash flow analyses to determine if the
project will be self-sufficient. It will also
do six different analyses of investment
return .
If you don't like the results, go back to
the beginning and plug in different as
sumptions . If the project looks good to
. you, find two bankers and a brother-in
law who agree.
The strength of the program is that it
takes into account almost every penny
. that will be spent or earned and even
calculates the tax consequences should
you decide to sell.
The weakness of the program lies in
the old saw: "Figures never-lie, but liars
figure." You can make an investment
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look really enticing by entering assump
tions that are favorable-even if they are
also unrealistic .
If you are not sophisticated enough to
know that you've seeded the program
with favorable data, you could close a
deal that will send you to the poorhouse.
On the other hand, if you can provide
the program with a realistic set of para
meters within which to work, you could
soon be rolling in green stuff. One thing's
for sure: if this program can't enhance
your investment chances, you're not as
smart as you thought you were .
The software includes a versatile
print report module that allows you to
print results of analyses or to print the as
sumptions you originally fed the com
puter.
The documentation includes some
brief appendices that will help the novice
by defining terms and giving a brief dis
cussion of the technical basis of invest
ment analysis . Also included is a chapter
on making investment decisions . These
concise explanations should take some of
the mystery out of the program for those
who come to it green.
ART
R eal E state Analyzer by Dr. James Howard,
Howard Software Services, La Jolla , CA. 48K,
DOS 3.2 $150.

Pulsar II. By Nasir. What you've seen in
the arcades as Star Castle has now been
adapted to the Apple in Pulsar II.
The problem with that lies in the origi
nal game itself. Star Castle may be the
second most overrated of all the arcade
games, made popular mainly by virtue of
its luminescence. Nevertheless, Pulsar II
is an interesting diversion.
Your ship circles the shielded star,
either clockwise or counterclockwise .
From your ship , you shoot straight
pathed missiles at the shields. As in the
original, hitting the shields causes an
enemy missile to form and come out at
you; after a time, its duration depending
on the level, the missiles actively chase
your ship.
There are some good innovations on
this disk. Pulsar II is accompanied by a
second game, Worm Wall. Scores of the
two games can be maintained cumula
tively, so that you can finish a level of
one, move to the other for a level of it,
then go back to the first game for the next
level.
Worm Wall is an extremely frustrat
ing game, but that's its intent. It consists
of a simple maze of concentric areas with
moving half-openings in the walls. You
travel through one layer of the maze,
waiting for two half-openings to meet and
form an opening you can jump through.
Better be in the right spot at the time,
though. This is the only way to get to the
next layer.
Oh, yes, there's the matter of the hun
gry little worm heads. There 's one in
each layer, and when it hears you jump
in, it immediately starts after you in
hopes of supper. If it catches up with you
or you run into it, you're the supper. And
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if you don't get through to the next level
smartly, the worm, as is the way of
worms, .becomes two worms, proceed
ing after you at different speeds.
On the other hand, if you make it to the
middle circle, you win the round (no, you
don't have to eat the worms ).
Both programs are in colorful hi-res
animated graphics; but the fine detail
and rich color of other Nasir works are
missing.
ART
P ulsar II (with Worm Wall) by Nasir, Sirius
Software (Sacramento, CA) . 48K, $29.95.

·Orbitron. By Eric Knopp. Eric Knopp
has a fine instructor at his disposal, and
that master's touch is recognizable in
Knopp's first professional programming
effort. We can see Nasir in the color and
shapes and in the careful graphic design.
But beyond these hints, Orbitron is all
Knapp's . The student has learned well,
and he has made the knowledge his own.
Orbitron is a first-rate arcade game
for the Apple . Aim and timing are the
skills required. Born of an idea taken, not
from the arcades, but directly from the
middle-teenage imagination of Eric
Knopp, Orbitron places you in the semi
shielded center of the ~creen. First, if
you're quick, you might pick off one or
two wandering asteroids for a very large
score gain. If you're very quick.
More likely, you won't even realize
the game's begun until a warning flashes
on the screen, with appropriate sound ef
fects. The warning is against seven
enemy orbs that zoom into an arc forma
tion above you. As they begin building
shields, they take turns sending out mis
siles to get you. The missiles orbit you
about once before they attack, and it's
wise to get them during the orbit; when
they do attack , your shield is ineffective.
Orbs score more than the missiles,
but the missiles are the danger. Once
each orb has fired a missile and the last
missile has been exploded-either.by you
or on you- the rest of the orbs take off.
Assuming you're still alive-you get five
ships-when the orbs are either
destroyed or gone, you score for each
ship you have left and prepare for the
next level.
But you're not there yet. First, two
enemy space ships appear in succession,
leaving one stationary but deadly missile
each. You must draw a bead on the mis
sile and take it out immediately; you only
get three or four shots before it attacks.
Having survived this ordeal, you are
really promoted to another level, and are
immediately beset by another siege of as
teroids, another warning, seven more
orbs, etc., etc.
If Nasir himself had authored
Orbitron, it would be well-received, but
the fact that it is the first effort of a teen
ager makes Orbitron very special in
deed. Eric Knopp'-appears to be on the
way to an exciting career.
MCT
Orbitron by Eric Knopp, SiriUB Software (Sac
ramento, CA). 48K, $29.90.
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Tools of the Craft, Part One
In my opinion, programming is a craft, requiring, as does
any craft, the application of special skills and special tools to
produce objects-programs-that are valuable at least for
functionality, If not also for their aesthetic qualities. The be·
ginner's first "toolkit" is simply a programming language,
and, as any craftsman will tell you, it's impossible to master
. your craft without first mastering your tools. In the next in·
stallments, then, we'll study the features of Apple Pascal, pay·
ing close attention to the philosophical issues that motivated
their inclusion in the language.
·
Knowing the "why" of a language construct allows you to
use that construct most efficiently, wherever and whenever it
can do the most good, and also helps you identify situations
where its use would be inappropriate. For instance (to borrow
from another craft), driving nails with the blunt end of a
hatchet, although possible, is not something you would nor
mally do, since a hammer is not only suited, but intended, for
the job. My task for the next few months is to teach you to dis·
tinguish Pascal's "hammers" from its "hatchets." Once you
are familiar with the tools in Pascal, you can apply them crea·
tively and effectively to the solution of your own problems.
A computer program does three things: it defines certain
data, specifies the actions that are to be performed on that
data, and prescribes the sequence in which those actions must
occur (the control flow). Let's examine the concepts of data,
action, and control flow individually and cover a little Pascal
syntax in the bargain.
The job of any program is to manipulate, transform, trans·
mit, or, receive one or more forms of data. The data can come
from the outside world or can be contained within the pro
gram itself. The word data is the plural of datum , which we de
fine as the representation of some unit of information. Both the
representation and the information it signifies are entirely up
to the programmer. Much of programming involves defining
the information you want to process, then defining data struc·
tures to represent that information during the execution of a
program.
Data Types. Pascal provides four different types of data
values that you can use to represent your particular informa·
tion. These are Pascal's fundamental data types, and their
names are Char, Boolean, Integer, and Real. (A fifth funda·
mental type, Pointer, is also available; its underlying philos·
ophy and use will be the subject of a future column.)
Char. The Char type consists, in Apple Pascal, of all the
ASCII characters, including both the upper-case and lower·
case Roman alphabets, the ten digits 0 through 9, several
punctuation marks, and certain invisible characters that are
used to control I/ 0 devices (for example, to tell a printer to
eject a page of paper). A datum value of the Char type is
exactly one character.
·
For those who haven't yet learned, ASCII is a standard, or·
dered character set, in which a certain character value is
mapped onto a whole number in the range of Oto 127 inclusive.
The character A , for example, corresponds to the number 65.
The lower-case version, a, corresponds to 97 .
Take a look right now at the complete listing of the ASCII
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character codes, given in Table 7 of the Apple Pascal Lan
guage R eference Manual. Note that the characters ·corres·
ponding to the numbers 0 through 31, and also 127, are invisi·
ble control characters. Should such a character be sent to an
output device, you are not likely to see displayed any of the
two· or three-character names given for these codes. The
names are provided in the table only to help you identify the
standard special function of the character. (We'll talk about
some of these in the months to come. ) The character corres
ponding to 32 is a blank, or space, and that's what you'll see
(not the name "SP") if you send it to an output device . All the
other characters correspond to the letters, digits, or punctua
tion marks shown in the table.
Boolean. The Boolean type is very small, consisting only of
the values true and fals e. These two values , however,
are ubiquitous in Pascal, and so we'll be speaking of Boolean
data quite often.
Integers and R eals. Two of the four fundamental types,
Integer and Real, are numeric in nature . An Integer number is
a whole number (i.e., no fractional part ) and, in Apple Pascal,
may range from -32768 to +32767. Real numbers include both
a whole part and a fractional part . Numbers such as 3.33333
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and -1.4 14 are examples of Pascal's Real numbers . People
seldom differentiate between Integers and Reals in daily life
numbers are numbers . Pascal includes the distinction be
cause numbers are used quite often in programming, and it
turns out that the representation of Integers at the level of the
computer chip itself can be made much simpler and more
compact than that for Reals . Computations with Real numbers
a lso tend to take longer for the machine to accomplish than
Integer arithmetic. (Because the machine is so much faster
than you anyway, you may never be aware of the difference in
computing speed between the two types of numbers, unless
you compare the performance of the program that does thou
sands of Integer operations with the performanc~ of one that
does the same amount of similar Real operations.)
Literals. There are two ways to refer to dati.irri values in
Pascal programs : explicitly or by name . If you wanted to use
the number 10 in the program, you could simply include the
number itself at the appropriate point. An example of this
would be the statement
WriteLn (10) ;
which would cause the number 10 to be written out onto the sys
tem's primary output device (the console). This illustrates
Cha r Litera l

~ 1----(0
' 1---~)
0--~~
'

'

Boolea n litera l

~

)

fa lse

No te: Th is d iagram is presented for cl arity only: it is not
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enum e ra ted type.
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unsigned
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)

)
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c

~.__
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>

)
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--...CG
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the use of a literal constant (abbreviated as literal). You
may form and use literals for the values of any of the four fun·
damental data types . Figure 1 includes the syntax graphs for
each kind of literal, and you should try following different
paths through each of the diagrams to get a feel for the proper
way to form the corresponding literal. If you do, you should no
tice certain facts:
1. Char literals must begin and end with an apostrophe ('),
and contain exactly one character between the two apos
trophes. A special case is when you wish to denote the apos
trophe itself. Then, you use two consecutive apostrophes, so
the resulting literal consists of four apostrophes in a row ("") !
2. Boolean literals must not be surrounded by apostrophe11
or any other characters. A Boolean literal value is written in
programs as is. The SYTJ.tax diagram doesn't tell you, but true
and false are actually identifiers, so Pascal doesn't care
whether you write them in t.1pper case, lower case, or mixed
case.
3. Real literals must contain a decimal point and include at
·least one digit to the left and one digit to the right of the point. A
real number is actually made up of two parts. The part that
contains the decimal point is the numeric value itself and is
called the mantissa . The second is an optional decimal scaling
factor, called the exponent. Whenever an exponent is present
in a Real literal, Pascal multiplies or divides the mantissa by
the power of ten indicated by the exponent, in order to get the
actual value represented by the literal. Whether it multiplies
or divides is determined by the sign of the exponent (not the
sign of the mantissa! ). An exponent of "e2" means "multiply
the mantissa by 10 to the second power, or 100." An exponent of
" e-2" means " divide the mantissa by 10 to the second pow
er." If the exponent part is omitted in a Real literal, it is as
sumed to be "eO," that is, 10 to the zero power, or 1. The syntax
diagram doesn't mention it, but the "e" in the exponent part of
a Rea l literal may be upper case or lower case. Also, expo
nents may range from e-38 to e+38.
Here are some legal literals , followed by some illegal ones.
Each of the four fundamental types is represented. For each
example, trace through the appropriate syntax diagram to
convince yourself of the literal's correctness or incorrectness.
CHAR
'*'
'a'
Correct :
'H'
'8'
'HH'
Incorrect:
a
BOOLEAN
FALSE
TRUE
Correct :
False True
'True'
T
Incorrect:
F
INTEGER
45
32767
-0
0
Correct :
+o
-.3
1,024
62.
Incorrect :
33000
REAL
Correct :
0.0
-1 .23
0.3
7.5E-1 2.0e+7
Incorrect :
.3
1
-46 .
4.5e100
Named Constants-the CONST Section. Suppose you must
use a certain number, say pi, in many different parts of your
program. Pi is roughly 3.14159. You could sprinkle this number
around your program as a literal, but you might transpose a
digit or two here and there, and that would play interesting
(and frustrating) tricks with your program's accuracy. More
over , weeks or months after writing the program, you might
decide that you want to use another number instead of pi. Try
ing to locate and change all occurrences of 3.14159 to occur
rences of the new number could be a major job if your pro
gram is long and the number occurs often.
Pascal permits you to associate meaningful names with ar
bitrary constants, and you can take advantage of this feature
to solve both of these hypothetical problems. Constant n~mes
are formed according to the rules for identifiers that you have
alrea dy learned if you have been following the Pascal Path
from month to month. Otherwise, refer to Appendix F of the
Apple P ascal Language R eference Manual. E;quating names
with constant values is done in the CONST section of the decla
ration area.
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The declaration area is that portion of your program which
lies between the program heading and the BEGIN keyword
that starts the main body of the program. In it, you may de
clare (define) any objects your program needs that aren't al
ready provided to you by the Pascal language. The program
we compiled a couple of months ago, SomeExpressions, used
only things (such as "WriteLn") that Pascal gives to every
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programmer. Its declaration area was, therefore, empty.
The optional CONST section is, in most programs, the first
in the declaration area. (It may be second, but we won't cover
this situation until much later.) It consists of the keyword
CONST, followed by as many constant definitions as you wish
to list. Figure 2 gives the syntax diagrams associated with the
CONST section. In each constant definition, an identifier name
is equated to a constant value. That value may be expressed by
a literal, or by an identifier that names a previously defined
constant. Unless you take special action to the contrary, such a
definition will hold throughout the rest of the program, and
anywhere you use a constant name, it will be as if you wrote
the corresponding literal.
Now, we can give a name to the Real constant 3.14159:
PROGRAM
Dummy;
CONST
Pi=
3.14159;
MagicNumber= Pi;
BEGIN
END .
Note that the only reason I framed the CONST section within a
dummy program was to depict graphically the placement
of that section within the declaration area.
I have defined two constants here to solve the two software
development problems mentioned earlier. The compiler can't
detect digit transpositions in numeric literals-one number
looks like any other number to it. Use of the constant identifier
"Pi" throughout the program, instead of the literal "3.14159,"
will ensure that the same constant value is referenced every·
where and that no inadvertent digit transpositions due to typo
graphical error occur. You might, of course, misspell the iden
tifier, but if you do the compiler will probably be able to in
form you of your error, because, chances are, no other de
clared identifier will be the same as your misspelling of "Pi."
So, the compiler will assume that you are trying to use an un
declared identifier (a name that hasn't been associated with
any object). This is a syntax error condition (#104), and the
compiler issues an error message whenever it occurs.
Of course, should you misspell "Pi" as, for instance, "Pii,"
"Po" or "Pu, " and any of these alternate spellings corres
ponds to another Real-number constant declared within your
program, the compiler will use the wrong constant, not the one
you really mean. Therefore, you should be careful to keep the
spellings of your identifiers as distinct as possible so the com
piler can be of most help to you in detecting misspellings.
In the second problem area, I associated the identifier
"MagicNum" with "Pi." Throughout your program, there
may be places where the use of the number represented by
"Pi" is appropriate, but where ·other numbers could be used,
as well, to achieve different results. Going in, after the pro
gram has been written, and changing all occur_rences of the
Literal "3.14159," or even the Identifier "Pi," to something
else, is boring, error-prone work.
When writing your programs, you should relax and give
yourself plenty of time to consider whether or not you will ever
have occasion, during the normal evolution of the program, to
change certain parts of it. Those parts should be written to per
mit easy change, whenever possible . In this case, defining
"MagicNum" as equal to "Pi," then using its name instead of
"Pi" wherever you feel you might want to use a different num
ber later, will make it possible to switch to that new number
simply by updating the single definition of "MagicNum." In
doing so , you will still have "Pi" around to use as you see fit.
I realize that anticipation of the normal evolution of a pro
gram requires a reasonable amount of programming experi
ence on your part, and I don't expect you to be able to plan for
every contingency when writing software. Even proven, sea
soned programmers consider themselves fortunate when it ap
pears as if they have covered all bases with a given program.
Nevertheless, the sooner you accept that change (in the form
of updates , bug fixes, and so forth) is a routine part of soft
ware development, the sooner you will incorporate into your
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personal methodology techniques that allow for change, thus
easing your overall programming burden.
Your Own Types-the TYPE Section. One of the things
that has helped give programming its unfortunate reputation
as an arcane art is the fact that, typically, a programmer must
take a clear, English language description of a process or pro
gram solution and reexpress it in specific computer terms of
programming language. The resulting program bears vague
resemblance to the original description, and this Is primarily
because of the necessary transformation of the program's da
ta descriptions into machine-acceptable ones . For example,
suppose your program must process many yes and no deci
sions. The information that must be represented consists of the
concepts yes and no, but no programming language, not even
Pascal, gives you a data type that includes those values. In
most languages you must force data values from other types to
act as your yes and no. In Pascal, for instance, the following
CONST section would establish two new named constants,
"Yes" and "No," as integer values:
CONST
Yes= l;
No= O;
Or, the Boolean type could be used:
CONST
Yes= True;
No;. False;
Finally, yes and no might be represented by values of type
Char:
CONST
Yes= 'Y';
No= 'N';
There is nothing sacred about the specific values I chose to
associate with the identifiers "Yes" and "No" In each case. In
the Integer example, "Yes" could have been equated to 43 and
"No" to -711. In the Boolean case, "Yes" could have been
false, and "No" true. With Char, I could just as easily have
used lower case as upper case, or even different characters al
together. "Yes" and "No" could also be represented by Real
numbers, but I'll spare you an example because I think you
get the idea.
In a language like Pascal, in which it's possible to associate
meaningful names to literal constants, it's quite easy ·to give
new meanings to existing data values. In other languages
ones that require using the literals themselves instead of sym
bolic names- programs might lose clarity when this type of
data aliasing is employed. For instance, try reading a pro
gram in which the programmer used 1 to represent yes, and
used 0 to represent no. This can be doubly confusing if ls and Os
standing for yes and no have been included in arithmetic
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formulas with ls and Os that are actually being used as regular
numbers!
To avoid confusion with other forms of data, you might like
to define entirely new data values corresponding to the infor
mation concepts yes and no. In effect, you would create a
new data type, containing just those values. In Pascal, you are
free to create your own custom data type, with a type declara
tion. Figure 3 gives partial syntax diagrams for the type dec
laration section. This section, like that for defining constants,
is optional. If used, it is placed after any constant declaration
section and before any other declaration section. The syntax
diagrams for this section are incomplete, illustrating only
those constructs we're now covering. The diagram, and this
discussion, will be concluded further down the Path. We'll talk
about two flavors of programmer-defined types this time: enu
m erated types (also known as "scalars"), and subranges.
enumer ated

identifie r

type list
subrange

type limits

ident ifier

Enume rated Type l ist

Subrange Type li mits

litera l
constant

identifi er

Figure 3.

Enumerated Types. A programmer-defined type contain
ing the values yes and no is an example of an enumer
ated type. Here is the TYPE section that defines such a data
type:
TYPE
YesOrNo=
(No, Yes);

<COOlll llf A<C I ~
--for the Apple II computer .

-- for the Epson MX80 and .other
mini printers

' High quality quiet muffin fan .
·shelves accomodate 1-2 disk
drives and monitor.
'library Rack adjustable 0 -12" .
• High quality textured finish color
matched to Apple II.

'Stores printer paper below printer
for extra convenience and space.
*Includes paper guide brackets.
•High quality construction and
black textured finish .
'Shelf is 14"WX 13"0 X4 1/2" High.

$69 .95

complete

$29 .95 complete

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT FROM : FMJ, INC., P.O. BOX 5281 , Torrance, CA 90510
Add $4.00 per order for shipping & handling. California residents add 6% sales tax .
Please be sure to include your name, address, zip code and full payment with order.
•Appie 1s a rt:y1stert:.•d 1tdde111dr k of Appl e Compu1er Compa ny

"Epson is d reg1s1ered tr adernJrk of Epson Am rica Inc
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From looking at both the example and the syntax dla·
grams. yo u can see that the declaration for a type Is similar to
that for a constant. One Identifier Is used to name the type It·
self, a nd other identifiers are given as the type's Individual
data \'alues . The list of values is enclosed in parentheses , and
each e lement is separated from its successor by a c;omma.
An important property of an enumerated type is that there
is a definite ordering of its constituent data values . In the
example t ype " YesOrNo," the value "No" is taken by Pascal
to be " less than" the value "Yes," because it comes before
"Yes" in the value list. There is no compelling reason why
"No" should come first, in this instance. In many programs,
however, the order of data values in enumerated types does
m a ke a difference and can make programming more con
venient, as you'll see in future examples.
Enumerated types are just one way that Pascal lets you
shape your program in terms of the problem at hand, rather
than the other way around . If you need a specific range of
values for a certain purpose and would prefer not. to make
existing data va lues do double-duty, you can make up a com
pletely new type and use it as any other Pascal data type.
Here a re some more enumerated types, presented primarily
to stimulate your imagination:
TYPE
Class=
(Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Graduate );
TrafficLightState =
(Go, OKLeftTurn, OKRightTurn , Caution,
FlashCaution, Stop, FlashStop);
Color =
(Red, Orange , Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet);
Fruits=
(Apple, Banana, Boysenberry, Cherry, Grape,
Grapefruit , Lemon , Lime , Orange , Pineapple,
Strawberry );

ELEPHONE

SOF WARE

Months=
(January, February, March, April, May, June, July ,
August, September, October, November, December):
Sex=
(Male, Female, Other);
Direction=
(North, South, East, West) ;
SysComponent=
(Editor, Compiler, Filer, Assembler, Linker,
Librarian) ;
CarMakes=
(AlfaRomeo , AMC, Audi, BMW, Buick, Cadillac ,
Chevrolet, Chrysler, Datsun , Dodge, Ferrari, Fiat,
Ford, Honda, Jaguar, Lincoln, Mazda,
MercedesBenz, Mercury , Plymouth, Pontiac,
Porsche, Renault, RollsRoyce, Toyota, Triumph,
Subaru , Volvo, VW , Others) ;
Boolean=
(False, True );
Did you notice the inclusion of Boolean in the list above?
It turns out that Boolean acts as if it were defined in just the
way shown here . Pascal would have left it to the programmer
to define Boolean for every program needing it , but so many of
the language's other built-in features and statements require
the Boolean type that Pascal gives it to you for reasons of con
venience. Note that the name of every fundamental type is an
identifier, not a keyword .
In Apple Pascal, enumerated types may be of any size, but
the compiler must consume memory during the compilation to
store the name of a type and the names of all its values. If the
compiler runs out of memory before making note of all the
va lues in a given type , your compilation will fall. (This
shouldn't happen until much later. )
Subranges. You can also declare types to be subranges of
other types . When a subrange type is created, the type from
which it is taken is known as the base type. A subrange type Is
specified by giving a type name, a lower limit from the base
type , and an upper limit from the same type . The limit values
are separated by a Pascal-style ellipsis, which Is only two dots
instead of the three dots you may be used to seeing In English
prose. The subrange ·type includes all values between and In·
eluding the limit values.
Here are some subrange type declarations. Some use the
fundamental types for base types , while others are based on
the examples given above for enumerated types. Your easy
job is to identify the base type for each subrange .
Summer=
June .. August;
Uppercase= ·
1

A ' .. 'Z';

StndSex=
Male _ . Female;
Undergraduate=
Freshman . . Senior;
Naturals=
1 . . 32767 ;

An indispensable tool to better manage your
ti me! Use at home/ office to help remind you of
important dates and appointments . Prints
easy-to-update daily schedule with room to
add your own notes. Can search by keyword
and knows most holidays. Stands alone or
works well with most c locks. Requires ROM
Applesott (or Lang. Card) .
($35.00*)
Cll

neoom

•Add $5 00 if mail order.

In CA add 6% sales ta x.

P.O. BOX 6548 - TORRANCE. CA 90504
1981 TELEPHONE SOFTWARE CONNECTION , INC

Note that It Is Impossible to create subranges containing
noncontiguous elements. That Is, a subrange must consist of an
unbroken sequence drawn from the base type . To illustrate,
you couldn 't create "Primaries," a subrange of "Colors," con
taining only the values "Red," "Yellow," and "Blue ." Nor,
from the Integers, can you draw " Primes," containing only the
prime numbers. Neither of these proposed subranges Is con
tiguous. There Is , however, a Pascal construct known as a SET
that is provided specifica lly for the manipulation of such non
contiguous groups . We'll talk about SETs soon.
I am slightly embarrassed that, at this stage of the game, I
can 't give you a truly convincing reasc:m for the Inclusion of
subranges in Pascal. We will have to go a little farther before
their true utility becomes apparent to you. In fact, we'll travel
most of the way in the next installment, so I hope you'll be back
next month, as we take up the concepts of variables , opera·
tors , expressions, and assignment.
JI
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This Guide is the key to unlocking the full power of your Apple II or Apple II plus computer. The App le II User's Guide brings together in one place
a wealth of information for Apple com·puter users. It will tell you more about your Apple than any other single source.
Topics include: Appleaoft and Integer BASIC programming - especially how to make the best use of Apple's sound, color and graphics
capabilities. The book presents a thorough description of every BASIC statement. command and function . Machine level programming 
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Some Common BASIC
Progr•m•
by L. Poole and M. Borchers
Written 1n a subset of s1anoard BASI C that

6502
A11embly L•nguage
Progr•mmlng

by Lance Leventhal
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Second Edition
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BEGINNERS'
CORNER
.,

9Y CRAIG \TIN\ON
Beginners ' Corner began last month with an introduction to
some of the programs on the System Master disk . In partic
ular, we looked at L it tle B rick Ou t, Applevision, Brian's
T heme, Color D emo, and Color D emosof t.
There are a couple of other interesting programs on the
System Master that we didn't get to last month . In one- a
game called A nimals, written in Integer Basic- the computer
asks you questions and tries to guess the animal you're think
ing of. What makes this game different is that the computer
le a rns as it loses ; e very time you beat the program, you teach
it something new about the animal world .
The other goody is a program called Phone L is t, written in
Applesoft, which allows you to create your own personal, com·
puterized , little black book . You can store up to a hundred

Bac kup- A duplicate of valuable programs or other data .
Default- An answer that the computer presumes to be correct
unless informed otherwise. Defaults serve a dual function:
they save keystrokes and help the user a void erroneous input.
Dis k controller ca rd- A circuit board that interfaces the Ap
ple to one or two disk drives .
Read- To retrieve data from a disk.
Ribbon ca ble- A flat, multistranded connector.
Write - To store data on a disk.
Write-protect- To prevent the computer from storing data on
a disk . This is accomplished by putting a piece of tape or a spe·
cial write-protect tab over the notch near the upper right-hand
corner of the disk .

APPLEWRITER® EXTENDED
One of the most popular text/word processors for APPLE computers
has been extended to provide more uses for the excellent capabilities
in APPLEWRITER . The extended features offer the following ad·
ditional capabilities :

e
e
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text to APPLEWRITER®, APPLEWRITER to text conversion
Edit text, APPLESO ~ files
Cre ate and edit EXEC files
Print exit allows use of underline , bar characters
Underli ne w ords , bold face words
Se d docu ment to disk for mass mailings
Put sym bolic parameters in text for variable text
Hex c haracter generation to make full use of printer enhanced
modes (i. e . color ribbon , enhanced characters , etc.)
Print t ime change facility to selectively override fill justify mode
EXTR A! Re set intercept routine causes branch to ON ERR routine
And More

' APPLE, APPLEWRITER a nd APPLESOFT are registered trademarke of Apple
Computer, Inc.

APPLEWRITER® EXTENDED requires a 48K APPLE® with
APPLEWRITER®, APPLESO ~ in ROM and DOS 3 .2 or 3 .3
To Obtain APPLEWRITER®EXTENDED send a check or money order for
$29.95 (U .S.) with the coupon below.
Indicate DOS 3 .2 or 3.3. Virginia residents add 4% sales tax.

-------------------------------------------BRILLIG SYSTEMS , INC.
10270 Fern Pool Court
Burke, VA 22015
(703) 323-1339

DOS 3 .2 D
DOS 3 .3 D

Name
Address
City - - - - - - - - - S t a t e - - - - - -- - 
Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

'---------------------------------------------·

FOR THE SOPIDSTICATED INVESTOR
... DECISION MAKING BY COMPUTER
with the

REAL ESTATE
ANALYZER
by HowardSoft ".

Make Intelligent Decisions Based o n the Facts:
•
•
•
•
•

Project true after-tax cas h flows for any ten-year period
Project true after-tax return-o n-investment
Make "buy" decisio ns based o n internal rate-of-return
M ake "sell" decisio ns based o n year's return -o n-equity
Assess ri sk based o n boom/b ust comparisons

Get the Complete Package for True Realism :
•
•
•
•
•

Current and futur e tax co nsequences
Six different measures of profitability
Repo rt-generatio n complete with title page and paginati n
Full documentatio n with tutori al o n investment analy is
C omplete with two disks (program d isk and storage disk)

Available at your dealer for $150.
Ask about our Tax Preparer and Creative Financing
packages.

ff.~Howard Software Services

~!or the SERIOUS Personal Computer User
6713 Vista de! Mar

I La Jolla. CA 9'2037 I (714) 454.5079

H andle the Conditions of Today's Market:
• Creati ve fin anci ng (any loan package)
• C ompo nent depreciatio n (any package)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property inflatio n
Rent co ntrol
Propert y tax limitatio n
Inflation in expenses
Present va lues and future values
Negative cash flo w co nditio n

Enjoy Friendly Software for the Computer
Novice:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-instructing and prompting
Built-in sample values and rates
Er ror~tolerant and trouble-fr ee
C ompatible with all li ne printers
Operable without printer or second d isk unit
For all Apple C omputers with 48K and
A pplcSoft C ard

Put Time and BSR/X-10 Control
in Your APPLE II
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS™
The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is two peripheral systems on one card for your
APPLE II, II PLUS, or Ill. An accurate, reliable, real-time clock / calendar and an
interface for the popular BSR X-10 Home Control System.
The THUNDERCLOCK clock/ calendar makes accurate time and date
available to your programs: month, date, day-of-week, hour, minute, and
second, in any of four software selectable formats. On-board batteries keep
your THUNDERCLOCK running when your APPLE II is turned off·
for up to four years before battery replacement. On-card lK firmware
makes reading or setting the rime easy from APPLESOFT or
INTEGER BASIC, PASCAL, or assembly language programs.
And it provides software selectable interrupts at any of three
rates: 64, 256, or 2048 interrupts/ second. All features are
software selectable • no switches or jumpers!

THE PLUS
Add THUNDERWARE'S X-10 ULTRASONIC INTERFACE
OPTION to your THUNDERCLOCK and your programs can send all 22 BSR X-1 Ocommands so you can remotely
control lights and appliances. Plus a powerful disk software package! The THUNDERWARE SCHEDULER
software lets you create schedules to control lights, appliances, security systems, or almost any other electrical
device. The software includes: SCUTIL • the SCHEDULER utility that lets you make or change a schedule, and
SCHED - executes your schedules in real-time u sing the THUNDERCLOCK. SCHED runs in the 'background' so
you can run other programs in the 'foreground'. Our PASCAL software lets you u se all the THUNDERCLOCK'S
features and sets the filer date whenever you boot. The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is a SYSTEM for your APPLE ll.
Supported. by intelligent, easy to use firmware, a powerful software package, and good documentation!

Let the THUNDERCLOCK PLUS time/ date
stamp your DOS files whenever you create or
modify them with our DOS-DATER software.
The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS will work in any
APPLE, including the APPLE Ill.

See your APPLE dealer.
Suggested r etail prices:
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS .......................... $139
Clock / calendar card with batteries and user's
manual

__

.

X-10 INTERFACE OPTION ....... ................. $49
BSR X-10 Ultrasonic interface, disk with
SCHEDULER SOFTWARE & demos, and u ser's
manual
PASCAL SOFTWARE ................................... $29
Disk with PASCAL interface for clock and X-10
interface, and user's guide
MANUALS ONLY, each ................................. $5
California n.-. idcn u; add 6% u lc'

tax

If your dealer doesn't carry the
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS:
ORDER TOLL FREE (VISA/MC) CALL:
8()()...227-6204 Ext 307 (Outside California)
800-632-2131 Ext 3 07
(California Only)
OR WRITE TO:

THUNDERWARE INCORPORATED

BSR X~ 10 i• a cra.dcmat" k of BSR (U A) LTD.

P .O. Box 13322, Oakland, CA 94661

APPLE II i• a "adema< k of APPLE CO MP UTER, INC
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na mes and numbers . Later, when you want to recall a num
ber, you can do so by typing as few as two adjacent letters of
1
the name.
Before you can use either A nimals or Phone Lis t, however,
you will need to copy them from the System Master onto an
other disk. That's because the System Master is a write-pro
tected disk.
Our activities last month all required the Apple to get Infor
mation from the System Master disk. This process Is known as
reading the disk . Nothing we did , however , required the com
puter to put material back, or write, on the disk.
But if you 're going to teach your Apple about animals or
ask it to memorize the names and phone numbers of your hun
dred closest associates, you're going to have to give It a place
to store its new information. So this month we'll be writing as
well as reading.
To begin, you will need at least one blank disk . Apple sup
plied you 'with a blank disk when you bought your system . If

you still have that one, we 'll use it now. Otherwise, any other
blank disk will do fine.
Compare the physical appearance of your blank disk with
the System Master disk . You 'll notice one difference-a little
notch on the blank disk, about an inch away from the end that
bears the label. That notch makes it possible for the computer
to write on your disk. If the notch is open, the disk is said to be
write-enabled; if it is covered or nonexistent, the disk is write
inhibited or write-protected.
Keeping Tabs on Your Disks. Apple made the System Mas
ter a write-protected disk so that you wouldn 't accidentally
overwrite or alter any of the crucial programs it contains . La
ter, when you have vital data of your own on disks , you can
protect it the same way by putting a piece of tape-or a spe
cial write-protect tab, usually supplied with blank disks-over
the little notch.
The recommended procedure is to copy your entire System
Master disk to provide yourself with a backup in case the mas
ter disk should fail. It 's unlikely, of course, but it is possible
that someone will come along and put a cigarette burn in your
disk, or bend it, or lose It. And even if nothing like that ever
happens, you would still be wise to make a backup because
disks have a finite lifetime- something on the order of.forty
hours of actual playing time (time when the disk drlve 's red
light is on).
The System Master contains two programs that are used
for copying entire disks. They are Copy, for machines using In
teger Basic, and CopyA , for machines that use Applesoft . An
additional program, FID (File Developer) will copy indi
vidual files or programs from one disk to another. FID is a ma
chine language program that can be run by both Integer and
Applesoft Apples .
We'll assume in this article that you're going to copy the en
tire System Master disk .
Here 's how the Apple goes about making copies. First it
re ad_s a portion of the disk you 're going to duplicate (often
called the original disk) , storing the information it reads in an
area of the computer called random access m emory (RAM) ;
then it writes it on your duplicate disk (often called the
destination disk).
The fact that the data gets stored internally between the
read and write phases of the copy procedure enables you to
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make copies using a single disk drive. If you have only one
drive, the computer will know that, and it will prompt you at
the a ppropriate times to remove one disk and put in the other.
If you have a two-drive system , it will t a ke your Apple much
less time to make the copy ; you can just put the original in one
drive and the destination disk in the other and watch the pro
gram go. But the copy will turn out exactly the same whether
you ha ve one drive or two .
Under the Apple Skin. Before you can start copying disks ,
you need to know exactly how your system is hooked up . To
find out, we' ll digress for a moment and take a look at the in
side of your computer. If your machine is on now, you · can
leave it on while we do this ; just be sure not to loosen anything
inside while the power is on .
Reach around to the back of your Apple and apply a little
pressure to the underside of the lid at the two corners. When
the top pops loose , slide it straight back and out.
The largest object inside your computer, that brass or sil
ver-colored oblong object on the left side of the Apple , is the
power supply. Reach in and touch it.
It's a small formality, perhaps , but it's not a bad idea to lay
a hand on your power supply whenever you have reason to go
inside the computer. First of all , it's nice to know that it won 't
shock you ; second , and more important, when you touch the
power supply you harmlessly discharge any static electricity
you may be carrying. If you should happen to discharge a big
shock on one of the electronic components, you could damage
your system.
Running from left to right across the back of your com
puter , there 's a row of eight slots with little gold-plated con
nection points. These are the peripheral slots of your Apple ;
they allow you to expand your computer by connecting it to
such devices as disk drives , printers, and modems .
If you look behind the slots, you 'll see that they are num
bered, starting on the left, from zero to seven. This brings up a
little quaintness about computerspeak. Computer people have

APPLE

NEW!

GRAPHICS

YISICHART™
CURVE FITTER

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER

FOR LABS
BY PAULK. WARME
SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER

48K APPLE II

+, $25

Draw s professional-looking graphs of your data . EASIER, FASTER. NEATER
and more ACCURA TE than handplotting You choose data fo rmat , length and
position ol axes. 20 symbols, error bars. la bels anywhe re m 4 Oflenta11ons. etc
Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30-PAGE MANUAL

CURVE FITTER

48K APPLE II +, $35

Selects th e best cu rve to fit your data . SCALE . TRA NSFORM. AV ERAG E.
SMOOT H. INTER POL ATE (3 typesl. LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types) . EVALU ATE
UNKNOWNS from fi tt ed cu rve. Includes 5 DEMOS o n disk with 33·PAG E
MA NUAL.

VISICHART™

48K APPLE II+ , $75

NEW tools for la b data management FAST plots of 4 data sets with SCROLL·
ING in 4 duections. ZOOM scaling on X and Y axes. 2 types of graphic CUR
SORS and on -screen STATUS REPORT PLOTS AI D INPUT while sa mpling.
ADD. SUB TRACT .· MUL TIPL Y. DIV IDE . INTEGRATE. DIFFERENTIATE ,
AVERAGE or NORMALIZE data se ts wi th SIMPLE CO MMANDS Ideal for sp ec 
tra. ch rom atog ra m s. ra te curves . etc . In cludes SAMPL E DATA on disk with
28·PAGE MANUAL.
SPECIAL! All 3 programs on one disk. only $120. Since each program uses th e
same data for mat on disk. data may be shared

BUY THESE PROGRAMS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR ORDER
DIRECT. Fo r more information. ask for FREE brochure or send $5 for any
manua l (St2 fo r all 3). deduc tible w ith purchase. Add St 50 sh1pp1ng on all
orders. For fa stest service . call in your VISA or Master Card order

•m•
•w•

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 771 , Dept . SK State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238·8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION
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a habit of numbering everything from zero up, Instead ot start·
ing a t the number one, the way normal people do. If you've
played Little Blick Out, you probably observed that the Ap·
pie's game paddles are called paddle zero and paddle one, not
paddle one and paddle two. It's just one of those things you
have to get used to .
The Rainbow Connection. Take another look at your ex
pansion slots. You probably have a circuit card plugged into
slot six (be careful not to wiggle the card; just look at it). Slot
six is, of course, the seventh slot on the board, since the slot all
the way over on the left is zero. You also probably have either a
gray or a rainbow-colored umb!l!cus running from the circuit
board out to your disk drive . If you have two drives, you'll have
two umb!l!ci (actually, those connectors are called ribbon
cables ) . Oddly, the points of connection for thos~ ribbon cables
are marked drive one and drive two-not zero and one .
Be that as It may, the point of all this commentary has actu
ally been to get you to notice which slot ls holding the card
that's connected to your disk drive .
The card, called the disk controller card, can be in any slot
except zero, but six is a sort of standard or conventional loca
tion for it . A controller card can be connected to either one or
two disk drives . If you have more than two disk drives, you'll
need a second controller card, in which case the convention is
to put the two cards In adjacent slots, typically six and five .
Now that you know where everything is attached, you're
ready to put the lid back on and do some disk copying. Pop the
System Master Into your disk drive and run the appropriate
program-Copy or CopyA .
The first thing that will happen is that the copy program
will interrogate you a bit. It wants to know where It's going to
be reading your original disk and where it will have to go to
write to your destination disk .
Winning by Default. For each question, the program will
provide a default answer. A default is an answer the computer
assumes to be correct unless you tell It otherwise. For ex·

EDITOR 1s a con
venient combination of utilities designed to
increase programming ease and efficiency. Ace's
co-resident en hancem en t o: the Apple Il's ·
immediat e mode enab les quick and easy use of
various commands and utilities whil e en terin g or
mod ifying existing program lines.
Among Ace's many features are:
• In stantly cross references a given variable
• Displays values of all non-array variables at
any time
• All monitor commands are executed directly
from A pplesoft
• 'B' = Last BLOAD address and length
• ·M ' - Current memory status
• 'F' = Cu rrent diskette free space
• 'D' c ASCII and Hex memory dump
• Fast , easy line editing
• Abbreviated commands
• Keyboard macros
• Hex / D ecimal convert

ACE IS THE ANSWER . . .
FOR EFFICIENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
48K Applesoft ROM Required - $29.95
Di skette O nly - Please specify DOS 3.2 or 3.3
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ample, the first question asks which expansion slot holds the
controller card attached to the disk drive containing your origi·
nal disk. The program presumes that the card ls In slot six;
you can either accept the default answer by hitting return, or
amend it by typing some other number.
The default values for these two copy programs will be cor
rect if yours ls a two-drive system with the controller card in
slot six, and you put your original disk in drive one and your
destination disk In drive two. If It happens that you have only
one drive, with the card in slot six, accept the default answers
to the first three questions and type "1" In response to the
fourth. The computer will then know that it will be finding both
the original and the destination disks in drive one and that it
will have to tell you when to switch disks.
After you answer the four questions, the computer will
prompt you to insert your original disk In drive one . Since the
original is also the disk bearing the copy program-;-1.e ., the
System Master-you don't have to do anything at this point.
Just hit return again and you're on your way.
The copy program will keep you Informed about what it's
doing. It will tell you, for example, whether it's reading or writ·
ing. This is important if you have a one-drive system because
you could conceivably screw things up a bit by putting in the
wrong disk at the wrong time. Watching the display on your
screen will make that mixup '1ess likely to occur.
Guard Your Writes. If you really want to play safe', put a
write-protect tab over the disk that you're copying. That way
the system can't possibly write to it, even if you have it in the
drive at the wrong time . Of course, when you're backing up the
System Master, you don't have to worry because the disk is al
ready write-protected.
You'll notice that before the copy program writes anything
on the destination disk, it goes through a procedure called for
matting. What it's doing Is structuring the disk so that the data
will be laid down in an orderly fashion, enabling the computer
to find it again when it's time to read the disk. The formatting
process also erases anything that may have been on the disk to
begin with.
When you've finished making your backup , the best thing to
do is store your original in some cool, dustless place and just
use the copy from now on. Use a soft felt·tip pen to label the
backup, since a hard ballpoint pen could damage the disk .
If your system arrived with a disk marked "Basics," it
would be a good idea to back that disk up too . We'll talk about
the Basics disk in a future column.
Now that you've finished making backups, you deserve a
reward for your labors, so help yourself to Animals or Phone
L is t . Since your System Master is now copied onto a write-en
abled disk, you can proceed to educate your Apple about the
Kingdom Animalia or stock it full of names and phone num
bers. Later on, when you've put a lot of numbers or animals on
the disk, you should probably copy Animals or Phone L ist onto
a separate disk, just to give them a little breathing room. The
System Master disk is pretty full to start with; in expanding
those two files, you may eventually get a DISK FULL mes
sage from your Apple .
No Copy from Scrambled Software. One more word about
copying disks. Not everything can be copied with Copy o.r
CopyA. As you may or may not know, software piracy is a big
problem and a considerable threat to the microcomputer in
dustry . To prevent indiscriminate and unauthorized duplica·
tion, quite a few commercial software publishers scramble the
data on their disks in such a way that the copy programs
you've just used will not be effective. Such disks are said to be
copy-protetted. If you try to back them up with Copy or CopyA,
you 'II just get an error message; no harm will come in most
cases, but no copy will either .
That's frustrating, of course, if you have a legitimate need
for a backup. Fortunately most of the companies that produce
high-priced, copy-protected software other than games pro·
vide you with one free backup.
More about disks next time, and about that mysterious
three-letter word, DOS.
JI
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A Tursonal Iri.fonnation
Management System.

Your APPLE* computer really can track purchase
specifications. Just mark the information you want listed
orders and inventory, analyre your investment records,
and PFS: REPORT will sort it and let you specify head,
ings, totals, averages, counts, and calculations. You can
maintain client and patient histories, or even catalog
magazine abstracts. and your stereo collection.
..
save your report design for use on a regular basis.
Software Publishing Corporation has the answer
PFS and PFS: REPORT come with simple
and it doesn't require programming!
self teaching. manuals plus a support plan that
We call it the PFS software series- an easy
includes program updates and factory experts
ready to answer your questions. And all of this at
to use yet powerful set of programs that let you
design a system that's versatile enough to
an affordable price. Each program is priced
manage almost any kind of information.
below $100.
PFS, the personal filing system, lets
/
The PFS software series is differ,
you design your own form on the screen
ent. It is not a specialized application
package nor a complex programmer
fororganizing information. Once it's ere,
ated you just fill in the blanks. Looking
oriented data base manager. It's a per,
sonal information management sys,
up what you've filed is just as easy. PFS
can search for a number, a single piece of
tern that lets you store, retrieve, and
•requiresa48K,16-sectordiskbased
report information your way without
data, a word within a page of text, or
APPLE II system
programming. The PFS software series
any combination. All forms that match
is available through your local dealers. If they don't carry
are displayed on the screen for browsing, updating, ex,
panding, or prindni. PFS can even create mailing labels.
it have them give us a call at (415) 368-7598 or (~
PFS: REPORT, the personal report system, uses
write to us at Software Publishing Corpora,
tion, P.O. Box 50575, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
the files PFS creates to produce a report .tailored to your

J

PFS is a trademark of Software Publishing Corporation.

APPLE* is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Sgfu,.var~_fyblishing Corporation
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deadly accuracy . And there are a lot of
them and only one of you. On the other
hand, you have the same weapons plus
shields that the Kzintis lack. You've also
got a human brain, whereas the bad guys
only have a 6502 and the Apple Pascal
runtime system. So the odds may be with
you, but not until you've developed both
strategy and tactical keyboard dexter·
ity . 48K, $29.95.
0 Gamma Goblins. By Tony and Benny
Gno, Sirius Software (Sacramento, CA).
Here's an invader game where the shots
coming at you are from little hypoder·
mic needles with faces . You get twenty
pints if you hit them . You have to wipe
out the whole gang of needles, without let·
ting any of them slip by you, before you
get to face the forty-pint crew of maraud·
ing viroids. Successful lysing of the
viroids, corpuscles, and lymphoids gives
you a shot at the nurses' station, where a
direct hit in the lower orifice yields four
hundred pints and an autonomic trans
fusion. Odds are you won't get that far .
Seven hits from this weird battalion put
you in the morgue . And even if the gob·
!ins don't get you, you only have so much
time to get that transfusion before your
own blood supply dwindles to nothing. On
the other hand, if you do make it to the
second round you may encounter a cou
ple of roving cardiacs with homing de
vices, who will try to zero in on you be·
fore you blast them . A great old game
freshly twisted . 48K, $29 . 9~ .
JI
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D Sabotage. By Mark Allen, On-Line
Systems (Coarsegold, CA). If you're
tired of computer duck hunting and want
to shoot down some people for a change,
here 's your opportunity. You man a gun
emplacement with paddles or keyboard
and try to knock out helicopters,
bombers , bombs, and paratroopers.
Mostly you've got to pick off those para
troopers . If as many as four of them carr
ga ther on the ground to either side of
your cannon, they'll piggyback their way
onto your battle station and zap you.
Once a paratrooper gets on the ground,
you ack-ack won't reach him, but you can
arrange for him to be buried by falling
helicopter debris or human body parts . If
the saboteurs don't get you, look out for
the bombers. They only come around
once in a while, but they're trouble when
to do . One bomb on target and you're
gone . You score points according to the
type of target you hit. Bombers count the
most , paratroopers the least. You lose
points for errant shooting, so don't fire

wildly. You get to choose between normal
shells and missiles that you can steer
with the paddles after they've left the
barrel. Colorful hi-res and sound effects.
32K, $24.95.
D Galactic Attac k. By Robert J . Wood
head, Siro-tech Software (Ogdens ·
burg , NY). Ga lactic Attack is one of
those rare games that combines long
range strategy and immediate arcade ·
type action. You are the commander of
the U.S.S. B lciise P ascal in this hi-res
Milky Way Western , charged with lib·
erating the solar system from the sav
age Kzintis. To start with, the bad guys
control all the planets except earth and
Luna. There's even a band of those devils
on the asteroid Ceres. Your job is to orbit
friendly territory, bea m some troops
aboard, and then get those troops onto
enemy-held planets. En route, you'll need
either to evade or to destroy the sharp·
shooting Kzinti marauders . They know
your position, course , and speed, so they
fire their torpedoes and phasers with
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until you read this book.
First check The Book-the one complete critical analysis of most Apple
Software available . Games . Educational. Business , Utility prog ra ms and
more . Each comprehensive ly rated on 11 separa te points. Each reviewed by
an expert in its field . Just $19 .95 .
Now you ca n compare and get more for you r software dollar. Does the
program you need exist? How good is it? Which software vendors offer the
best su pport? Find out all this and much more .
Maste rCa rd & Vi sa accepted . Fill out and mail today or call for shipment.
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Either way. he won by a solid margin.
Powers will receive $100 worth· of
goods, including Compute r A 111b11sh, his
primary choice, from his dealer, Compu
shop, compliments of So/talk.
Rainy Day Chain. There must have
been a great deal of precipitation in Mil
waukee during April and early May. S.
from page 2 - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Camp with a strong sense of the role of hour, Douglas Stewart (Cape Elizabeth, Potts and M. Mayerhoff built us a men
ME ) came closest to the actual average tal roller coaster of curious associations
computers today and tomorrow.
The California Pacific Campershlp speed of 139 for the winner of the In and delightful twists and turns more than
went to John C. Brandstetter of South San dianapolis 500. His score on this Oracle twelve hundred links long- for a total of
Gabriel, California, a fourteen-year-old leg is -2. Runnersup are Craig Morris 6,020 points before bonuses for par
with a clear picture of his goals and a (Livingston, NJ ) and Charles Lewis ticularly clever associations were added.
(Richmond, VA ) who guessed 148 for -9 Among the outstanding links in the
penchant for the pun.
First runnersup were Tim Kehoe points.
Potts/ Maycrhoff chain were: Edsel
Overall leaders so far, with their Ford / Meadowlark Lemon; Nero
(Plymouth, Ml), twelve; Greg De Cicco
(Hinsdale, IL), thirteen; Robert Allen cumulative scores, are Tom O'Brien Wolfe / Itzhak Perlman ; Arabian
Mason (Moorpark, CA ), twelve; Sarah (Portland, OR), -2; Douglas Stewart Nights/ Sin bad/ Marquis de Sade; Eydie
Robinson (Modesto, CA ) , ten; Ivan and Jim Ganz (West Hartford, CT), -5; Gorme / James Beard/ Smith Brothers;
Drucker (Los Angeles, CA ), eleven; Tom O'Brien (again! ) and Paul Shan Henry Ford/ Model T/ Lipton's; Nancy
Patrick J . Moran (Snyder, NY ), twelve; berg (Moraga, CA), -8; and Daniel Drew/ Leonardo da Vinci ; That Old
Brad Handler (Denver, CO), thirteen; Tobias (Poughkeepsie , NY ), -9 .
Black Magic / Presto, Chango/ Renee
Mark Paul Weatherwax (Richland, MO),
Stewart opted for the cassette version Richards / Arthur Ashe . For pure puns
twelve; Geoffrey Raynor (New York, of Sargon II as his prize .
they outdid themselves in " King
NY), thirteen; Debbie Heuerman (Foun
Secret Orders. Leavlng no word un Midas/ It Might as Well Be Spring" and
tain Valley, CA), ten; and Sharinda turned, Tim Powers of Carrollton, Geor "Dolly Parton/ Pardon me , boys, is that
Hummel (Bellingham, WA), eleven.
gia, discovered eighty legitimate Apple the Chattanooga Choo Choo? " And, for
The Oracle. The Rose Bowl and Su soft commands in the March 1981 So/ esoteric knowledge, we like "Halley's
per Bowl, the Academy Awards, and now talk. There were only twelve written Comet/ Mark Twain." Twain was born on
the Indy 500 have transpired for our So/ commands Powers didn't find . Many the night that comet m ade its every
talk Oracles. With the scoring for guess contestants included Applesoft reserved seventy-five-year appearance.
ing closest to the average speed of the words that aren't specifically com
Potts and Mayerhoff will r eceive $100
winner of the Indy 500, we have a whole mands in their entries, and Powers was worth of On-Line Syste ms games from
new order in the queue for a disk drive . no exception. If these were to be counted, Team Electronics of Southgate, Milwau
With his prediction of 141 miles per Powers's score would be one hundred. kee, compliments of Softalk.
JI
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Softalk Presents

'nle Bestsellers
In the early months of the So/talk Top Thirty poll, Bill
Budge had so many entries on the list that it almost seemed
more appropriate to name it the honorary list of Bill Budge
hits. It was noted at the time that none of those programs were
particularly new entries-all had been seasoned for months in
the marketplace before the first So/talk poll, making their con
tinued presence all the more remarkable . But another effect of
the programs having aged was that none was strong enough to
knock VisiGalc off for the top spot.
All those other Budge efforts are gone from the Top Thirty
while VisiGalc remains, although VisiGalc has now been six
months in the second spot. VisiGalc is beyond question the sin
gle most dominant program in Appledom , but lately it's taken
back 11eat to A lien R ain for three months, Sp ace E ggs for two
months, and now R a ter Bla ter, the pinball machine simula
tion both authored and published by B!ll Budge.
It was the first full month in distribution for R aster Blaster
and it distanced the field. Only VisiGalc wa.s even close. Space
Eggs dropped to a far third, narrowly edging out DB M a ter.
However, the author of Space Egg , Nasir , was making his
presence felt elsewhere. P ul ar II and A utobahn, the two of his
latest efforts available in May, both made the Top Thirty for
the first time. Neither appears to have the strength to chal
lenge R aster Blaster and VisiGalc, but Sirius Software, pub
lisher of Na.s ir's programs, has high hopes for Gorgon, just r e
leased .
With three games in the Top Thirty and a hot new one on the
way, Nasir remains the king of arcademia, that corner of the
Apple world where programmers import arcade game ideas to
6~02 sense . Nasir's most serious competition comes from Tony
.

f_l·

Suzuki. who has Al ien R ciin and A lien T yphoon in the top twen
ty. and Jun Wada. whose Snuggle is number five.
On-Line Syste ms also found May a profitable month. All
three hi-res adventures from Ken and Roberta W!lliams made
the Top Thirty as did Sabotag e and Mfasile Defense, two ar
cade games authored outside the company but published by
On-Line.
Previously unranked programs that hit the charts this
month wer e lead by Pool 1.5 from Innovative Design Soft
ware. It was eighth in its first month of wide distribution .
Sabotage, P ttl~ar II, A tttobahn, and Speice R aiders, from
United Software of America , were also new . Space Raiders,
also an arcade game , gives author Paul Lutus the unusual dis
tinction of being the first author to be represented on Softalk's
various bestselling lists for business , home/ hobby , and e nter-

This

L as t

Month Mo nt h

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

5.
6.
7.

7.

8.
9.
10 .

3.
10 .

4.

Business ID

Vi.\'iCu/ c. Software Arts/ Dan Bricklin and Robert Franks
ton, Personal Software
DB M11.\'t er. Alpine Software/ Stanley Crane and Jerry Ma
con; and Barney Stone, Stoneware
Sup rt e.rt II. Ed Zaron, MUSE
BPI Geneml L cdyc r. J ohn Moss a nd Ken Debower, Apple
Computer
VisiPlot. Micro Finance Systems/ Mitchell Kapor, Personal
Software
Eusy Wlit er. J ohn Draper, In formation Unlimited
P er sonul Fil i ny Sys te m. J ohn Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
Apple Writ er, Apple Computer
Apple Plot, Apple Computer
Dulu Fu c tory. Bill Passauer, Micro Lab
CCA Dcila M<111<1y em e11t Sy. te m, Creative Computer Appli 
cations/Ben Herman, Personal Software

'

Now, you can put all your Apple components into one ,desk- ~
top package. Everything is right at your finger tips. Stackeg,
racked and packed ·in the new Apple-Crate. For more E?ffi
ciency. For more elbow-room.
The Apple-Crate is built by the same company that r,:nan
ufactures top-line stereo speaker cabinets .. . so it's rugged ;·
scratch and stain resistant, and looks like an expensive
·
piece of furniture.
Don't settle for any flimsy imitation. Ask for it by name.
"The Apple-Crate."
Exclusively distributed by

See it at computer stores
across the country.
Apple" :s a trademark of Appl e Computer. Inc.

rl_,.
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tainment software. Lutus previously authored Apple Writer for
Apple Computer and Apple World for USA. Apple Writ er is
consistently found on the Business Ten and Apple World, a
graphics utility package, was found in the Home/ Hobby Ten.

,... '""°me/Hobby ID

Month Month

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1. DOS 3.3. Apple Computer
3. DOS T ool K it, Apple Computer
4. Datu Cupture 4.0, David Hughes and George McClelland,
Southeastern Software
2. Typ-i ng Tutor. Image Producers, Microsoft
Super Disk Copy, Charles Hartley, Sensible Software
8. Bill B udg e'.~ 3-D Graphics P ackage, Bill Budge, California
P acific
Program L in e Editor , Neil Konzen, Synergistic Software
6. LISA A ssembler. Randy Hyde , Programma
Multi-Disk Catalog, Roger Tuttleman, Sensible Software
9. DOS Plus, Mike McLaren, Sensible Software

Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximate ly 8.0 perce nt ot
all sales of Apples a nd Apple-re lated products volunteered to participate In
the poll.
R espondents w ere contact ed e arly ln June to asc ertain their sales lead
ers for the month of May .
The onl y crit erion for inclusion on the list was number of sales made 
such other criteria as quallty of product, profltablllty to the computer retall·
er, and personal preference of the ind ividual respondents were not consid
ered .
R es pondents In Jun e r e prese nted every geographical area ot t he conti
nental United States as we ll as Hawaii.
Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that resulted In
the inde x number to the left of the program name ln t he Top Thirty listing.
The index number ls an arbitrary measure of relative strength ot the pro
grams listed. Index numbers are corre lative only tor the month In which they
are printe d ; r eaders cannot assume that an Index rating of 00 In one month
r e prese nts e quival ent sal es to an Index number of 00 ln another month .
Probability of statistical error ls plus·or-mlnus 0.1 percent , which trans
la t es roughly into the theoretical possibility ot a change ot tour points , plus or
m inus , in a ny index number .
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Programs reentering the Top Thirty were Planetoids from
Adventure International and Missil e Defense. Also new to the
Top Thirty was Super Disk Copy, a venerable marketplace
competitor from Sensible Software that had previously made
the Home/ Hobby Ten.
The Home/ Hobby Ten was marked by a predominance of
programmers' aids. Only DOS S.S, Data Capture 4.0, and Typ
ing Tutor do not fall into that category. Sensible Software had a
banner month, with three of its programs making that list.
The Business Ten also underwent some changes, with three
qjfferent entries on the list. Old timers returning to the list
were Easy Writer from Information Unlimited and CCA Data
Management System from Personal Software .
New to the list and the marketplace was VisiPlot from Per
sonal Software . VisiPlot is sold both as a stand-alone package
and in concert with VisiTrend. The ranking here Is for VisiPlot
as a stand-alone package; if its sales with VisiTrend had been
counted, it would have been third In the Business Ten.
Business in general in May held even with the April upturn
without showing significant advancement. About as many re
tailers reported a slowdown in business as reported an upturn.
This market strength is being reflected in broader-based
support for a wider range of product than had previously been
the case . There are a far larger number of software products
just below the last tntry in each list than ever before.
JI

TheTop Thirty

This Last
Month Month Index

1.
2.

1.

3.

2.

96 .45
84 .21

Raster Blaster, Bill Budge, BudgeCo
Visi Calc, Software Arts/Dan Brlcklln and Robert

Frankston, Personal Software
4.

1.

55.24
5. 51 .06

Space E ggs, Nasir, Sirius Software
DB Master, Alpine Software/ Stanley Crane and Jer

4. 47.48
8. 45.69

Snoggle, Jun Wada, Broderbund Software
Hi-R es Adventure #2: Th e Wizard and the Princess,

10.

45.69
41.21

DOS 3.3, Apple Computer
Pool 1.5, Don Hoffman, Howard de St. Germain, and

6.

39.71
37 .92

Alien R ain, Tony Suzuki, Broderbund Software
Zork, Mark S. Balnk, Timothy Anderson, Bruce Dan

ry Macon ; and Barney Stone , Stoneware
5.

6.

Roberta and Ken Williams, On-Line Systems
8.

Dave Morock, Innovative Design Software
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12. 21.50
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26 . 17.62

prepare for meeungs,

make reserva 11o ns , buy

24 . 16. 17.32
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. Display or pnnt any d.Jy's
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• A "perpetual" calenddr

holds one full year.
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monrhs.
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iels, P . D . Lebllns , Scott Cutler, and Joel Berez/Info
com, Personal Software
Sabotage, Mark Allen, On-Line Systems
Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwlck, SubLogic
Olympic D eca thlon, Tim Smith , Microsoft
Pulsa r II, Nasir, Sirius Software
Warp Factor, Paul Murray, Strategic Simulations
Space R aiders, Paul Lutus , United Software of
America
A utobahn, Nasir, Sirius Software
Alien Typhoon, Tony Suzuki, Broderbund Software
DOS Tool Kit, Apple Computer
Missile D ef ense, Dave Clark, On-Line Systems
Sa rgon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
ABM, Silas Warner, MUSE
Hi-R es Adventure #1: Mystery H ouse, Ken and Ro
berta Williams, On-Line Systems
Hi-Res Adventure #0: M ission: A steroid, Ken and
Roberta Williams, On-Line Systems
Plane toids, Marc G<Jodman,
Adventure International
Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George Mc
Clelland, Southeastern Software
Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
Stipertex t II, Ed Zaron, MUSE
BPI G eneral L edg er, John Moss and Ken Debower,
Apple Computer
Sup er Disk Copy, Charles Hartley, Sensible Soft
ware
The Prisoner, David Mulllch, Edu-Ware Services

WE'VE CREATED
A WORLD
JUST FOK

YOU.

OSGORTH! It is a wonder
world of swords-and-sorcery
adventure to serve as your personal playground.

rized into five classes of infantry and four ofcavalry. The tribes
that populate this world are as varied as they are enchanted:
dwarves, unicorns, amazons, centaurs - just to name a few.
Your fantasy soldiers have been carefully rated for armor,
speed, strength, and morale. Their weapons may be the bow,
javelin, rocks, spears, pikes, swords, axes, clubs, or cavalry
lance....and of course, spells that can magically enhance a
unit's speed, defense, attacking power, or courage.

AS RICHLY DETAILED as this game is, it never
becomes unwieldly because the computer keeps
track of everything. Its simple but elegant
movement system was designed so that
all action can proceed at a brisk pace. It
also comes with a powerful and intelli
gent computer opponent for solitaire play.
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE is fun ,
fast, and easy to play - geared to incite
your imagination. It comes with the
game program disc (for a 48K Apple II
with ROM card and a mini floppy
disc drive), a rulebook, and four
player-aid charts. For $59.95,get this
fantastic piece of real estate today!
To order with your VISA or
MASTERCARD, call toll free 800-227
1617, ext. 335 (800-772-3545, ext. 335
in California). To order by mail, send
your check to Strategic Simulations Inc,
Dept. S3, 465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108,
Mountain View, CA 94043. All our games
carry a 14-day money back guarantee.

lHE SHA'ITERED AilIANCE TM , first in a line of
forthcoming games from SSI that comprise the
Chronicles ofOsgorth, is a sophisticated strategy
simulation centered on this rich fantasy
planet and its ethereal trappings: magic,
rivalry between realms, war among
exotic creatures.
With the multitude of armies
either preassembled or designed by
you, you can conjure up limitless
scenarios - even the unlikely con
frontation of Osgorthian forces
against Alexander the Great's Com
panions or Caesar's Legionnaires!
Ah, the possibilities!

lHE APPLE COMPUTER paints in
beautiful, color Hi-Res graphics an
Osgorthian battlefield of knolls, mountains,
forests, and open plains. Unit types are catego-

Apple Ls a regLstered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

As part of our demanding standards of exce llence,

we use

maxell

ID 1981 by Strategic Simulation s Inc. All rights reserved .

floppy discs.

STRATEGIC SIM..JLATIONS INC.

PLAY BASEBALL t)~,,.
WITH .AN " . •
It may sound

J

ridic:ilous, but
APPL~®
thats exactly what
..&..:J •
COMPUTER
BASEBAll '" lets you do. With this highly realistic
strategy game and your Apple® computer, you can
manage any team you like - from the neighbor
hood hackers to the 1944 St. Louis Browns!

Ail lHE OPTIONS ofa big time manager are at
your disposal. For example, you can tell your
hitters to steal or bunt; your outfield to play
shallow; your infielders to come in at double-play
depth or in all the way. You can even visit the
mound to see how the pitcher's doing and per
haps dig into the bullpen for a reliever.
For you historical buffs, the data for over 20 great
past and present major league teams are provided
so you can re-create immemorable games
that were and those that might have been.

lHE COMPUTER RESOLVES the action
based on your decisions and the reams of player
statistics you've fed into it, such as a pitcher's ERA,
strikeouts, and won-loss record or a hitter's batting
average, home runs, stolen bases....

Using animated, color Hi-Res graphics, the
computer presents an amazingly realistic simu
lation of baseball. It is so true to life that a hitter
with a high RBI total will be biased to hit
more often when runners are on base. On
potential double plays, it will check for the
fielding abilities of the players involved and
for the running ability of the batter and person
on first base. It even accounts for streak hitting
and pitching.
As if all this weren't enough, the computer
will also manage the opposing team during solitaire
play.
How much does it cost to own all the
baseball teams in the world? Just $39.95.
COMPlITER BASEBALL comes with the
game program disc (for a 48K Apple II with
ROM card and a mini floppy disc drive), a
rule book, and various player-aid charts.
So you see, playing baseball with an
Apple isn't outrageous at all. In fact, it may
be more fun than the real thing. Give it a
try today!
To order with your VISA or MASTER
CARD, call toll free S00-227-1617, ext.335
(800-772-3545, ext. 335 in California) . To
order by mail, send your check to Strategic Simulations Inc,
Dept. S3, 465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108, Mountain View, CA
94043. California residents, add 6 V2% sales tax.
All our games carry a 14-day money back guarantee.

